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1

Introduction
Imagine that a mother tells her daughter Lucy on Thursday during dinner that she is not
allowed to swim in the river. When Lucy’s friend Robin asks her the next day at school to go
swim in the river later, Lucy reports her mother’s utterance:
(1)

My mom said that I am not allowed to swim in the river.

Speech reports like (1) are an essential part of human communication. We can encounter
them almost everywhere: in everyday conversations, news reports, philosophical treatises
and works of fiction. It is therefore not surprising that speech reports have attracted the
interest of researchers outside the discipline of linguistics. Philosophers have, for instance,
pondered about the meaning of words inside of quotation marks (e.g., Davidson, 1979; Frege,
1892). Literary scholars have studied the representation of speech and thought in literary
texts (e.g., Fludernik, 1993). Psychologists have focused on how reported speech is mentally
represented (Eerland, Engelen, & Zwaan, 2013; Yao & Scheepers, 2011).
Traditionally, two different types of speech reports are distinguished: direct speech
(oratio recta) and indirect speech (oratio obliqua). In the situation described above, Lucy used
indirect speech – repeated below for convenience. But she could just as well have reported
her mother’s utterance with a direct speech report such as (2). This would, for instance, allow
her to mock her mother’s tone of voice.
(1)
(2)

Indirect speech: My mom said that I am not allowed to swim in the river.
Direct speech: My mom said, “You’re not allowed to swim in the river”.

If we contrast the direct and indirect version of the same reported utterance, one crucial semantic difference becomes apparent: Lucy uses different pronouns to refer to herself: the firstperson pronoun I in the indirect speech report (1), and the second-person pronoun you in the
direct speech report (2). This difference in pronoun use is related to the perspective from
which Lucy presents her mother’s previous utterance. In indirect speech, Lucy reports the
utterance from her own current perspective and therefore refers to herself with a first-person
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pronoun. In direct speech, Lucy shifts to the perspective that her mother occupied when originally producing the utterance You’re not allowed to swim in the river. From her mother’s point
of view in this earlier conversation, Lucy is the addressee and hence referent of you.
If the listener Robin is to correctly interpret pronouns like I and you in a speech report, she needs to know from which perspective the reported utterance is presented, i.e., she
must be able to distinguish direct from indirect speech. Otherwise, Robin might for instance
falsely assume that the second-person pronoun you in the direct speech report (2) refers to
her, the current addressee instead of to Lucy, the original addressee. Previous developmental
studies indicate that children have difficulties to clearly distinguish between direct and indirect speech (Goodell & Sachs, 1992; Hickmann, 1993; Hollebrandse, 2007). But it is unclear
whether this also affects children’s comprehension of pronouns in direct and indirect speech.
Despite the fact that the interpretation of pronouns and other indexicals in speech
reports is a much discussed topic in semantics (see Schlenker, 2011, for an overview), we
know little about the cognitive processes underlying the interpretation of context-dependent
expressions in direct and indirect speech. Is it easier for a listener to interpret pronouns in direct or indirect speech? Do pragmatic factors such as the communicative situation influence
the processing of speech reports? When do children learn to correctly interpret and produce
pronouns in direct and indirect speech? I will answer these fundamental questions in this
dissertation, based on a corpus study (chapter 3) and three psycholinguistic experiments
(chapters 4, 5 and 6). More specifically, I look at the interpretation and production of speech
reports in Dutch children and adults. With my research on the processing of speech reports,
I hope to contribute to the empirical foundations of theories on reported speech in various
disciplines such as linguistics, philosophy, literary studies and psychology.
Before I present my empirical studies, I will first provide the theoretical background
against which these studies have to be understood. I start with a definition of speech reports
(2.1). Next, I discuss whether it is justified to construe direct and indirect speech as two
fundamentally different report types (2.2). Based on many examples of speech reports that
contain features of both direct and indirect speech, I argue for a less rigid direct–indirect
distinction (2.3). Subsequently, I present previous research on children’s acquisition of direct
and indirect speech (2.4). Next, I turn to pronouns and discuss relevant distinctions in the
pronominal system (2.5). Afterwards, I summarize previous research on children’s production and comprehension of deictic pronouns (2.6). The theoretical background chapter closes
with a detailed overview of the empirical studies (2.7).
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2

Theoretical background1
2.1 Speech reports

Speech reports come in a wide variety of forms and functions. Crucially, not all speech
reports refer to a unique speech event in the past. Speakers can, for instance, also ascribe
hypothetical utterances to others (see (3)), they can report what has not been said (see (4))
and summarize a series of utterances using placeholders like such-and-such (see (5)) (Koev,
2015; Sams, 2010; Tannen, 2007; Von Roncador, 1988).
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Dad would probably say, “You’re old enough to swim in the river”.
Mom never said that I am not allowed to wade through the river.
Mom always says, “You’re not allowed to do such-and-such”.
Mom’s look was like, “Don’t you dare!”.

Speech can even be ascribed to entities that are clearly unable to communicate in a human
language, such as animals or inanimate objects. Report (6) is an example of such a “fictive
interaction” (Pascual, 2014): The reporting speaker pretends that the look on her mother’s
face is saying Don’t you dare!.
In this dissertation, I use the term speech report in a wide sense for all kinds of explicit speech ascriptions, without presupposing the existence of an original utterance. I prefer
speech report to other terms such as “constructed dialogue” (Tannen, 2007) or “reporting
discourse” (Sakita, 2002) because it is more common and indicates that I confine myself
to attributions of speech, leaving aside the closely related phenomena of reported thought,
perception and action (Janssen & Van der Wurff, 1996; Lillo-Martin, 2012).

1

Parts of chapter 2 are based on Köder and Maier (2015) and Köder (2013).
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2.2 The direct–indirect distinction
Speech reports are traditionally divided into two fundamentally different types: direct speech
and indirect speech. Linguists typically consider direct speech a form of quotation (i.e.,
a form of reference to linguistic objects like sentences or utterances) and indirect speech
an intensional clausal embedding, syntactically and semantically on a par with attitude ascriptions (believes that) and modal operators (it is possible that) (Kaplan, 1989; Maier, 2009;
Zimmermann, 1991). According to the influential demonstration theory of quotation, the
difference between direct and indirect speech is due to the fundamental opposition between
demonstration and description: Direct quotations are a type of demonstration that depict
certain aspects of an utterance (such as its content, the accent or emotional state of the
speaker) and give the audience an impression what it would be like to listen to the reported
speaker directly. Indirect speech reports, however, describe aspects of the reported utterance,
focusing mainly on its propositional content (Clark & Gerrig, 1990; Davidson, to appear;
Recanati, 2001; Wade & Clark, 1993).
But are direct and indirect speech really two clearly distinct types to report speech?
In the following sections, I will search for criteria that distinguish direct and indirect speech
on different levels of linguistic analysis, such as syntax, semantics, prosody and pragmatics.

2.2.1 Direct and indirect speech in English, Dutch and German
Syntactically, the main difference between direct and indirect speech is the level of syntactic integration. In indirect speech, the reported utterance is syntactically integrated in the
linguistic environment, for instance in the form of a subordinate clause. By contrast, direct
quotations of assertions are relatively independent and behave similarly to main clauses
(Banfield, 1973; Li, 1986; Oshima, 2006).
Let us have a closer look at the syntactic differences between direct and indirect
speech in English, Dutch and German. In English, the reported utterance I am happy retains
verb-second word order in both direct speech (see (7a)) and indirect speech (see (7b)).
(7)

a.
b.

Anna said, “I am happy”.
Anna said (that) she was happy.

The complementizer that in English is optional in indirect speech. Moreover, English exhibits
sequence of tense in indirect speech. This means that the tense of the complement clause is
adjusted to agree with the tense of the verb in the matrix clause. We can see this in (7b), where
the original utterance I am happy (present tense) is changed to that she was happy (simple
past) because the matrix clause is past tense (said).
In contrast to English, the direct–indirect distinction is syntactically more clearly
marked in Dutch.
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(8)
a.
Anna zei:            “Ik ben    blij”.
		Anna say-PST   I      be-PRES happy
		
‘Anna said: “I am happy”.’
b.
Anna zei     dat    ze      blij    was.
		Anna say-PST that she happy be-PST
		
‘Anna said that she was happy’.
In direct speech, assertions like Ik ben blij ‘I am happy’ have verb-second word order, as
typical for Dutch main clauses. In indirect speech, however, the reported utterance has the
form of a subordinate clause with verb-final word order and an obligatory complementizer
dat ‘that’. Indirect speech reports in Dutch can also exhibit sequence of tense (Boogart, 1996).
In German, word order and complementizer do not always differentiate between
direct and indirect speech. As in Dutch, direct reports of assertions have verb-second word
order in German (see (9a)). Moreover, German also has a form of indirect speech with verbfinal word order and complementizer (see (9b)).
(9)
a.
		
		
b.
		
		
c.
		
		

Anna sagte:      „Ich bin      glücklich“.
Anna say-PST I    be-PRES happy
‘Anna said: “I am happy”.’
Anna sagte,          dass sie   glücklich ist.
Anna say-PST that she happy           be-PRES
‘Anna said that she is happy.’
Anna sagte,   sie   sei       glücklich.
Anna say-PST she be-SBJV happy
‘Anna said she is happy.’

But unlike standard Dutch, German offers an additional indirect speech construction (see
(9c)), that is sometimes called “abhängiger Hauptsatz” ‘dependent main clause’ (Auer, 1998)
or “unselbständiger Verbzweit-Satz” ‘non-independent verb-second sentence’ (Reis, 1997).
These terms reveal that this indirect verb-second construction2 is situated between coordination and subordination. On the one hand, the report complement is dependent on the reporting clause. On the other hand, it is syntactically less integrated than the indirect verb-final
construction because it lacks a complementizer and exhibits verb-second word order, which
2

For a discussion why this reporting construction is a form of indirect speech rather than direct speech,

see Köder (2013). There I show that dependent main clause constructions exhibit certain main clause
phenomena such as the possible topicalization of various constituents and subject-auxiliary inversion
in questions. However, semantically they behave as expected from indirect reports: deictic expressions
have to be evaluated with respect to the reporting context, and they allow grammatical dependencies
between reporting clause and report (e.g., the licensing of negative polarity items).
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is typical for main clauses in German. In order to still mark the indirectness of the report,
indirect verb-second constructions often contain verbs in the subjunctive mood (FabriciusHansen, 2002; Plank, 1986).3
The syntactic analysis shows that of these three languages, Dutch is the one that marks
the direct–indirect distinction most clearly in the grammar. In Dutch, direct and indirect
speech can be distinguished with respect to word order, sequence of tense and the presence/
absence of a complementizer. Since Dutch leaves very little room for ambiguous reports, it
is ideally suited for testing children’s and adults’ comprehension of pronouns in direct and
indirect speech. This is why I chose Dutch as language of investigation for the experimental
studies (discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6). In the corpus study (chapter 3), I look at both
Dutch and German children’s spontaneous use of speech reports. German is interesting
because of its additional indirect verb-second construction, which resembles direct reports
of assertions. In the following sections, I illustrate differences between direct and indirect
speech mainly with examples from Dutch.

2.2.2 Syntactic restrictions in indirect speech
The fact that the reported utterance is syntactically integrated in indirect speech entails that the
reported utterance is subject to syntactic and lexical restrictions typical for subordinate clauses.
This explains why it is not possible to shift to English in a Dutch indirect speech report like (10a).
(10) a.
		
b.
		

*Anna zei dat she is happy.
‘Anna said that she is happy.’
Anna zei: “I am happy”.
‘Anna said: “I am happy”.

In direct speech, however, the reported utterance within quotation marks is basically unconstrained. This means that not only utterances in a different language or dialect can be quoted (see
(10b)), but also expressives like ouch (e.g., Anna said: “Ouch!”). According to Coulmas, “expressive elements are one feature which allows us to recognize direct speech” (Coulmas, 1985, p. 44).
The greater syntactic and lexical restrictions of indirect speech also come into view
when reporting questions and requests. Compare, for instance, the direct and the indirect
report of Anna’s command Ga naar huis, Jan ‘Go home, Jan’.
(11) a.
		
3

Anna zei: “Ga naar huis, Jan!”
‘Anna said: “Go home, Jan!”

Indirect verb-final constructions in German can also contain verbs in the subjunctive. The subjunctive

can signal that the reporting speaker distances himself epistemically from the reported utterance, withholding responsibility for the truth of the expressed proposition (Fabricius-Hansen, 2002; Plank, 1986).
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Anna zei tegen Jan dat hij naar huis moest gaan.
‘Anna said to Jan that he had to go home.’

In the direct speech report (11a), the original utterance including the imperative and vocative
can be quoted without further adjustments. But in the indirect report (11b), the illocutionary
force of the command is expressed with the modal auxiliary verb moeten ‘have to’. Vocatives
cannot be reported at all in an indirect speech report (Banfield, 1973).
Taken together, shifts of language or dialect, certain kinds of expressives (e.g., ouch),
imperatives and vocatives are usually cues for direct speech.

2.2.3 Opacity vs. transparency: wh-movement and NPI licensing
Another difference between direct and indirect speech is that indirect speech is syntactically
and semantically transparent to grammatical processes, while direct speech is opaque. This
is the reason why only indirect speech allows certain grammatical dependencies between
reporting clause and report.
First, while direct speech blocks wh-extraction out of the quotation (12b), indirect
speech allows extraction out of the complement (12c) (Schlenker, 2011):
(12) a.
Original:
				
b.
Direct:
				
c.
Indirect:
				

Jullie moeten je kamer opruimen.
‘You guys have to tidy up your room.’
(*)Wat zei mama, “Jullie moeten doen”?
‘What did mom say, “You guys have to do”?’
Wat zei mama dat we moeten doen?
‘What did mom say (that) we have to do?’

Similarly, only in indirect speech does a main clause negation license negative polarity items (NPI) in the complement (Anand & Nevins, 2004).
(13) a.
		
b.
		

Anna heeft nooit gezegd dat ook maar iemand ontslagen zou worden.
‘Anna has never said that anyone would get fired.’
(*)Anna heeft nooit gezegd : “Ook maar iemand zal ontslagen worden”.
‘Anna did not say: “Anyone will get fired”.’

In example (13), the Dutch NPI ook maar ‘any’ is licensed by the negation nooit ‘never’ in the
indirect speech report (13a), but not in the direct speech report (13b). Inside of a quotation,
NPIs are not in the scope of the matrix clause negation.
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b.
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Wh-extraction and the licensing of NPIs provide us with a syntactic and a semantic
test to distinguish direct from indirect speech.4

2.2.4 Interpretation of context-dependent expressions
The focus of this dissertation is on the main semantic difference between direct and indirect speech: the interpretation of context-dependent expressions such as the person
indexicals I and you. Before going into detail, imagine the following scenario. Anna tells
Peter on Saturday that she will call Ben tomorrow: Ik ga hem morgen bellen ‘I will call him
tomorrow’. The next day Peter meets Ben and wants to report to him what Anna told him.
In Dutch, Peter can choose to do so with a direct speech report like (14a) or an indirect
speech report like (14b).
(14) a.
		
b.
		

Anna zei: “Ik ga hem morgen bellen”.
‘Anna said: “I will call him tomorrow”.’
Anna zei dat ze jou vandaag zou gaan bellen.
‘Anna said that she would call you today.’

As typical for speech reporting, the scenario involves two speech contexts: the reported context (Anna talking to Peter) and the reporting context (Peter talking to Ben). Both speech
contexts are semantically minimally defined by a speaker (and sometimes an addressee),
a time and a world (Kaplan, 1989; Schlenker, 2003). Each of these speech contexts can serve
as context of evaluation for context-dependent expressions.
In indirect speech, all context-dependent expressions are oriented towards the reporting context with the reporting speaker’s (i.e., Peter’s) time and place of utterance as
deictic center. This is the reason why in the indirect speech report (14b), the second-person
pronoun jou ‘you’ refers to Peter’s current addressee Ben and the third-person pronoun ze
‘she’ to Anna, who is absent when Peter reports her utterance. Similarly, the temporal adverb
vandaag ‘today’ has to be evaluated with respect to the actual reporting time, i.e., Sunday.
In direct speech, a context shift from the reporting context to the reported context
takes place (Recanati, 2000). Therefore the meaning of the deictic expressions ik ‘I’, hem ‘him’
and morgen ‘tomorrow’ in (14a) has to be determined relative to the reported speech context
with Anna’s I-now-here as deictic center of the personal and spatio-temporal coordinate system (Bühler, 1934).

4

However, note that even though direct speech reports fail the tests of wh-extraction and NPI licensing,

this does not mean that quotations are semantically and syntactically inert and are completely isolated
from the rest of the discourse. Partee (1973) shows that the quoted material can interact in at least three
respects with its environment: pronominalization, ellipsis and what she calls ‘semantic anaphora’.
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2.2.5 Direct speech: A verbatim rendition?
It is an integral part of many theories of reported speech that direct speech – in contrast to
indirect speech – commits the speaker to a faithful rendition of the exact words of an original
utterance (e.g., Coulmas, 1985; Leech & Short, 1981; Li, 1986). Consider, for instance, Leech
and Short’s characterization of the direct–indirect distinction:
The essential semantic difference between direct and indirect speech is that
when one uses direct speech to report what someone has said one quotes the
words used verbatim, whereas in indirect speech one expresses what was said
in one’s own words. (Leech & Short, 1981, p. 318)
However, this so-called verbatim assumption has also been heavily criticized (e.g., Clark &
Gerrig, 1990; Tannen, 2007; Wade & Clark, 1993). Can verbatimness serve as a semantic
criterion to distinguish direct and indirect speech?
A major point of criticism against the verbatim assumption is that direct speech
reports are usually not verbatim renditions of previous utterances. First of all, many speech
reports, such as hypothetical reports (Daddy would say…) or fictive reports (Little Red Riding Hood said…), are not based on a unique utterance in the past (Tannen, 2007). Second,
even if there is an original utterance, direct quotations are often not exact copies of the
original, especially in spoken interactions. In an experimental study, Wade and Clark (1993)
found that direct speech reports do not contain significantly more exact words than indirect
speech reports. They argue that this is due to memory limitations on the part of the speaker.
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Put differently, we can describe the difference between direct and indirect speech as
a difference in perspective: The reporting speaker Peter has the choice to present the target
utterance from his own current perspective (indirect speech) or to shift to the perspective of
the reported speaker Anna (direct speech) (Coulmas, 1986; De Roeck, 1994).
Now, let’s have a closer look at the types of expressions of which the meaning differs
when embedded in a direct as compared to an indirect speech report. First of all, this applies to deictic expressions traditionally divided into the semantic categories of person deixis,
space deixis and time deixis (Bühler, 1934). This includes deictic pronouns (e.g., I, you), spatial indexicals (e.g., here, there) and temporal indexicals (e.g., today, tomorrow). Second, there
are certain types of linguistic expressions that are tied to the speaker’s perspective. So-called
expressives express the speaker’s evaluative attitude towards a certain person, object or state of
affairs. Examples of words or expressions with expressive content are epithets (e.g., that bastard), evaluative adverbs (e.g., unfortunately, alas!) and expressive morphemes (fucking, German scheiß- ‘shit-’) (Banfield, 1973; Eckardt, 2015; Potts, 2007). Usually, expressives convey
the reported speaker’s perspective in direct speech and the reporting speaker’s perspective
in indirect speech, but see section 2.3.4 for exceptions.

Theoretical background

In addition, the reporting speaker might not always intend to provide a faithful copy of
another person’s utterance, but may prefer to entertain the listener (Clark & Gerrig, 1990;
Wade & Clark, 1993).
However, support for the verbatim assumption is that listeners seem to have the expectation that direct speech reports are verbatim renditions. Psycholinguistic studies indicate
that people pay more attention to the exact words of a direct than an indirect speech report
(Bohan, Sanford, Cochrane, & Sanford, 2008; Eerland et al., 2013). Moreover, speakers tend
to be willing to admit error when confronted with written or recorded evidence that their
direct quote of someone is inaccurate (Johnson & Lepore, 2011).
In sum, verbatim reports seem to be more a theoretical ideal than actual reality
in spoken conversations. Verbatimness therefore falls short of being an empirically testable
criterion to distinguish direct from indirect speech. But even though speakers might de facto
not quote the exact words of another person, they purport to do so by presenting the reported
utterance not from their own perspective but from the perspective of the reported speaker.

2.2.6 Prosodic differences
In languages like English, syntactic features are not always sufficient to determine whether
a report is direct or indirect speech. Consider, for instance, report (15), which is ambiguous
between a direct and an indirect speech interpretation: The first-person pronoun I could
either refer to the reported speaker Anna (direct speech) or to the person producing the
speech report (indirect speech).
(15)

Anna said I am lucky to be alive.

In spoken language, prosody is an important means to disambiguate reports like (15). Studies indicate that direct speech reports tend to exhibit a break between reporting clause and
report and are characterized by a greater overall pitch range than indirect speech reports.
Speakers also sometimes change their volume, rhythm, speech rate and voice quality in a direct quotation (Jansen, Gregory, & Brenier, 2001; Kalmanovitch, 2015; Kasimir, 2008; Klewitz
& Couper-Kuhlen, 1999; Oliveira & Cunha, 2004; Wade & Clark, 1993).
Taken together, indirect speech reports tend to have an integrated intonational contour, whereas direct quotations are prosodically separated from the surrounding discourse.
The prosodic discontinuity in direct speech is a cue for the listener that a shift from the
reporting to the reported speech context takes place. However, note that there is a lot of
variation in the prosodic marking of speech reports. Therefore, prosody is not always a clear
indicator of direct or indirect speech.
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2.2.7 The vividness of direct speech
Pragmatically, direct and indirect speech can be distinguished with respect to the vividness of
the report. Direct speech is typically described as “vivid”, “dramatic” and “theatrical” and is considered to be more engaging and involving for an audience than indirect speech reports (Chafe,
1982; Tannen, 2007; Wierzbicka, 1974). It is empirically confirmed that listeners perceive direct
speech as more lively than other stretches of talk (Groenewold, Bastiaanse, Nickels, & Huiskes,
2014). This is related to certain features of direct speech mentioned earlier: the frequent presence of expressive elements, the prosodic changes in pitch, volume, tempo and voice quality,
and the shift to the reported speaker’s perspective. The vividness distinction can be explained
by the difference between demonstration and description, proposed by Clark and Gerrig (1990).
Demonstrations are inherently more vivid than descriptions […]. As demonstrations, direct quotations are intended to enable listeners to experience what
it would be like to hear, see, or feel what the original speaker did. Indirect
quotations, which are descriptions, are not. (Wade & Clark, 1993, p. 818)
Compared to other differences between direct and indirect speech, the vividness
criterion has received a lot of attention in psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics. Several
studies indicate that the alleged vividness of direct speech affects listeners’ and readers’
mental representations. There is experimental evidence that readers adapt their reading
rate in direct speech but not in indirect speech when the situation implies that the reported
speaker is speaking quickly or slowly (Stites, Luke, & Christianson, 2013; Yao & Scheepers,
2011). Moreover, reading direct as opposed to indirect speech reports activates specific voiceselective areas in the brain, which suggests that the reported speaker’s voice is simulated
(Yao, Belin, & Scheepers, 2011). A similar effect was found when participants listened to
monotonously spoken direct and indirect speech:
The current study shows that listeners routinely expect vivid depictions for direct speech but rarely for indirect speech; they spontaneously engage in men-
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In face-to-face interactions, the context shift in direct speech can also be signaled visually,
e.g., by air quotes or by mimicking the reported speaker’s facial expression, posture or physique
(Clark & Gerrig, 1990). In written language, quoted speech is usually distinguished from the
surrounding text by means of quotation marks, italics, indentation or different font size or type.
In the following sections, I discuss two pragmatic differences between direct and
indirect speech. First, direct speech is usually perceived as more vivid than indirect speech
(2.2.7). Second, there is evidence that direct and indirect speech are used for different communicative purposes (2.2.8).

Theoretical background

tal simulations of vivid vocal depictions while listening to monotonously
spoken direct speech rather than to monotonously spoken indirect speech.
(Yao, Belin, & Scheepers, 2012, p. 1841)
The theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that vividness is a feature typically associated
with direct speech. But as a criterion to distinguish direct and indirect speech, vividness
has some serious disadvantages. First, vividness is a subjective feature related to how people
perceive a speech report. Second, vividness is a gradual feature, which means that certain
direct speech reports are very vivid while others might exhibit no expressive elements or
exaggerated prosody at all, similar to indirect speech (Redeker, 1991).

2.2.8 Different discourse functions
Even though direct and indirect speech differ in many syntactic, semantic and prosodic respects, there is no “one-to-one relationship between direct (or indirect) speech and a particular context-free function” (Günthner, 1997, p. 268). Instead, conversation analysts argue that
the function of a particular direct or indirect speech report needs to be analyzed with respect
to the concrete situation of its use (Baynham, 1996; Günthner, 1997).
Here are a few examples of what people do with direct and indirect speech reports.
Speakers tend to use direct speech to create a dramatic effect, which makes the speech report
more involving for the listener (Baynham, 1996; Redeker, 1991; Sakita, 2002; Tannen, 2007;
Wierzbicka, 1974). This is why direct speech is not only frequently used in narratives, but
for instance also by teachers during math class (Baynham, 1996). Within a story or joke,
direct speech often appears at the climax, whereas indirect speech reports have the function
to contribute background information (Bauman, 1986; Günthner, 1997; Sakita, 2002; Yule,
1993). In court, witnesses can take advantage of the fact that direct speech is associated with
verbatimness. Using a direct instead of an indirect speech report gives the impression that
a person has directly witnessed the speech act in question and has a detailed memory of it.
This can strengthen the credibility of the testimony (Galatolo, 2007; Philips, 1986).
While there is a multitude of qualitative studies, quantitative studies about the discourse functions of direct and indirect speech are rare. Vincent and Perrin’s (1999) analysis is
a notable exception. Their study of speech reports produced during sociolinguistic interviews
reveals interesting functional differences between direct and indirect speech. While the majority of direct speech reports (54%) have a narrative function, only 34% of indirect speech
reports are used to move along a story chronologically. The most frequent function among
indirect speech reports is the authority function. Lucy’s report at the outset is an example of
a report with an authority function – here repeated for convenience:
(1)
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My mom said that I am not allowed to swim in the river.

2.3 Between direct and indirect speech
We have seen how to distinguish direct and indirect speech by various syntactic, semantic and
prosodic features. In Dutch, a language with an especially clear-cut direct–indirect distinction,
direct and indirect speech can be distinguished by word order (V2 vs. V-final), the presence/
absence of a complementizer, the occurrence of certain words or constructions in the report
(e.g., vocatives, imperatives), the performance on syntactic and semantic tests (wh-extraction,
NPI-licensing), the deictic orientation of context-dependent expressions (reported vs. reporting context), and particular prosodic features. Furthermore, direct and indirect speech differ
also in pragmatic respects: Direct speech reports are usually perceived as more vivid than
indirect speech reports and tend to be used for different communicative functions. These
differences between direct and indirect speech support the traditional dichotomy in which
languages provide two entirely distinct linguistic structures to report what someone said: one
a form of quotation and the other an intensional embedding. However, on closer examination,
it turns out that even in Dutch some reports do not neatly fit into the dichotomy.

5

Note that in Vincent and Perrin’s (1999) corpus, 87% of the reports were direct speech reports and 13%

indirect speech reports. This is in line with previous studies that found that direct speech is the most
frequent report type in spoken discourse, whereas indirect speech dominates in written newspaper texts
(Barbieri & Eckhardt, 2007; Van der Houwen, 2012). Beside the narrative function and the authority
function, Vincent and Perrin distinguish two more functions of speech reports: the support function
and the appreciative function. A report has a support function when it illustrates a meta-discursive
comment by the speaker. A report has an appreciative function when it expresses an opinion or judgement about something. Vincent and Perrin found that the support function is associated with direct
speech, while the appreciative function is associated with indirect speech.
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Lucy uses report (1) to communicate the proposition that she is not allowed to swim in the
river, which she supports by appealing to the authority of her mother. That Lucy in our fictive example opted for an indirect speech report is plausible considering that the authority
function is associated with the use of indirect speech. In Vincent and Perrin’s corpus, 36%
of the indirect speech reports have an authority function as opposed to 16% of the direct
speech reports.5
In sum, direct and indirect speech cannot be clearly distinguished with respect to their
function in discourse. Both report types can be used for multiple communicative purposes.
However, in certain situations, speakers seem to prefer one type of report over the other. To
gain a better understanding of the factors that influence speakers’ choice of direct or indirect
speech, experimental studies are needed in which the situational parameters are systematically
controlled and varied. I provide such experimental evidence in the elicitation study in chapter 5.

Theoretical background

In the next sections, I will go through apparent counterexamples to a rigid direct–
indirect distinction in Dutch: V2 constructions, mixed quotation, free indirect discourse,
and perspective-dependent expressions. Looking beyond Dutch, many more direct–indirect
mixes turn up, which will lead us to endorse a more continuous picture of reported speech.

2.3.1 V2 constructions
A first piece of evidence that the direct–indirect distinction in Dutch is not as strict as it appeared until now is that in colloquial Dutch, we find an embedded verb-second construction
that is similar to the German indirect V2 construction:
(16)

Jan zei (dat) hij kon niet komen.
‘John said (that) he couldn’t come.’ (Zwart, 1997, p. 24)

This construction is situated in between direct and indirect speech because it exhibits the pronoun interpretation and sequence-of-tense characteristics of indirect speech, but the wordorder (and wh-extraction blocking) of direct speech. Although not acceptable in standard
Dutch, verb-second mixed reporting is considered grammatical in many Germanic languages,
including German, Danish, and Frisian (cf. Zwart, 1997 and references cited therein). 6

2.3.2 Mixed quotation
Mixed quotations such as (17) also contradict the idea of a clear-cut dichotomy because they
combine features of direct and indirect speech (Cappelen & Lepore, 1997).
(17)

Peter zei dat de “flamingo” een mooie dans is.
‘Peter said that the “flamingo” is a beautiful dance.’

In report (17), the reporting speaker uses the syntax of indirect speech, but directly quotes
Peter’s malapropism “flamingo”. According to Davidson (1979, p. 39), the quoted words
in mixed quotations “do double duty” because they are simultaneously mentioned (i.e., refer
to a linguistic object) and used (i.e., fulfill a syntactic function and refer to entities in the
world).7 Since mixed quotations are a frequent phenomenon in spoken and written language,
it is hard to ignore this evidence against a rigid direct–indirect distinction.
6

There is a similar phenomenon in some English dialects, where the main clause word order can be

seen in reported questions, as in: “The baritone was asked what did he think of Mrs Kearney’s conduct.”
(from James Joyce, Dubliners, cited by McCloskey (2006)).
7

In the formal semantic analysis of Maier (2014), example (17) would roughly be analyzed as: Peter said

that the entity he refers to with the word flamingo has the property of being a beautiful dance.
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Another well-known counterexample to the direct–indirect dichotomy is free indirect discourse, a narrative technique typically used to report the thoughts of a character (Banfield,
1982; Fludernik, 1993; Leech & Short, 1981). But free indirect discourse can also be used to
report speech, as in (18).
(18)

Ze keek hem woest aan. Wie dacht hij wel dat hij was?!, snauwde ze.
‘She looked at him furiously. Who did he think he was?!, she snarled.’

In free indirect discourse, the perspective of the narrator (i.e., the reporting speaker) and the
perspective of the character (i.e., the reported speaker) are intermingled. On the one hand,
(18) looks like a direct report of the character’s speech because of the use of an exclamative construction with main clause word order. On the other hand, the tense and the use of
a third-person pronoun hij ‘he’ point in the direction of indirect speech, as the character’s
original utterance must have been something like Who do you think you are?!. Because free
indirect discourse mixes features of direct and indirect speech, it has not only attracted the
attention of literary scholars, but also that of formal semanticists (e.g., Eckardt, 2015; Maier,
2015a; Schlenker, 2004; Sharvit, 2008).

2.3.4 Perspective-dependent expressions
As noted in section 2.2.4, the main semantic criterion to distinguish direct and indirect speech
is the difference in perspective from which the utterance is reported: In indirect speech, the
utterance is presented from the reporting speaker’s perspective, and in direct speech from the
reported speaker’s perspective. However, not all linguistic expressions behave as predicted
by this distinction. Consider, for instance, the meaning of the speaker adverb helaas ‘unfortunately’ in (19).
(19)

Anna zei dat ze helaas niet kon komen, maar ik vind het niet zo erg.
‘Anna said that she unfortunately could not come, but I think that is not so bad.’

Since (19) is an indirect speech report, the speaker-oriented adverb helaas should express
the actual reporting speaker’s attitude of regret. However, the linguistic context rules out
such an interpretation because the actual speaker is clearly not unhappy that Anna cannot
come (maar ik vind het niet zo erg ‘but I think that is not so bad’). Contrary to our initial
characterization, helaas expresses the perspective of the reported speaker Anna, similar to
when it occurs in a direct speech report (cf. Eckardt, 2015; Fabricius-Hansen, 2002 for leider
‘unfortunately’ in German). Exceptions like this have also been discovered for epithets (e.g.,
that bastard) and appositives (Harris & Potts, 2009; Koev, 2013; Kratzer, 1999).
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2.3.3 Free indirect discourse

Theoretical background

Even temporal and spatial indexicals are not always firmly anchored in either the
reported context (direct speech) or the reporting context (indirect speech). Plank’s (1986)
study indicates that native speakers of German allow deviant interpretations of the spatial
adverbs hier ‘here’ and dort ‘there’ and the temporal adverbs heute ‘today’ and morgen ‘tomorrow’ in both direct and indirect speech. A similar study for Dutch is still missing, but the data
from German suggests that in Dutch the direct–indirect distinction might also be blurred
in the domain of space and time deixis. Crucially, however, in the domain of person deixis,
Dutch and German do not allow pronouns in direct or indirect speech to be evaluated with
respect to the opposite speech context. This makes pronouns an ideal test case for finding out
when children can reliably tell apart direct and indirect speech.

2.3.5 Role shift in sign languages
If we look beyond Dutch, we find many more mixes of direct and indirect speech. Consider
first sign languages, where utterances are reported with a construction called role shift. In
role shift, the shift to another person’s perspective is marked in the visual-gestural modality
and is characterized by a body shift toward the locus of the quoted speaker, break in eye gaze
with the actual addressee, change in head position and the use of facial expressions associated with the quoted speaker (Engberg-Pedersen, 1995; Herrmann & Steinbach, 2012; Quer,
2005, 2011). Role shift is often considered a form of direct speech because of its demonstrative qualities and the fact that deictic expressions are typically evaluated with respect to the
reported signer’s perspective (Davidson, to appear).
However, on closer inspection, a simple identification of role shift with direct speech
seems premature. In several sign languages such as Catalan Sign Language (Quer, 2005) and
German Sign Language (Herrmann & Steinbach, 2007; Hübl, 2013), particular spatial indexicals (e.g., here) and temporal indexicals (e.g., now) have a preference not to shift under role
shift. This means that they can be anchored in the actual reporting context, like in indirect
speech. What is more, in Danish Sign Language even person indexicals can have an unshifted
interpretation in role shift, as example (20) indicates.
(20)	My motheri told mej: “[…] Ij shall stay in Nyborg”. (Engberg-Pedersen, 1995, p. 139,
translation from Danish Sign Language)
In example (20), the reporting signer refers to herself with a first-person pronoun inside the
role shift quotation of her mother’s speech. According to Engberg-Pedersen (1993), it is not
even possible for the reporting signer to use a second- or third-person person pronoun for
self-reference in the context of role shift. This is the reason why in Danish Sign Language,
utterances are usually reported with indirect speech reports when they include reference to
people present in the actual speech context.
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Interestingly, cases of unshifting in a supposedly direct speech report have also been observed
in the spoken languages Kwaza (Brazil), Slave (Canada), and Nez Perce (United States) (Evans, 2012). Kwaza, for instance, has a report type that displays all features of canonical direct
speech, but with one notable exception concerning the quoted second person singular. In the
Kwaza equivalent of (21), the interpretation of you is ambiguous.
(21)

Margarida says, “You are ill”.

You can refer to the addressee of the reported context, who is usually identical with the
reporting speaker. This is the expected interpretation of second-person pronouns in direct
speech and means that Margarida’s original utterance must have been something like “You
are ill”. An alternative interpretation of you is available when the referential target person
is the addressee in the reporting context (Original ≈ “He/she is ill”). Under this condition,
second-person you can have an unshifted meaning, like in indirect speech (Van der Voort,
2004). While this kind of unquotation occurs only with second-person pronouns in Kwaza
and Slave, first-person pronouns are affected as well in Nez Perce (Evans, 2012).
Evans (2012) calls this phenomenon “speech act participant attraction” or “person
magnetism”, suggesting that the addressee and the speaker of the actual reporting speech
context are so salient that they ‘attract’ pronouns. As we have seen above, in sign languages
spatial indexicals such as here can also be ‘attracted’ by the actual speech context. We can
therefore more generally speak of an actual speech context attraction, which can affect deictic
expressions in a (seemingly) direct speech report.

2.3.7 Towards a more fluid picture
Taken together, the examples from Dutch and other languages have illustrated that reports
can simultaneously exhibit features of direct and indirect speech. This makes a clear-cut split
into direct and indirect speech reports impossible. While I could only mention a few examples of direct–indirect mixes above, there are many more ways in which languages can and
do combine features of direct and indirect speech:
Once things get more mixed the number of possibilities is astronomical: the
full possibility space (impossible to show here) would be the product of all
dimensions (person, tense, mood, honorificity, space, evaluation, etc.), times
all coding sites (e.g. subject, object, possessor, etc.), times all values (e.g. first
vs. second vs. third person). (Evans, 2012, p. 98)
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2.3.6 Person magnetism

Theoretical background

De Roeck, who analyzed speech reports in a sample of 40 languages, comes to the
conclusion that the question whether direct and indirect speech “form a dichotomy definitely
calls for a negative answer” (De Roeck, 1994, p. 346). Haberland, who provides a thorough
study of reported speech in Danish, suggests to view direct and indirect speech as “two tendencies” rather than “two mutually exclusive and clearly distinguishable sets” (Haberland,
1986, p. 248). Ebert sums up her study of three Nepalese languages by stating that the “idea
that languages make a clear distinction between direct and indirect speech is for the most
part a grammatical fiction” (Ebert, 1986, p. 156).
The abundance of cross-linguistic direct–indirect mixes leads some theorists to abandon the strict direct–indirect dichotomy in favor of a more fluid picture. Evans (2012) proposes
a canonical approach with three types of speech reports: canonical direct speech, canonical
indirect speech, and canonical biperspectival speech. In these idealized types, all semantic
values in all domains express the same perspective: either the reported speaker’s perspective
(canonical direct speech), the reporting speaker’s perspective (canonical indirect speech), or simultaneously both the reporting and the reported speaker’s perspective (canonical biperspectival speech).8 Crucially, these three canonical types are merely ideals spanning a continuum of
possible mixed forms. While canonical direct speech is attested in many languages, canonical
indirect speech is relatively rare, and canonical biperspectival speech even unheard of in any
natural language – probably due to the cognitive complexity of simultaneously taking into account two perspectives (Evans, 2012). The benefit of stipulating ideals is to sketch the complete
space of possible reports. While Evans focuses on features situated in the area of semantics, his
framework could be extended to include also features related to the degree of syntactic integration (e.g., word order, complementizer), syntactic/semantic transparency (wh-extraction,
licensing of negative polarity items), and possibly also prosodic and pragmatic aspects.
Maier (2009) also argues against a rigid direct–indirect distinction. Within the
framework of formal semantics, he proposes a unified treatment of speech reports, using the
semantic mechanism of mixed quotation (Geurts & Maier, 2005). In Maier’s account, speech
reports are essentially treated as indirect reports, in which parts of the reported utterance
can be quoted, i.e., presented from the reported speaker’s perspective. Canonical direct and
canonical indirect speech then turn out to be the limiting cases on a continuum of mixed
reports. Direct speech means that the complete reported utterance is quoted and indirect
speech that no quotation is involved.

8

According to Evans (2012), logophoric pronouns are examples of biperspectival expressions. The logo-

phoric pronoun yè‐ in the West African language Ewe, for instance, indicates that its referent is a third
person in the reporting context and the speaker in the reported context. Furthermore, complex tenses
in indirect speech (e.g., Peter said that he would go home) can be analyzed as biperspectival since they
depend on two temporal reference points: one derived from the reporting context, the other from the
reported context.
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2.4 Children’s acquisition of direct and indirect speech
The search for criteria to distinguish direct and indirect speech in section 2.2 has shown that
speech reports are a complex linguistic phenomenon related to all levels of linguistic analysis. This implies that children need to combine syntactic, semantic, prosodic and pragmatic
knowledge in order to produce and comprehend speech reports in an adult-like fashion. In
languages with two types of speech reports, such as Dutch and German, children have to
learn which clusters of features are associated with direct and which with indirect speech.
In the following, I will present previous research on children’s acquisition of direct
and indirect speech. I start with a general overview of children’s development of speech
reports, before I highlight more specific aspects related to children’s production and comprehension of reported speech. The picture that will emerge is that children have a less rigid
direct–indirect distinction than adults. This is evident from the fact that children tend to mix
direct and indirect speech.

2.4.1 General overview of children’s acquisition of speech reports
Research on children’s production of speech reports tends to be based on either elicited narratives or spontaneous speech. The majority of studies has focused on children’s production of speech reports in elicited narratives (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Emmorey & Reilly, 1998;
Goodell & Sachs, 1992; Hickmann, 1993; Nordqvist, 1998; Özyürek, 1996). However, there
are also several studies on children’s spontaneous production of direct and indirect speech
in English (Ely & McCabe, 1993), Swedish (Nordqvist, 2001a, 2001b) and the sign languages
ASL and Libras (Lillo-Martin & de Quadros, 2011).
These previous studies reveal that children acquiring English and Swedish start to
report speech at around two years of age (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Nordqvist, 2001a). Children
acquiring a sign language produce their first speech reports probably at around a similar age
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Section 2.3 has revealed that a simple direct–indirect dichotomy cannot capture the
vast variety of speech reporting constructions that are available in languages all over the
world. However, direct and indirect speech (and the features that characterize them) can
serve as idealized points to classify and locate speech reports on a continuous scale. Dutch is
a language that has grammaticalized two report types that are relatively close to the canonical
ideals of direct and indirect speech. For my three experimental studies (reported in chapters
4, 5 and 6) it is crucial that Dutch does not allow deviant interpretations of pronouns in direct and indirect speech. This makes it possible to find out at what age children are able to
correctly identify the referents of pronouns embedded in direct and indirect speech. As we
will see, even eleven-year-old Dutch children sometimes interpret pronouns in direct speech
like in indirect speech when the actual speech context is highly salient. This bears a striking
resemblance to the findings from Kwaza and Danish Sign Language discussed above.

Theoretical background

or slightly later (Emmorey & Reilly, 1998; Lillo-Martin & de Quadros, 2011). In the following, I focus mainly on the development of children who acquire a spoken language because
my empirical studies will also deal with the acquisition of direct and indirect speech in the
spoken languages Dutch and German.
Children’s early speech reports are syntactically reduced and consist only of a direct
quotation without a metalinguistic frame such as Anna said (Nordqvist, 2001a). In this early
phase, the interlocutors of the child play an important role in establishing whose speech is
being reported. By prompting speech reports and reinterpreting children’s utterances, they
compensate for the lack of a reporting clause. Nordqvist gives an example of such a “scaffolded” report from an interaction between the Swedish girl Tea (age 2;2) and her mother:
(22)

MOT: what do you say then?
TEA: hurts
MOT: do you say that it hurts?
(Nordqvist 2001a, p. 155, translated from Swedish)

Children’s first speech reports with a reporting clause are direct quotations. It is a potentially universal trend that direct speech is acquired before indirect speech, as documented
for English (Ely & McCabe, 1993), Swedish (Nordqvist, 2001a) and Turkish (Özyürek, 1996).
This finding is not surprising if we consider that the form of the quoted utterance is syntactically less constrained in direct than in indirect speech. Since even single words (e.g., says
“hello”) or sounds (e.g., says “moo”) can be quoted, direct speech reports can be used by young
children with only limited syntactic abilities. By contrast, indirect speech constructions tend
to be syntactically more complex. In Dutch, for instance, the reported utterance needs to be
syntactically integrated as subordinate clause with verb-final word order and complementizer. If we want to guarantee a fair comparison between direct and indirect speech, we should
compare direct quotations of complete sentences with indirect speech reports. In my corpus
study in chapter 3, I will therefore distinguish between clausal and non-clausal direct speech.

2.4.2 Acquisition of speech reports in Dutch and German
So far, children’s development of direct and indirect speech in Dutch and German has not
been studied. However, previous studies on the acquisition of complementation in these
languages can provide valuable insights because in both Dutch and German, indirect
speech is realized in the form of a complement clause dependent on a matrix clause with
a verb of saying. As pointed out in section 2.2.1, both Dutch and German have an indirect
speech construction with verb-final word order and complementizer. Dutch children begin to use embedded clauses with verb-final word order between 3 and 3;6 years (Bol &
Kuiken, 1988).
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(23) CHI:
		
MOT:
		

Mama soll sagen, du musst nicht husten.
‘Mum should say, you don’t have to cough.’
Du musst nicht husten, Leo.
‘You don’t have to cough, Leo.’ (Brandt et al., 2010, p. 601)

In the conversation with his mother, Leo (age: 3;0) uses the report Mama soll sagen, du must
nicht husten ‘Mum should say, you don’t have to cough’. That this is a direct speech report is
evident from the shifted use of du ‘you’ which refers to Leo himself and not to Leo’s current
addressee, his mother. The mother’s subsequent response confirms this interpretation. This
indicates that Brandt et al. collapsed direct speech and verb-second indirect speech – two
syntactically and semantically very different types of speech reports – in their analysis. Therefore the insights that we can gain from their study about the frequency of different report
constructions with the verbum dicendi sagen are quite limited. In chapter 3, I present my
own corpus analysis of German children’s spontaneous speech reports, in which I draw the
necessary distinctions between (clausal and non-clausal) direct speech, verb-second indirect
speech and verb-final indirect speech.
After this general overview of children’s syntactic development, I will now highlight
two aspects in which children’s speech reports differ from those of adults: the lack of clearly
marked perspective shifts (2.4.3) and mixes of direct and indirect speech (2.4.4).
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German children can make use of an additional indirect speech construction, which
has verb-second word order and lacks a complementizer. This raises the question whether
they acquire the indirect verb-final or the indirect verb-second construction first. According
to Rothweiler (1993), German children’s first embedded clauses contain verbs in clause-final
position. If this general statement is correct, it would imply that German children acquire
indirect speech with verb-final word order before indirect speech with verb-second word order. However, based on a large corpus of spontaneous speech, Brandt, Lieven and Tomasello
(2010) show that neither the verb-final construction nor the verb-second construction is
acquired first. German children start using complements with both word order patterns from
around two years of age, but with different sets of complement-taking verbs.
The German boy Leo, whose language development between 2;0 and 5;0 has been
meticulously documented, uses, for instance, the complement-taking verb wissen ‘know’
primarily with verb-final complements, but glauben ‘believe’ with verb-second complements.
Most relevant for the acquisition of speech reports are complement-taking communication
verbs. Both Leo and his mother have a clear preference for using sagen ‘say’ with verb-second
complements (Leo: 70%, Mother: 82%) and fragen ‘ask’ with verb-final complements (Leo:
76%, Mother: 100%) (Brandt et al., 2010).
However, caution is required when interpreting these findings. Brandt et al. also
counted direct quotations of assertions as verb-second complements. This comes to light
when we have a look at their example of a verb-second complement, reproduced in (23).

Theoretical background

2.4.3 Marking of perspective shifts
A stable cross-linguistic finding is that the direct speech reports of younger children often lack a reporting frame (Goodell & Sachs, 1992; Hickmann, 1993; Nordqvist, 2001a;
Özyürek, 1996). This makes it difficult or impossible for a listener to decide whose perspective a certain utterance expresses: that of the actual speaker or that of someone else.
This effect is aggravated by the fact that younger children rarely change their pitch or voice
quality in unframed quotations (Goodell & Sachs, 1992). Similarly, children acquiring a sign
language often do not explicitly convey whose (speech) act they present in role shift and
do not consistently use shifted facial expressions as a role shift marker (Emmorey & Reilly,
1998; Lillo-Martin & de Quadros, 2011).
Nordqvist’s (2001a) analysis of Swedish children’s frog story narratives9 can give an
impression how frequent reports with poorly signaled perspectives are. In the oral narratives of three-year-old children, 49% of the speech reports did not indicate who the reported
speaker was. This high number dropped to 34% in four-year-olds and further decreased until
the age of twelve, when all kids marked perspective shifts successfully (Nordqvist, 2001a).
In written texts, the problem continues even longer. Around 20% of nine- and twelve-yearold’s written speech reports left the reader clueless about the identity of the reported speaker
(Nordqvist, 2001a). This could be due to the fact that in writing prosodic modifications such
as changes of pitch or voice quality are not available to mark perspective shifts, while at the
same time quotation marks are acquired relatively late (see section 2.4.8).
The finding that children often do not explicitly mention whose speech they report
suggests that they fail to take the addressee’s perspective into account. This failure is not
specific to speech reporting, but has also been observed in other linguistic areas, for instance
in the production of referring expressions (e.g., Deutsch & Pechmann, 1982; Hendriks,
Koster, & Hoeks, 2014).

2.4.4 Direct–indirect mixes
A second characteristic of children’s speech reports is that they sometimes include features of
both direct and indirect speech (Goodell & Sachs, 1992; Hickmann, 1993; Nordqvist, 2001a).
In Goodell and Sachs’s study (1992), children were asked to retell conversations between Tommy Inchworm and several birds. In the original text, the bird says to Tommy
Inchworm: “Thanks for measuring my beak. I feel more beautiful already”. An eight-year-old
child reports this utterance as follows:

9

Nordqvist uses the wordless picture book “Frog, where are you?” by Mercer Mayer to elicit narra-

tives from children. This book has been used to examine children’s production of narratives in many
languages (e.g., Berman & Slobin, 1994).
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This report contains on the one hand signs of direct speech, such as the shifted pronouns
I and my, presented from the reported speaker’s perspective. On the other hand, (24) contains the complementizer that, which suggests that it is an indirect speech report.
Direct–indirect mixes like this are frequent in children’s elicited retellings of stories.
Goodell and Sachs (1992) found that 22% of four-year-old children’s ‘indirect’ speech reports
were direct–indirect mixes. The frequency of these mixed speech reports decreased with age
to 16% in six-year-olds, 4% in eight-year-olds and 0.5% in adults. The largest number of
direct–indirect mixes is related to inconsistencies in pronoun use, like in example (24). Another frequent type of mix concerns sequence of tense. Children either fail to apply sequence
of tense rules in indirect speech or incorrectly backshift the verb in direct speech, as in (25).
(25)	Then he said, “How dare you say I was ugly?”. (age: 4;3)
(Goodell & Sachs, 1992, p. 407)
These examples indicate that children have difficulties to clearly distinguish between
direct and indirect speech. Children’s lack of a rigid direct–indirect distinction results in the
production of reports that contain features of both report types. The question arises whether
children have similar problems in the comprehension of speech reports. In the following
sections, I review previous studies on children’s comprehension of direct and indirect speech.
In particular, I look at children’s comprehension of complement clauses (2.4.5) and their
interpretation of wh-sentences (2.4.6).

2.4.5 Children’s comprehension of complement clauses
Children’s understanding of direct and indirect speech reports has not been directly compared yet. However, courtroom studies suggest that children do not always process embedded sentences in an adult-like way (Carter, Bottoms, & Levine, 1996; Walker, 1993). Consider
the following dialogue taken from a psychological interview with a five-year-old child that
took place before trial:
(26)	Q: 	Do you remember when Don asked you, “What color was their skin, like
mine or like Martha’s?”
CHI: Like yours (Walker, 1993, pp. 70–71)
The question asked by the interrogator contains two levels of embedding: [Do you remember
when [1 Don asked you, [2 “Y”]]]. The child effectively ignored the outer layers and instead
answered the quoted question ascribed to Don about the skin color of certain people.
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(24)	And the birdiei said that Ii feel much prettier knowing how long myi beak is.
(age: 8;6) (Goodell & Sachs, 1992, p. 407)

Theoretical background

Experimental studies confirm the observation that children’s comprehension of
complement clauses differs from that of adults. Jill de Villiers and collaborators (De Villiers
& De Villiers, 2000; De Villiers & Pyers, 2002) found that children below the age of four have
difficulties understanding sentences in which the embedded clause expresses a false proposition. They tested three- and four-year-old children with stories like (27), that were presented
together with pictures.
(27)	The Mom said she bought apples, but look, she really bought oranges. What did the
Mom say she bought? (De Villiers, 2005, p. 186)
In the situation described in (27), what the mother said she bought (apples) and what she
really bought (oranges) differs. This means that the mother intentionally or unintentionally
misrepresents her purchases. When children had to answer the embedded question What
did the Mom say she bought?, four-year-olds gave the correct answer apples, whereas threeyear-olds incorrectly answered oranges. This suggests that young children fail to integrate
the complement under the scope of the verb say and give a reality-oriented answer instead.
There is evidence from various correlational and training studies (De Villiers &
De Villiers, 2000; De Villiers & Pyers, 2002; De Villiers & De Villiers, 2012; Hale & TagerFlusberg, 2003; Lohmann & Tomasello, 2003; Tager-Flusberg & Joseph, 2005; De Villiers,
Hobbs, & Hollebrandse, 2014) that children’s acquisition of complement structures is related
to their theory of mind development. De Villiers and colleagues even claim that the syntax
of complementation (i.e., the syntax of indirect speech or thought reports) is a necessary
prerequisite for theory of mind development because it provides the mental format for representing false beliefs (De Villiers & De Villiers, 2000).10

10

Ruffman, Slade, Rowlandson, Rumsey, and Garnham (2003) question this interpretation. They argue

that De Villiers’s methodology confounds children’s comprehension of sentential complementation with
false belief understanding: Only children who already have a basic understanding of false belief are
able to memorize mistaken propositions in scenarios like (27). De Mulder (2011) who took Ruffman
et al.’s (2003) methodological concerns into account and used a revised version of the memory for
complements test, subsequently found no correlation between children’s understanding of complement
clauses and their theory of mind performance. An alternative to De Villiers’s linguistic determinism has
been proposed by Perner et al. (2003). They argue that the determining factor for children’s theory of
mind development is conceptual progress rather than the acquisition of a certain linguistic structure.
They provide evidence from German, where the complement-taking verbs wollen ‘want’, sagen ‘say’ and
denken ‘think’ are all realized with the same syntactic construction. Nevertheless, German children
understood want that before say that and think that, arguably because of a conceptual desire-belief gap
(Perner, Sprung, et al., 2003).
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(28)

The Mom said, “I bought apples”.

Interestingly, Tager-Flusberg and Joseph (2005) actually used direct speech and thought quotations when testing autistic children on a ‘complement’ test, arguing that these direct reports
are linguistically less complex and therefore easier to understand for their participants. They
found that the ability to understand speech quotations that express false propositions was the
crucial predictor for theory of mind in children with autism.
This indicates that not the syntax of complementation is the crucial factor, but the
fact that speech or thought reports are metalinguistic utterances with two levels of content:
an object-representation and a “‘meta’ part, whereby the object-representation is referred to
as entity on its own right and situated in the order of things” (Recanati, 2000, p. xii). If these
considerations are correct, children should be able to understand direct and indirect speech
reports that contain a false embedded statement at the same age. Additional correlational
and training studies could clarify whether the comprehension of direct speech reports is also
related to children’s false belief understanding.

2.4.6 Wh-movement
As pointed out in section 2.2.3, wh-movement has been proposed as a test to distinguish
direct from indirect speech reports. Languages such as English, German or Dutch only allow
wh-extraction out of indirect speech reports, but not out of quotations. However, in contrast
to adults, children do not always obey the wh-movement block in quotations (Hollebrandse,
2007; Weissenborn, Roeper, & De Villiers, 1991).
In Hollebrandse’s (2007) experiment, three- to seven-year-old English-speaking children listened to stories like the following: Bart, the experimenter, and Deanne are going for
a bike ride. Bart wears a helmet and Deanne wears blue gloves. But because they are not sure
whether this is actually safe enough, Deanne calls Daddy at work and asks him whether she
can ride a bike with her blue gloves and Bart with a helmet. Experimenter Bart then asks the
participant the following test question, which contains a short pause before the quote:
(29)

How did Deanne ask, “Can I ride a bike?”

The preceding story context provides three possible answers: (a) “by phone” (direct: I referring to reported speaker Deanne, no wh-extraction), (b) “with a helmet” (indirect: I referring
to reporting speaker Bart, wh-extraction), (c) “with blue gloves” (mix: I referring to reported
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Surprisingly, what has been neglected in this debate is that direct quotations exhibit
similar features as the indirect speech or thought reports that are used in the complement
tests. In direct speech reports like (28), the truth value of the complete sentence is also independent of the truth value of the quoted sentence.

Theoretical background

speaker Deanne, wh-extraction). The majority of participants gave the correct short-distance
answer (a), but quite a few participants also chose the long-distance answers (b) or (c). While
three- and four-year-olds showed no preference for option (b) or (c), five- and six-year-olds
clearly preferred (c). This means that they interpreted I as referring to Deanne, like in direct speech, but still allowed wh-movement out of the complement, which indicates indirect
speech. This suggests that these children mix features of direct and indirect speech in their
interpretation of speech reports.
Note that Hollebrandse (2007) himself draws a different, much stronger conclusion:
Children can extract out of quotations. This presupposes that children recognized that they
were dealing with direct rather than indirect speech. According to Hollebrandse, the shifted
interpretation of the pronoun establishes that children interpreted the sentence as direct
speech. But one could just as easily argue that the wh-movement establishes an indirect speech
interpretation, so that the data show that children allow context shifting in indirect speech.
In fact, this is precisely the type of argument that Schlenker (2003) and Anand (2006) use for
introducing context shifters in indirect speech in languages like Amharic. Maier’s (2009) and
Evans’ (2012) continuous account of speech reports sidesteps these issues. Instead of clinging
to any one characteristic as showing that a given report is either direct or indirect, they allow
the possibility of mixed reports that exhibit characteristics of both direct and indirect speech.
Spoken and written language differ in the way quotations are marked. In spoken language, quotations can be signaled prosodically with a break between reporting clause and
quote, and a change of pitch or voice quality in the quotation. In written language, punctuation marks indicate the deictic shift to another person’s perspective. In the following sections,
I have a look at children’s acquisition of quotation marking in the spoken (2.4.7) and written
modality (2.4.8).

2.4.7 Prosodic quotation marking
Children start early with marking direct quotations prosodically. In her analysis of frog story
narratives, Nordqvist (2001a) found that most three-year-old and all four-year-old Swedish
children separated reporting clause and quotation by a short pause and changed their pitch
in the quote. This is in line with the finding that children are usually able to use intonation
functionally by the age of five (Wells, Peppé, & Goulandris, 2004).
In comprehension, children find it more difficult to use prosody as a cue to distinguish direct from indirect speech. Hewlett et al. (2003) studied the interpretation of prosodic
cues in five- to twelve-year-old English-speaking children and a control group of adults. The
participants listened to syntactically ambiguous speech reports like (30a) and (30b) that can
only be disambiguated by their prosodic characteristics.
(30)
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a.
b.

Pikachu said Squirtle was chasing the cat.
“Pikachu”, said Squirtle, “Was sleeping in the classroom”.

2.4.8 Written quotation marking
In writing, the context shift in direct speech can be signaled in several ways, most commonly by putting quotation marks around the quoted utterance. Several studies document
that young writers have difficulties in marking quoted speech correctly (Bredel, 2004; Cordeiro, Giacobbe, & Cazden, 1983; Ferreiro & Pontecorvo, 1999; Ferreiro & Zucchermaglio,
1996). Initially, children do not separate quotations from the rest of the text at all. Later,
they often use incorrect ways to signal quotations. A frequent error concerns the closing
quotation marks, which are either omitted or incorrectly placed, like in (31) (Bredel, 2004;
Cordeiro et al., 1983).
(31)	We are at my Aunt Susie’s house. I said “Hello to Danny Stephen Mickey and
Tommy.” (Cordeiro et al., 1983, p. 327–328)
The correct use of quotation marks requires the ability to distinguish between direct
and indirect speech. Even though in both report types another person’s utterance is presented, only quotations need to be typographically set apart from the rest of the text. The
reason for this is that direct speech involves a deictic shift to the reported speaker’s perspective, which needs to be marked for the reader. This conceptual difference between direct and
indirect speech seems to be difficult to grasp for children. We do not only find direct speech
reports without any quotation marking, but also the opposite mistake that children overextend quotation marking to indirect speech reports, like in (32) (Bredel, 2004).
(32)

11

Ich habe gefragt: „Ob ich einen Freund mitnehmen kann”? „Ja aber nur einen!“
‘I asked: “if I can bring a friend”? “Yes but only one!”’ (Bredel, 2004, p. 231)

Note that direct speech constructions like (30b) in which the reporting clause interrupts the quote are

relatively rare in spoken language. This might be one of the reasons why the indirect speech interpretation was the default in this experimental setup.
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The participants’ task was to decide which character was performing the action (Squirtle
in the indirect report of (30a), Pikachu in the direct report of (30b)). As typical for prosody
comprehension (e.g., Wells, Peppé, & Goulandris, 2004), there was a lot of individual
variation in the ability to interpret prosodic cues in all age groups, including the adults.
The results show that the indirect speech interpretation was the default for children. Even
twelve-year-old children were not adult-like in recognizing the acoustic cues for direct
speech (Hewlett et al., 2003).11

Theoretical background

Interestingly, such mistakes in written speech reports still occur at the age of eleven to
twelve, which suggests a long developmental trajectory of quotation mark acquisition. This
contrasts sharply with the prosodic marking of quotations, which is in place already at the
age of three to four.
For children, face-to-face interactions are the primary form of communication and
they allow some flexibility in switching between direct and indirect speech. The strict punctuation conventions in written language seem to be challenging for children because they
presuppose a rigid direct–indirect distinction. Interestingly, quotation marks are a relatively
new convention that was established in the transition from an oral to a literate culture (Maier,
2015b). I argue that similar to this historic development, children also need to accomplish
a transition from orality to literacy, and with it a change from a flexible way of speech reporting to a strict direct–indirect distinction.

2.4.9 Distinguishing different discourse functions
So far, little is known about how different discourse contexts influence children’s production
and comprehension of speech reports. However, since researchers have studied children’s
speech reports in different communicative contexts such as narratives, playing with a doll
house and spontaneous interactions with peers, we can compare preferences for direct or
indirect speech in these discourse contexts.
In narratives, English-, Swedish- and Turkish-speaking children seem to produce more
direct than indirect speech (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Nordqvist, 2000; Özyürek, 1996). This suggests that they choose the more vivid speech report type in order to engage their listeners in the
story, similar to adults (Vincent & Perrin, 1999). However, the Danish children in EngbergPedersen and Christensen’s (submitted) study do not fit this pattern: the ten- to thirteen-yearold typically developing children preferred indirect speech reports in their frog story narratives.
A possible explanation for this divergent finding could be that the Danish children
in Engberg-Pedersen and Christensen’s study are older than most children in the other
studies. This explanation is supported by results from Nordqvist (2001a) who elicited and
analysed frog story narratives from Swedish speakers of a wide age range (3–15, adults). She
found that both younger children and adults preferred to report the characters’ speech with
direct speech reports. Older children above the age of nine, however, used mainly indirect
speech, comparable to their Danish peers. Nordqvist (1998) offers the explanation that young
adolescents use more indirect speech because they follow a speak as you write strategy: “information structuring that is typical of writing seems not only to have emerged, but is acually
overgeneralized to the oral narratives” (Nordqvist, 1998, p. 44).
In addition to narrative contexts, children’s use of speech reports has been studied
in the context of pretend play activities. Nordqvist (2001a, 2001b) analysed the speech reports
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(33)

Sally sagde at jeg skulle ikke sove.
‘Sally said that I wasn’t supposed to sleep’ (3;3)

Boeg Thomsen’s findings indicate that from early on children are aware of the functional
differences of direct and indirect speech. This is a first step towards understanding children’s
preferences for direct or indirect speech in different discourse contexts. Because of the limited number of speech reports in Boeg Thomsen’s corpus, further production studies based
on bigger corpora are required to gain insights into children’s pragmatic competence of using
direct and indirect speech reports appropriately.
In chapter 3, I will provide such an analysis based on a large corpus of spontaneous
Dutch and German child language. The amount of data and the diverse communicative situations in which the children interact with their caretakers provide the opportunity to systematically investigate the effect of different discourse contexts on children’s use of direct and
indirect speech. In addition to this production study, I will also experimentally test whether
children’s comprehension of speech reports is influenced by the discourse context (chapters
4, 5 and 6). As it will turn out, the discourse context plays an important role in both children’s
production and their comprehension of speech reports.
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that three-year-old Swedish children produced when playing with a doll house together with
their mothers. She found that children clearly preferred to report the dolls’ utterances with
unframed direct speech reports, i.e., direct quotations without a reporting clause. Nordqvist
explains the high number of reports without a reporting clause with the availability of nonverbal cues such as “holding the dolls, wiggling them, directing the gaze towards them”, which
render linguistic frames to identifty the reported speaker unneccesary (Nordqvist, 2001b,
p. 63). However, I argue that these unframed ascriptions of speech in the context of role play
activities should not be classified as speech reports, but rather as role place utterances. In contrast to speech reports, a speaker in role play does not report a character’s speech but pretends
to actually speak as the character. Metalinguistic reporting frames are therefore not redundant, as Nordqvist suggests, but in fact counterproductive because they destroy the dramatic
illusion that the doll is the one who is doing the talking. If we exclude all unframed direct
speech reports from Nordqvist’s dollhouse corpus, only 7 speech reports remain (6 direct and
1 indirect). This is not enough to derive meaningful conclusions (cf. Köder, to appear).
Boeg Thomsen (2014) studied the functions of speech reports that Danish children
produced in a daycare setting. She found that children used direct speech reports mainly
to create a dramatic effect in narratives, but they preferred indirect speech when regulating
behaviour with authority, telling on others or accusing others of inconsistencies. Here is an
indirect speech report from Boeg Thomsen’s corpus that a three-year-old girl produced to
appeal to the authority of her kindergarten teacher Sally:

Theoretical background

2.4.10 Children’s difficulty with the direct–indirect distinction
In section 2.4, I have provided an overview of previous research on children’s acquisition of
speech reports. Previous studies indicate that children start to produce speech reports as early as
two, but that the complete mastery of direct and indirect speech extends well into adolescence.
Children’s difficulties in acquiring speech reports are not purely of a syntactic nature.
The challenge children face seems to be related to distinguishing direct and indirect speech
and the specific clusters of syntactic, semantic, prosodic, and pragmatic features associated
with these two report types. In children’s production of speech reports, this problem is reflected in the use of constructions that mix aspects of direct and indirect speech. Children
combine, for instance, the syntax of indirect speech with the use of shifted pronouns, or make
mistakes in the marking of quotations in written texts. In comprehension, children seem
to allow reports that combine the extraction of wh-elements (indirect speech feature) with
shifted indexicals (direct speech feature).
The review of previous studies revealed a clear bias towards production studies.
Children’s comprehension of direct and indirect speech has received little attention so far.
Exceptions are studies on children’s prosody perception in speech reports (Hewlett et al.,
2003) and on wh-movement (Hollebrandse, 2007). In addition, research on children’s comprehension of complement clauses (e.g., De Villiers & Pyers, 2002) provides insights into
the interpretation of indirect speech reports, but not into the difference between direct and
indirect speech understanding.
In this dissertation, I present three novel comprehension experiments that compare
children’s processing of pronouns in direct and indirect speech (chapters 4, 5 and 6). In view
of earlier developmental studies, the question arises at what age children can distinguish
direct from indirect speech and evaluate pronouns with respect to the correct speech context. My experimental results show that under certain pragmatic conditions, children evaluate pronouns in direct speech with respect to the reporting speech context, like in indirect
speech. This direct-indirect mixing in comprehension provides support for the view that
children operate with a more fluid concept of reported speech, not strictly distinguishing
between direct and indirect speech.

2.5 Pronouns in speech reports
The central question of this dissertation is how the semantic difference in perspective
between direct and indirect speech affects children’s and adults’ processing of deictic expressions. I restrict my attention to pronouns for two reasons. First, in Dutch, pronouns
in speech reports have a clear deictic orientation point: In direct speech they have to be
evaluated with respect to the reported speaker’s perspective and in indirect speech with
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2.5.1 Person distinctions
Deictic pronouns such as I, you and he/she are context-dependent expressions. This means
that listeners need to have knowledge of the speech context – in particular the distribution
of speech-act roles – in order to determine their meaning. The actual speaker and his or her
time and place of utterance constitute the so-called deictic center or zero-point of the spatiotemporal coordinate system (Bühler, 1934; Lyons, 1977). However, because in a conversation
speaker and addressee constantly switch roles, the deictic center also shifts and with it the
meaning of deictic pronouns that are tied to the speaker’s perspective.
We can distinguish between three main communicative roles in an interaction:
speaker, addressee and other people. First-person I and second-person you refer to the primary participants of an interaction: speaker and addressee. Third-person he and she refer to
a male or female person other than speaker and addressee (Lyons, 1977). Since both speaker
and addressee are aware of their communicative roles, the referents of first-person and second-person pronouns are automatically salient in the discourse (Diessel, 2012). By contrast,
in the case of third-person pronouns additional cues such as pointing gestures or a previous
linguistic mention are necessary to establish unambiguous reference to an individual or object (Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Kaplan, 1989).
Based on these observations, Lyons (1977, p. 638f) claims that there is a “fundamental, and ineradicable difference between first-person and second-person pronouns, on the
one hand, and third-person pronouns on the other”. This split between first- and second- versus third-person pronouns is widely accepted in different areas of linguistics such as formal
semantics, typology and language acquisition research (e.g., Heim, 1991; Kaplan, 1989; Legendre & Smolensky, 2012; Schlenker, 2003; Siewierska, 2004). In Kaplan’s (1989) framework,
for instance, first- and second-person pronouns are pure indexicals, directly getting their
reference from the context parameters. Deictic third-person pronouns, however, are genuine
demonstratives, which need a demonstration (e.g., pointing) to be interpretable.
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respect to the reporting speaker’s perspective. By contrast, spatial and temporal indexicals
and speaker adverbs are less strictly tied to one or the other speech context when they occur
in speech reports (Harris & Potts, 2009; Plank, 1986). Second, children acquire pronouns
before other context-dependent expressions such as spatial terms (in back of/in front of),
demonstratives (this/that), locatives (here/there) or deictic verbs of motion (come/go, bring/
take) (Tanz, 1980). This could be due to the fact that pronouns are more frequent than other
deictic terms and that the different pronominal values have clearly defined boundaries (cf.
I vs. you with here vs. there) (Tanz, 1980).
In the following sections, I first introduce some general features of pronouns (2.5) and
subsequently highlight relevant findings on children’s acquisition of pronouns (2.6).

Theoretical background

2.5.2 Deictic vs. anaphoric pronouns
The pronoun system is not only divided into first- and second-person versus third-person
pronouns. Within third-person pronouns, linguists traditionally distinguish between deictic
and anaphoric uses (Lyons, 1977). A pronoun is used deictically if it points to a person or
thing in the extra-linguistic context; it is used anaphorically if it refers to a linguistic antecedent in the discourse (within or beyond the sentence level) to achieve reference.
As an example of a deictic third-person pronoun, consider the use of she in (34). The
speaker utters the sentence She is a genius!, while pointing to the referent of she, Anna.
(34)
(35)
(36)

She [pointing to Anna] is a genius!
I told Annai that shei is a genius.
I heard Annai’s talk yesterday. Shei is a genius!

In examples (35) and (36), she is used anaphorically. In (35), the third-person pronoun she is
bound by the linguistic antecedent Anna in the matrix clause. In example (36), she is not syntactically bound, but rather pragmatically bound or bound in the wider linguistic discourse.
Imagine now the following situation. After listening to Anna’s talk, a colleague turns
to you and says:
(37)

She is a genius!

Your colleague does not point to Anna, so she is not a genuine demonstrative in Kaplan’s
sense. Nevertheless, it is clear in this situation that your colleague uses she to refer to Anna
because she is the contextually most salient female person. Both linguistic and extra-linguistic factors can contribute to Anna’s salience: You have both just listened to her talk, Anna
might be in your shared perceptual field, and you might also have linguistically mentioned
her in a previous conversation.
This example indicates that there is no clear-cut boundary between deictic and anaphoric uses of third-person pronouns (cf. Levinson 2004). According to Hunter (2014), all
expressions that can be sensitive to the extra-linguistic context, can also be sensitive to the
linguistic context and vice versa. To provide a unified mechanism of contextual dependence,
Hunter extends the formalization of linguistic context-sensitivity to cover also cases of extralinguistic context-sensitivity. This does not only bridge the gap between anaphoric and deictic uses of third-person pronouns, but also between third-person he and she and the person
indexicals I and you.
Indexicals and demonstratives, like classical anaphoric pronouns, serve to
find an entity already available in the context so that new information about
that entity can be added to the linguistic context. (Hunter, 2014, p. 41)
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2.5.3 Quoted pronouns
In terms of reference, pronouns embedded in direct speech are exceptional. The first-person pronoun I in (38), for instance, does not refer to the actual speaker who produced the speech report.
(38)

Anna said, “I am a genius!”

What is more, according to Kaplan (1989), I in (38) is not referential at all because words
within quotation marks are semantically inert, i.e., do not have their standard meaning.
However, even though the content of the quotation is irrelevant for the truth conditions of
the sentence – (38) is true iff Anna uttered a certain string of words –, it can still be relevant
for the discourse as a whole (Recanati, 2000). In this sense, pronouns like I can retain their
standard meaning in a quotation. I still refers to the speaker, albeit not to the actual reporting
speaker, but to the speaker of the reported speech context, Anna.
In a typical face-to-face interaction, a listener can single out the current speaker
by audio-visual information (e.g., mouth movement, direction of sound, voice). However,
in order to identify the speaker in the non-actual reported speech context, listeners have to
rely mainly on linguistic cues (Halliday & Hasan, 1976). In (38), the reported speaker and
referent of quoted I, Anna, is explicitly mentioned in the reporting clause. This indicates that
for the interpretation of deictic expressions embedded in direct speech, information available
in the linguistic discourse is crucial.
In this dissertation, I study the processing of first-, second- and third-person singular
pronouns in direct and indirect reported speech. I consider the effects of both linguistic and
extra-linguistic factors on pronoun processing in speech reports. As we shall see, children’s
and adults’ ease and accuracy of pronoun interpretation in speech reports depends on the
type of discourse context, the perspective of the listener, and the presence/absence of a coreferential term.

2.5.4 Pronouns in Dutch and German
Personal pronouns can exhibit different kinds of features: person (e.g., speaker, addressee),
number (e.g., singular, plural), gender (e.g., feminine, masculine), social rank/relationship
(e.g., to express different degrees of formality, politeness, status) and case (e.g., nominative).
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Crucial for the interpretation of first-, second- and third-person pronouns is contextual salience: Personal pronouns refer to the most salient individual with certain properties (e.g.,
non-participant, female), regardless of whether that salience is caused by linguistic information non-linguistic information or a combination of both (Hunter, 2014; von Heusinger, 2002).

Theoretical background

Since in the empirical studies I focus on Dutch12 and German, I will briefly point out
characteristics of the pronominal systems of these two languages. Dutch and German are
typical in the respect that only third-person pronouns are gender-marked.13 In the secondperson singular, German distinguishes between the informal form of address du and the
formal form Sie. Similarly, Dutch exhibits a contrast between the informal je/jij and the
formal u. Some pronouns in Dutch have a strong and a weak version, such as zij (strong)
vs. ze (weak) in the third-person singular feminine. In the experimental studies, I will test
children’s and adults’ comprehension of Dutch first-person (ik ‘I’), second-person (jij ‘you’)
and third-person (hij ‘he’, zij ‘she’) singular pronouns in subject position. Only the informal,
strong forms of pronouns are used.

2.6 Children’s acquisition of deictic pronouns
When acquiring pronouns, children face several challenges that are related to the context-dependent meaning of these linguistic expressions. In the following sections, I identify relevant
cognitive prerequisites for the acquisition of pronouns (2.6.1). Next, I summarize previous
findings on how children learn to produce and comprehend personal pronouns (2.6.2, 2.6.3),
before pointing out challenges specific to the use of pronouns in reported speech (2.6.4).

2.6.1 Prerequisites of pronoun acquisition
In order to understand the meaning of personal pronouns, children need to know that pronouns refer to people via the communicative role that they occupy at the time of utterance.
Stawarska (2009) claims that the linguistically coded speaker and addressee roles have precursors in early nonverbal exchanges between children and their caretakers that take place
via vocalizations and eye gaze. These so-called proto-conversations exhibit a turn-taking
structure similar to verbal conversations (e.g., Jasnow & Feldstein, 1986; Trevarthen, 1979).

12

I focus on Dutch as used in the Netherlands and not, for instance, in Flanders. While in the Nether-

lands, je/jij is used in the second-person singular, in Flanders ge/gij is preferred.
13

Of the 133 languages with gender-marked pronouns in Siewierska’s (2004) sample, 97% have gender

in the third person, 18% in the second person and 3% in the first person. The explanation for this finding is that gender-marking is redundant for interpreting first- and second-person pronouns because the
referents of these pronouns are already sufficiently determined by the communicative role. However,
for third-person pronouns the gender feature can be an important cue to reduce the set of potential
referents (Siewierska, 2004).
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It may be that the protospeaker and protoaddressee roles that take shape
in synchronized face-to-face interactions in infancy serve as necessary (albeit
by no means sufficient) preconditions of acquiring interpersonal deixis.
(Stawarska, 2009, p. 112)
A second prerequisite not only for the acquisition of pronouns but for symbolic communication in general is the ability to participate in joint attentional scenes (Tomasello,
1999). This ability emerges at nine to twelve months alongside with the understanding of
other persons as intentional agents (Tomasello, 1999). Joint attentional scenes consist of
three elements: the child, the adult and an object of joint attention. Crucially, it is not sufficient that child and adult both attend to the same object; they also both have to be aware
of the other person’s attention to the object in question. Joint attentional scenes build the
socio-cognitive foundations for scenes of reference. The adult can, for instance, use a word
like diaper to direct the child’s attention to an object in the shared perceptual space. Since the
roles in the interaction are interchangeable, the child can use the same word to influence the
adult’s attentional states in turn (Tomasello, 1999).
However, while children can simply imitate the adults’ use of words like diaper, the
same strategy leads to systematic mistakes in the case of the deictic pronouns I and you.
For instance, when a child wants to direct the mother’s attention to her wet diaper by saying Mommy, you peed in your diaper, she incorrectly uses the second-person pronouns
you and your to refer to herself. Pronoun reversal errors like this are well-documented
in children’s acquisition of personal pronouns in both spoken and sign languages (Chiat,
1982; Dale & Crain-Thoreson, 1993; Evans & Demuth, 2012; Oshima-Takane, 2009; Petitto,
1987). However, not all children go through a phase of pronoun reversing, and those
children who do usually do not reverse pronouns consistently (Chiat, 1981, 1986; Dale &
Crain-Thoreson, 1993).
An explanation why some children show pronoun reversal errors could be that
they have not fully developed the perspective-taking skills necessary to perform a deictic
shift. This is supported by two kinds of empirical evidence. First, the studies by Loveland
(1984) and Ricard, Girouard, and Décarie (1999) indicate that perspective-taking skills
are a prerequisite for the acquisition of deictic pronouns: the understanding of two spatial
perspectives preceded the full mastery of first- and second-person pronouns, while the
understanding of three spatial perspectives was prior or simultaneous to the acquisition of
third-person pronouns. Second, autistic children have deficits in both pronoun acquisition
(Evans & Demuth, 2012; Hobson, Lee, & Hobson, 2010; Kim, Paul, Tager-Flusberg, & Lord,
2014; Lee, Hobson, & Chiat, 1994) and cognitive perspective-taking (Baron-Cohen, Leslie,
& Frith, 1985), which could indicate an underlying problem with shifting perspectives.
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Several studies indicate that it helps children to figure out the context-dependent meaning of I and you when they have systematic opportunities to overhear conversations between
other people from an external perspective (Oshima-Takane, 1988; Oshima-Takane, Takane, &
Shultz, 1999). This is especially relevant for the acquisition of second-person pronouns:
Since each of the child’s conversational partners uses first person pronouns
in self-reference, the child is frequently exposed to the shifting reference of
first person forms. In contrast, unless the child hears and attends to overheard
speech, second person pronouns always seem to refer to the child, so there is less
evidence for shifting reference. (Dale & Crain-Thoreson, 1993, pp. 575–576)
The fact that second-born children regularly witness conversations between their parents and
their older sibling explains why they use deictic pronouns earlier than first-born children
(Oshima-Takane, Goodz, & Derevensky, 1996). Autistic children’s failure to attend to speech
directed at someone else could be an alternative explanation for their frequent pronominal
errors (Oshima-Takane & Benaroya, 1989).

2.6.2 Children’s production and comprehension of pronouns
Let us now have a closer look at children’s acquisition of first-, second-, and third-person
pronouns. It is important to distinguish between the ability to produce I, you and he/she
and the ability to correctly interpret these pronouns. In child language, different kinds of
asymmetries have been observed: comprehension precedes production for many types of
referring expressions (e.g., anaphoric subject pronouns in Dutch). But also the opposite
pattern is attested, i.e., that production precedes comprehension (e.g., anaphoric object
pronouns in Dutch) (Hendriks & Spenader, 2006; Hendriks, van Rijn, & Valkenier, 2007;
Hendriks, 2014; Koster, Hoeks, & Hendriks, 2011). In the following, I will therefore first
present previous studies on children’s production of pronouns and after that turn to children’s interpretation of pronouns.

Producing pronouns
Naturalistic observations and elicited production studies show that children typically start to
produce first-, second-, and third-person singular pronouns at around the age of two (Bates,
1990; G. W. Bol & Kasparian, 2009; Bol & Kuiken, 1986; Charney, 1980; Imbens-Bailey &
Pan, 1998; Pierce, 1992). There are individual differences in the routes that children take
towards a full mastery of the pronominal system: Some children initially use names to refer
to themselves and their addressees (e.g., Lisa hungry), thereby avoiding deictic shifts. Others
produce pronouns from early on or switch between nominal and pronominal forms (Bates,
1990; Bloom et al., 1975; Smiley & Johnson, 2006).
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Interpreting pronouns
Comprehension studies in different languages such as English and French come to the same
conclusion: Children understand first- and second-person pronouns before third-person
pronouns (Brener, 1983; Charney, 1980; Legendre & Smolensky, 2012; Murphy, 1986). This is
in line with the proposed theoretical distinction between first- and second-person pronouns
versus third-person pronouns (Lyons, 1977). Third-person pronouns might be more difficult
to interpret because their meaning is negatively defined as referring to neither speaker nor
addressee (Lyons, 1977). Additionally, the person occupying the communicative role of nonparticipant might be perceptually less salient than speaker and addressee. As Brener (1983)
points out, the speaker can be identified via the voice cue, the addressee via body orientation
and facial expression, but the behavior of non-participants – if they are present at all – provides no clues about their communicate role.
It is crucial to note that the above-mentioned experiments tested children’s comprehension of deictic third-person pronouns. There is evidence that anaphoric third-person
pronouns are easier to understand for children.14 Not only is the anaphoric use common
for third-person pronouns, production data also show that children themselves use he and
she predominantly with an anaphoric function, i.e., to maintain the interlocutor’s attention
on a previously mentioned referent. Deictic uses to direct the listener’s focus to a new referent
are rare in child language and when they occur they are usually associated with a pointing
gesture (Charney, 1980; Salazar Orvig et al., 2010).
In addition, Charney (1980) also found a difference in children’s comprehension of
first- and second-person pronouns. Children made significantly less mistakes in the interpretation of the second-person possessive pronoun your than of the first-person pronoun my,
but only if they occupied the role of the addressee. As external observers, children’s interpretation of first- and second-person pronouns did not differ (Brener, 1983; Charney, 1980).
Taken together with the findings of her production study, Charney concludes that in both
the role of the speaker and the role of the addressee, children acquire the pronoun first that
14

However, this is only true for pronouns in subject position. In several languages, as for instance Eng-

lish (Chien & Wexler, 1990) and Dutch (Koster, 1993; Spenader et al., 2009), children are delayed in the
interpretation of object pronouns. Even after the age of six, children interpret the object pronoun her
in a sentence like Mama Bear is washing her as referring to Mama Bear instead of to the other character,
Goldilocks.
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A closer look at the order of acquisition reveals that children start with first-person
pronouns, followed by second-person pronouns and anaphoric third-person pronouns,
while deictic third-person pronouns emerge last (Charney, 1980). In terms of frequency,
children show a clear preference for first-person pronouns (Bol & Kuiken, 1986; ImbensBailey & Pan, 1998; Nelson, 1975).

Theoretical background

refers to themselves. This means that I precedes you in production, while you precedes I in
comprehension. This is in line with Wechsler’s (2010) de se theory of pronouns, that, in a nutshell, holds that self-reference is achieved via a different and supposedly easier mechanism
than reference to other people.15
However, it remains rather mysterious that some children are able to produce firstperson pronouns without also understanding them. An explanation for this puzzling finding
is that pronouns might initially not be used as independent linguistic units, but as part of
un-analyzed chunks such as I-wanna. This means that they are “used mechanically” rather
than in their “fullest linguistic and grammatical meaning” (Merleau-Ponty, 1964, p. 151).
This explanation is supported by Charney’s empirical analysis.

2.6.3 Acquisition of pronominal gender marking
If we compare the acquisition of feminine and masculine third-person pronouns, we find
that children tend to produce the masculine form he earlier and more frequently than the
feminine form she in English, German and Dutch (Bol & Kuiken, 1986; Deutsch & Pechmann, 1978; Mills, 1986; Moore, 2001). The reason for this could be the higher number of
he in children’s input (Mills, 1986) and the fact that the masculine form also functions as
gender-neutral, unmarked default form (Audring, 2009; Booij, 2002).
Comprehension studies suggest that gender-marking is a highly salient feature for
children that guides their reference resolution from early on. Brener (1983) tested two- to
five-year-old children’s comprehension of singular pronouns in videotaped scenes including
a speaker, an addressee and two non-participants (one male, one female). She found that
children tended to choose a person with matching gender, even if they incorrectly selected
the speaker or addressee as referent of third-person he or she. Arnold, Brown-Schmidt, and
Trueswell’s (2007) results indicate that English-speaking children can interpret gendermarked pronouns by the age of four. Additional eye-tracking data revealed that five-year-olds
process gender information as rapidly as adults.

2.6.4 Challenges of pronoun interpretation in speech reports
In sum, typically developing children are able to produce and interpret first-, second- and
third-person singular pronouns by the age of three to four. But what if pronouns are embedded in a direct or indirect speech report? The challenge then is that there are two possible
deictic points of orientation: the reporting context and the reported context. Each of these
speech contexts has its own speaker, addressee(s) and potentially other people. This double
staffing of communicative roles could potentially confuse children and lead to direct–indirect mixes in both production and comprehension.
15

For a more detailed discussion of Wechsler’s de se account, see section 5.4.2.
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2.7 Research questions and overview of empirical studies
The overview of previous studies on speech reports and pronouns has revealed a research gap.
The main semantic difference between direct and indirect speech, i.e., the difference in perspective, has not been investigated yet with psycholinguistic methods. Recent psycholinguistic
studies tend to focus on the vividness distinction between direct and indirect speech (Stites
et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2011, 2012; Yao & Scheepers, 2011). However, as pointed out in section
2.2.7, vividness is a subjective and gradual feature. In terms of perspective, however, direct and
indirect speech are polar opposites: Pronouns in direct speech have to be evaluated with respect
to the reported speech context (with the reported speaker as deictic center), whereas pronouns
in indirect speech have to be evaluated with respect to the actual reporting speech context
(with the reporting speaker as deictic center). Unlike languages such as Kwaza or Danish Sign
Language, Dutch does not allow pronouns to deviate from this canonical ideal. Because of its
clear-cut and syntactically well-marked direct–indirect distinction, I chose Dutch as language of
investigation. This allows us to follow children from a more fluid picture with supposedly many
direct–indirect mixes to the relatively rigid direct–indirect distinction in the adult grammar.
In the empirical studies, I address three main questions. First, do adults and children
process pronouns in direct speech differently than in indirect speech? Second, which linguistic and non-linguistic factors influence the processing of pronouns in speech reports? And
third, do children mix up direct and indirect speech in production and comprehension?
The empirical part consists of four studies: one corpus study and three psycholinguistic experiments. It covers both comprehension and production studies. This way, adults’ and
children’s reported speech abilities can be examined from different perspectives and potential
asymmetries between production and comprehension can be uncovered.
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In production, children might produce reports that include features of both direct
and indirect speech. In comprehension, the competition of speech contexts could lead to
a systematic misinterpretation of pronouns. For instance, when hearing a report such as
Anna said, “I am a genius!”, children might interpret I incorrectly as referring to the actual
reporting speaker. Also the opposite mistake is possible. When listening to the report Anna
said that I am a genius, children might assume that I refers to the reported speaker Anna.
From a theoretical point of view, the interpretation of pronouns appears to be more difficult
in direct than in indirect speech. While pronouns in indirect speech have to be interpreted
with respect to the actual speech context – similar to simple non-embedded sentences –, pronouns in direct speech are anchored in the reported speech context. This means that listeners
need to shift from the reporting speaker’s perspective to the reported speaker’s perspective.
This perspective shift could be cognitively demanding for younger children.
So far, we have only empirical evidence that children mix features of direct and indirect speech in production (see section 2.4.4). It is unclear whether systematic direct–indirect
mixes also occur in children’s interpretation of pronouns in speech reports.

Theoretical background

The purpose of the corpus study (chapter 3) is to find out when Dutch and German
children start to produce different kinds of reporting constructions in natural interactions.
I analyze spontaneous speech reports with the communication verb say in children between
1;1 and 4;6 years of age. By distinguishing direct speech reports of different degrees of complexity (clausal vs. non-clausal), a fairer comparison with indirect speech reports is possible.
In German, it is particularly interesting to examine whether children acquire indirect speech
with verb-final or verb-second word order first. I also compare the reports that children
produce to those that they hear from their parents, siblings and other people. In addition,
I present three pilot studies on specific aspects of speech reporting: (i) children’s use of pronouns in direct and indirect speech, (ii) whose speech children report, and (iii) children’s
preferences for producing direct or indirect speech in different discourse contexts.
In experiment 1 (chapter 4), I investigate adults’ and children’s processing of pronouns in direct and indirect speech. For that purpose, I have developed a referent-selection
task, in which participants watch short animated scenes on a tablet. In each scene, one of three
animals utters a direct speech report (e.g., Elephant said, “I get the football”) or an indirect
speech report (e.g., Elephant said that I get the football) with a first-, second- or third-person
pronoun. Participants have to select the referent of the pronoun by touching the respective
animal on the screen. The central research question is whether pronoun interpretation is
cognitively less demanding in direct or indirect speech. I first establish whether adults show
a difference in accuracy and decision times between the interpretation of direct and indirect
speech reports. After that, I follow children’s development from 4 to 12 years.
In experiment 2 (chapter 5), the experimental setup is similar to that of experiment
1. However, this time the test sentences are not presented as part of an interactive tablet
game, but uttered by two hand puppets. The participant is directly involved in the interaction
and not just an external observer as in experiment 1. The question is whether this alteration
improves five- and nine-year-old children’s interpretation of pronouns in speech reports. In
addition, experiment 2 also contains a production part, in which the participants occupy the
role of the reporting speaker. This allows us to compare the production and comprehension
of speech reports in the same communicative setting. Will speakers’ preferred report type
in production also be the one that is easier to process for the listener?
In experiment 3 (chapter 6), I investigate adults’ and children’s interpretation of pronouns in speech reports in the context of a narrative. Previous studies indicate that both
adults and children prefer to produce the more vivid direct speech reports in narratives.
But is it also easier for them to interpret pronouns from the character’s perspective (direct
speech) rather than from the perspective of the narrator (indirect speech)? In experiment
3, we simulated a picture book experience on a tablet. Four- and six-year-old children and
adults listen to a story illustrated with pictures and have to interpret pronouns in direct and
indirect speech reports.
In the conclusion (chapter 7), I connect the results from the four empirical studies to sketch a comprehensive picture of Dutch children’s acquisition of the direct–indirect
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distinction. My empirical findings indicate that even eleven-year-old children systematically
misinterpret pronouns in direct speech under certain conditions. I identify three main factors that influence children’s processing of pronouns in speech reports: the discourse context
(information exchange vs. narrative), the communicative role of the listener (eavesdropper
vs. addressee) and the presence or absence of a co-referential term in the reporting clause.
By comparing the results from the comprehension and production studies, I discuss whether
children’s correct production precedes their correct comprehension of pronouns in speech
reports. I end with methodological remarks and suggestions for promising future studies.

3

Empirical studies

Chapter 3

Corpus study: Children’s spontaneous
production of speech reports1
The corpus study gives an overview of Dutch and German children’s spontaneous use of
speech reports. Knowledge about children’s speech reporting in natural interactions is essential for the interpretation of the experimental results. It provides insights into children’s
acquisition of the direct–indirect distinction in everyday contexts, which are more diverse
than the experimental situations of experiments 1, 2 and 3.
Since I test Dutch children’s and adults’ comprehension and production of speech
reports in the experimental studies, it is evident why I look at Dutch children’s natural use
of reports in this chapter. In addition, I examine German children’s production of speech
reports because the acquisition of direct and indirect speech in German has not been investigated yet and the German child language corpus is more comprehensive than the Dutch one,
which allows for in-depth quantitative analyses.
The chapter is divided into two parts. Part 1 (3.1) gives a general overview of Dutch
and German children’s production of speech reports in natural interactions. It examines when
children start to use direct and indirect speech reports and how frequently they use both
forms. In part 2 (3.2), I zoom in on a specific subclass of reports, namely reports in which
a pronoun occupies the subject position of the reported sentence. These kinds of reports are
suited best for comparison with the test sentences used in our comprehension experiments.
I investigate what kind of pronouns children use in subject position (3.2.2), whose speech
they report (3.2.3), and whether their preference for direct or indirect speech depends on the
communicative situation (3.2.4).

3.1 Developmental trajectory and frequency
3.1.1 Introduction
So far, it is not clear at what age Dutch and German children acquire direct and indirect
speech and how frequently they use the different reporting constructions in natural interactions. Chapter 3 will provide this fundamental information which will subsequently serve as
the basis of reference for the experimental studies.
1

Parts of chapter 3 are based on Köder (2013).
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Previous studies on English, Swedish and Turkish suggest that children acquire direct
speech before indirect speech (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Nordqvist, 2001a; Özyürek, 1996) and
that they produce many mixed reports, in which they combine features of direct and indirect speech (Goodell & Sachs, 1992; Hickmann, 1993). Can similar observations be made for
Dutch and German?
Both Dutch and German distinguish between direct and indirect speech reports.
These closely related languages have similar indirect speech constructions with verb-final
word order and an obligatory complementizer. However, the German language has an additional indirect speech construction with verb-second word order and no complementizer.
So, in German the question is whether children produce indirect speech with verb-final
or verb-second word order first. The results from previous studies are inconclusive. While
Rothweiler (1993) claims that children produce verb-final constructions earlier, Brandt et al.
(2010) argue that the order of acquisition depends on the specific complement-taking verb.
However, a fatal flaw of their study is that they collapse all speech reports with verb-second
word order. As a result, verb-second indirect speech becomes indistinguishable from direct
speech reports of assertions. By drawing the relevant distinctions, I will determine the age of
onset and the frequency of verb-final and verb-second indirect speech in German.
To round up the developmental analysis, I examine the speech reports of parents and
other people when interacting with children, i.e., children’s linguistic input. It will allow us to
estimate to what extent children’s use of reports is adult-like.

3.1.2 Data and Methods
The Dutch and German data is taken from the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 2000). It
encompasses verbal interactions between typically developing children and their interlocutors during everyday activities such as playing, book reading and lunch. The target children
are 31 German-speaking2 and 38 Dutch-speaking3 children between the ages of 1;1 and 4;6.
There is a lot of variation in how often an individual child is recorded, at what exact age and
how long the intervals between the recordings are.
For presentation purposes, the children are divided into seven age groups, covering
a six months age range. Tables 1 and 2 show how many children are part of each age group
and how many words (tokens) and utterances they produced. In both the Dutch and the
German corpus, the densest data is available for children who are between 2;1 and 3;0 years
old. This is precisely the time frame in which we expect to find children’s first speech reports.
The German child language corpus is 2.8 times larger than the Dutch one.
2

The German child language corpus consists of the following CHILDES corpora: Caroline, Kerstin,

Leo, Rigol, Simone, Szagun, Wagner.
3

The Dutch child language corpus consists of the following CHILDES corpora: BolKuiken, DeHouwer,

Gillis, Groningen, Schaerlaekens, VanKampen.
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The input is defined as all speech produced in the presence of the target children. Children’s interlocutors are mainly their parents, but also grandparents, siblings and other people.
On average, children hear 2.5 times more words (tokens) than they produce themselves.

Age group

Words

Utterances

1;1–1;6

Children
28

18,667

13,864

1;7–2;0

29

81,724

55,906

2;1–2;6

30

312,325

149,162

2;7–3;0

27

300,905

92,337

3;1–3;6

14

182,553

48,799

3;7–4;0

11

92,939

24,101

4;1–4;6

5

60,618

16,254

Total

31

1,049,731

400,423
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Table 1: Overview of the German child language corpus

Table 2: Overview of the Dutch child language corpus
Age group

Children

Words

Utterances

1;1–1;6

2

417

389

1;7–2;0

25

51,866

31,447

2;1–2;6

22

95,564

42,589

2;7–3;0

23

110,755

39,498

3;1–3;6

18

78,878

26,288

3;7–4;0

4

17,118

5,072

4;1–4;6

2

14,034

3,601

Total

38

368,632

148,884

Previous studies have shown that children’s development of complement clauses depends on the complement-taking verb, i.e., it is item-based rather than licensed by a general
complement clause schema or rule (Brandt et al., 2010; Diessel & Tomasello, 2001; Diessel,
2004). This means that children might acquire different reporting verbs such as say or ask at
different times and may have different preferences for using them with a direct or indirect
speech report. Since our three experimental studies (to be discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6)
focus on children’s and adults’ comprehension of speech reports with the reporting verb say,
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we also restrict the analysis of spontaneous speech to reports introduced by this reporting
verb. This allows us to directly compare our findings from the comprehension experiments
to the results of the corpus study.4
By means of the CLAN-program (MacWhinney, 2000), all occurrences of the lemmas zeggen ‘say’ (Dutch) and sagen ‘say’ (German) were identified in the Dutch and German
corpus. In a next step, I eliminated manually all cases in which these verbs were not used as
part of a speech report. These include, for instance, formulaic expressions such as zeg (maar)
or sag (mal) ‘say’ in their function as attention getters.
In total, German children produced 702 speech reports with the reporting verb sagen,
their interlocutors 1713 reports. Dutch children produced 247 speech reports with zeggen,
their communication partners 1261.
I assigned each speech report to one of the six categories presented in table 3. I distinguish between different kinds of direct and indirect speech constructions. In the results
section below, I explain the different categories and illustrate them with examples from the
corpus. For the classification, I relied on word order and the presence or absence of a complementizer. I also took the linguistic context into account in order to get clues about the deictic
orientation point of indexicals. Since no supporting audio or video data was available, I had
no access to prosodic information.
In some cases, like for instance example (1), the linguistic features were not sufficient
to determine whether a report is a form of clausal direct speech („Die rosa Glasur ist kitschig“,
hat Papa gesagt) or V2 indirect speech (Die rosa Glasur ist kitschig, hat Papa gesagt). These
reports were classified as ‘ambiguous’.
(1)

4

Die rosa Glasur ist kitschig, hat Papa gesagt. (2;8)
‘The pink icing is kitschy, Daddy said.’

Say has some other advantages: First, it is a generic communication verb and can be combined with

both direct and indirect speech reports. Second, previous studies indicate that it is the most frequent
communication verb among children (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Goodell & Sachs, 1992; Nordqvist, 2001a),
which is useful for quantitative analyses.
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Report type

Language

Example

Direct non-clausal

German
Dutch

Direct clausal

German
Dutch

Indirect V-final

German
Dutch

Anna sagte: “Juhu!”.
Anna zei: “Joehoe!”.
‘Anna said:“Yippee!”.’
Anna sagte: “Ich bin glücklich“.
Anna zei: “Ik ben blij’.
‘Anna said: “I am happy”.’
Anna sagte, dass sie glücklich ist.
Anna zei dat ze blij is.
‘Anna said that she is happy’.

Indirect V2
a. Dependent main clause

German
Dutch

b. Parenthetical frame

German
Dutch

Ambiguous

German
Dutch

Mix (direct–indirect)

German
Dutch

Chapter 3

Table 3: Classification of speech reports

Anna sagte, sie ist glücklich.
?
Anna zei, ze is blij.
‘Anna said, she is happy’.
Sie ist glücklich, sagte Anna.
Ze is blij, zei Anna.
‘She is happy, said Anna.’
Anna sagte es regnet.
Anna zei het regent.
‘Anna said it is raining‘.
Annai sagte, dass ichi glücklich bin.
Annai zei dat iki blij ben.
‘Annai said that Ii am happy.’

3.1.3 Children’s first speech reports
Previous developmental studies have found that children produce direct speech before indirect speech (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Nordqvist, 2001a; Özyürek, 1996). However, this is hardly
surprising considering that all kinds of linguistic and non-linguistic elements can be quoted,
whereas indirect speech reports require a syntactic integration of the reported utterance, for
instance in the form of a subordinate clause. In order to make the comparison between direct
and indirect speech reports more informative, I distinguish two kinds of direct speech reports in my analysis: non-clausal direct speech and clausal direct speech. Non-clausal direct
speech means that only linguistic and non-linguistic elements below the sentence level are
quoted (e.g., Anna said: “Yippee!”). Clausal direct speech, by contrast, contains a quotation
of a sentence with a finite verb (e.g., Anna said: “I am happy”). So, similar to indirect speech
reports, clausal direct speech consists of two clauses: the reporting clause and the reported
utterance. The interesting question is therefore not whether children acquire direct before
indirect speech, but whether they acquire clausal direct speech before indirect speech.
The first speech reports that German and Dutch children produce with the reporting
verbs sagen and zeggen ‘say’ occur around the age of two, which is in line with previous find-
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ings for English and Swedish (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Nordqvist, 2001a). As expected, these
reports are forms of non-clausal direct speech, i.e., direct speech reports of the syntactically
simpler kind. Here are some of the earliest examples:
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Thorsten sagt nicht „Hilfe“. (2;1) (German)
‘Thorsten doesn’t say “Help”.’
„Muh“ sagen die, ne? (2;1) (German)
“Moo” do they say, right?’
Klokken zeggen “tik tak”. (2;1) (Dutch)
‘Clocks say “tick tack”.’
Die suit [zegt] “boem”. (2;0) (Dutch)
‘That one says “boom”.’

At the age of two, children typically quote single words and onomatopoetic sounds like animal sounds (see (3)), sounds of objects (see (4)) and events (see (5)). The most frequently
quoted words in the German corpus are hallo ‘hello’, tschüss ‘bye’, danke ‘thanks’, bitte ‘please’,
ja ‘yes’, nein ‘no’ and aua ‘ouch’. Interestingly, when combined with sagen ‘say’, many of these
words can function as surrogates for verbs children have not acquired yet. To give an example, danke sagen ‘say thanks’ in German can be used to replace sich bedanken ‘to thank’.
This kind of speech reporting strategy offers children the opportunity to make use of their
limited lexical resources in a communicatively efficient way.
Several months after their first non-clausal direct speech reports, children start to
quote clauses with a finite verb. The first instance of clausal direct speech in our corpus can
be found at the age of 2;5 in German (see (6)) and 2;10 in Dutch (see (7)).
(6)
(7)

„Will aber kleckern“, sagt der Joghurt. (2;5) (German)
‘“But want to spill”, says the yogurt.’
“Kleine olifant, mag ik nog een koekje”, zegt ie. (2;10) (Dutch)
‘“Little elephant, can I have another cookie”, he says.’

In my classification of speech reports, I distinguish two types of indirect speech constructions: indirect speech with verb-final word order and complementizer (indirect V-final)
and indirect speech with verb-second word order (indirect V2). Verb-second indirect speech
can be further subdivided into (a) constructions in which the reporting clause precedes the
report, the so-called embedded main clause construction (Auer, 1998; Reis, 1997), and (b)
constructions that contain a parenthetical frame positioned at the end or in the middle of the
sentence. While all these constructions are grammatical in German, standard Dutch does not
allow embedded main clauses (Zwart, 1997).
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In our corpus, indirect speech with verb-final word order emerges at the age of 2;7
in German (see (8)) and 3;1 in Dutch (see (9)).5

(9)

Mechthild sagt, dass du Pipi machen sollst. (2;7) (German)
‘Mechthild says that you should do a wee-wee.’
Maar als mijn mama zegt dat jij niet aankomen mag. (3;1) (Dutch)
‘But when my mom says that you may not touch.’

Example (10) is the first instance of V2 indirect speech in the corpus, produced
by a German girl at the age of 2;3.
(10)

Tiere sagen, ich bin leise. (2;3) (German)
‘Animals say I am quiet.’

While this report could syntactically also be an instance of clausal direct speech (Tiere sagen:
„Ich bin leise“), the linguistic context suggests that it is in fact V2 indirect speech. Immediately after the girl has uttered (10), the mother repeats her utterance in indirect V-final form:
dass das schön ist, dass du leise bist ‘that it is good that you are quiet’. This clarifies that the
child is the one to whom the property of being quiet is ascribed. The first-person pronoun
in (10) has hence an unshifted interpretation, which indicates indirect speech.
The examples presented above were the first instances of the different report types
in the Dutch and German child language corpus. To get additional evidence for the order of
acquisition, I followed the developmental path of an individual child. I selected the Germanspeaking child Leo whose linguistic development is exceptionally well documented due to
frequent recordings and additional diary information. Leo produced his first instance of
non-clausal direct speech at the age of 2;2.00. About 5 months later, at 2;7.01, Leo’s direct
quotations contain a clause with a finite verb for the first time. Just two days later at 2;7.03,
we find Leo’s first indirect speech report, a verb-final construction. At the age of 2;8.00, Leo
also produced an indirect speech report with verb-second word order.
Based on the first occurrences in the corpus and Leo’s individual development, the
following picture emerges. Dutch and German children start to produce speech reports with
the reporting verbs sagen and zeggen ‘say’ from two years on. Their first speech reports are
direct quotations of sounds or single words. Between the ages of two and three, the linguistic
material children quote becomes more complex, in line with their evolving syntactic abilities.
5

It is worth noting that both clausal direct speech and V-final indirect speech occur 5 to 6 months

earlier in the German than in the Dutch corpus. This time lag could be due to differences between the
two data sets. The German child language corpus is not only larger, it also contains additional diary information on the boy Leo about his most complex utterances at the time. This increases the probability
of detecting specific constructions earlier in German.
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Our data show that the syntactically more complex speech reports, i.e., clausal direct speech,
verb-second and verb-final indirect speech, emerge almost simultaneously in the second half
of the third year and at the beginning of the fourth. This suggests that the order of acquisition
is related to syntactic complexity. Direct quotations of linguistic elements below the sentence
level (non-clausal direct speech) are syntactically easier than direct quotations of sentences
or indirect speech reports. This is why children are able to produce them earlier.

3.1.4 Frequency of direct and indirect speech
3.1.4.1 General overview
After sketching the development of different reporting constructions, I now turn to the question how frequently Dutch and German children use these forms in natural interactions.
Tables (4) and (5) give a quantitative overview of the different kinds of reports that children
between the ages of 1;7 and 4;6 produced.

Table 4: Number (and percentage) of different speech reports per age group in German children
Age group
1;7–2;0
2;1–2;6
2;7–3;0
3;1–3;6
3;7–4;0
4;1–4;6
Total

64

dir. nonclausal
0
56
(76.7%)
163
(63.2%)
95
(54.6%)
60
(50.0%)
46
(59.7%)
420
(59.8%)

0

ind.
V-final
0

ind.
V2
0

10
(13.7%)
73
(28.3%)
44
(25.3%)
36
(30.0%)
15
(19.5%)
178
(25.4%)

0
(0%)
7
(2.7%)
7
(4.0%)
4
(3.3%)
2
(2.6%)
20
(2.8%)

2
(2.7%)
3
(1.2%)
11
(6.3%)
7
(5.8%)
8
(10.4%)
31
(4.4%)

dir. clausal

ambig.

mix

0

0

5
(6.8%)
12
(4.7%)
17
(9.8%)
13
(10.8%)
5
(6.5%)
52
(7.4%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
1
(1.3%)
1
(0.1%)

Age group
1;7–2;0
2;1–2;6
2;7–3;0
3;1–3;6
3;7–4;0
4;1–4;6
Total

dir. nonclausal
2
(100%)
59
(100%)
31
(81.6%)
62
(72.9%)
11
(44.0%)
19
(50.0%)
184
(74.5%)

dir. clausal
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
6
(15.8%)
17
(20.0%)
12
(48.0%)
18
(47.4%)
53
(21.5%)

ind.
V-final
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
4
(4.7%)
2
(8.0%)
1
(2.6%)
7
(2.8%)

ind. V2

ambig.

mix

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
1
(1.2%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
1
(0.4%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
1
(2.6%)
1
(1.2%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
2
(0.8%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
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Table 5: Number (and percentage) of different speech reports per age group in Dutch children

The most striking result is that both German and Dutch children clearly prefer the use
of direct speech. In German, 85% of the reports are (non-clausal and clausal) direct speech
reports, in Dutch even 96%. The majority of the direct speech reports are of the simpler
‘direct non-clausal’ type and do not contain a finite verb. With respect to the frequency of
indirect speech reports, we can observe a difference between Dutch and German children.
While Dutch children prefer the indirect verb-final construction, German children produce
more indirect verb-second constructions. Direct–indirect mixes are non-existent in Dutch
and rare in German.
Since the sub-corpora of the six age groups differ in size, absolute frequencies cannot be compared across age groups. This is why I calculated a relative frequency measure
that indicates the number of different speech report constructions per 10,000 utterances. The
results are displayed in figures 1 and 2.
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in Dutch until the age of 3;7, when clausal direct speech reaches comparable frequency levels.
The number of indirect speech constructions stays at a relatively low level throughout children’s early production of speech reports.
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In the following sections, I discuss in detail the three main results of this quantitative
overview: the predominance of direct speech (3.1.4.2), the differential preference for indirect
V2 or indirect V-final in Dutch and German children (3.1.4.3), and the surprising shortage
of direct–indirect mixes (3.1.4.4).

As we have seen, German and Dutch children produce considerably more direct than indirect
speech reports in natural interactions. This preference has also been observed in English- and
Swedish-speaking children (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Nordqvist, 2000). Why do children use
direct speech more often than indirect speech? I discuss two, not mutually exclusive explanations: (i) direct speech is easier to produce, and (ii) the discourse contexts in which children’s
reports are situated favor the use of the more vivid direct speech.
Easier in production. The first explanation for the higher frequency of direct speech
reports is that the production of a direct speech report is cognitively less demanding than the
production of an indirect speech report. The argument for this claim – originally presented
by Li (1986) and adopted by child language researchers such as Goodell and Sachs (1992) and
Nordqvist (2000) – is that direct speech only involves “reproducing” or “mimicking” a prior
utterance. By contrast, indirect speech requires “rephrasing” or “paraphrasing” the speech of
the reported speaker, which is associated with a higher processing effort. In my view, this line
of reasoning is problematic because of its underlying assumptions: (i) that all speech reports
are based on a previous utterance, and (ii) that children keep an utterance in mind and later
reproduce it verbatim.
First, not all of children’s speech reports are reports of past events. In fact, our corpus contains many reports that do not refer back to a specific real-world counterpart in the
past. Children project, for instance, speech onto fictional characters (see (11)) or report what
someone should say in the future (see (12)).
(11)
(12)

„Will aber kleckern“, sagt der Joghurt. (2;5) (German)
‘“But want to spill”, says the yogurt.’
jij moet zeggen: “ik zie een leeuw”. (4;4) (Dutch)
‘you must say: “I see a lion”.’

Without a particular model utterance in the past that the child has witnessed, the concept
of “mimicking” or “reproducing” becomes obsolete (cf. Clark & Gerrig, 1990; Tannen, 2007;
Wade & Clark, 1993).
Second, even if we assume that a previous utterance is referred to in the report, the
idea of mimicking does not seem to comply with the psychological reality of human memory.
Several studies show that people remember the gist of an utterance rather than its exact lin-
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guistic form (e.g., Lehrer, 1989; Wade & Clark, 1993). In light of this research, it seems more
appropriate to think of speech reports as (re)constructions rather than verbatim renditions
or copies (Tannen, 2007).
Even if “mimicking” cannot account for the higher frequency of direct speech, the
basic claim that direct speech is easier to produce than indirect speech could still be valid. In
the following, I present perspectival and syntactic arguments to explain why direct speech
might be less demanding for children than indirect speech.
Children might prefer direct speech because it allows them to take the perspective of
the reported speaker. This claim might at first sound surprising, given that many studies document young children’s difficulties in shifting from their own egocentric perspective to that
of someone else – which seems exactly what is required in the production of direct speech
reports. To give examples, children struggle with mental perspective-taking (Flavell, Flavell,
& Green, 1983; Gopnik & Astington, 1988; Wimmer & Perner, 1983) and visual perspectivetaking (Masangkay et al., 1974) until the age of four to five. However, as Moll and Meltzoff
(2011) point out, it is crucial to distinguish the ability to take another person’s perspective
on an object from the ability to confront two divergent perspectives on the same object.
While the theory-of-mind and visual perspective-taking tasks mentioned above require the
confrontation of perspectives, I suggest that the production of direct speech reports requires
only the shifting to someone else’s perspective. This ability is well in place by the age of three
(Moll & Meltzoff, 2011).
What is more, typically developing children even seem to enjoy taking other people’s
perspective, as evident from their early and frequent participation in role play activities.
From two to three years on, they play the role of a superhero, pretend that their toy figures
speak and converse with their imaginary friend – in case they have one (Harris, 2000; Taylor, 1999; Wolf, Rygh, & Altshuler, 1984). Enacting the (linguistic) behavior of someone else
seems to be such a fundamental mechanism that children even fall back on the presumably
easier enactment mode when telling a story (Hickmann, 1993; Nordqvist, 2001b). Children
might prefer direct speech because of its similarities with utterances in role play. In both
cases, a speaker shifts to the perspective of another person – a character in role play and the
reported speaker in direct speech – and produces speech from that person’s deictic point of
orientation (Köder, to appear).
A second argument why children might prefer to produce direct speech reports is
that in direct speech, specific aspects of the reported utterance can be demonstrated (Clark
& Gerrig, 1990). To give an example, even with a limited lexicon children can imitate the
stuttering of a person in a direct quotation. In indirect speech, they would have to use the
descriptive term stutter, which they might not yet have acquired. Similarly, the illocutionary
force of questions and commands can be demonstrated in direct speech, while in indirect
speech difficult syntactic adjustments are required. Opting for direct speech therefore seems
to be a successful strategy for children to maximize understanding.
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3.1.4.3 Indirect speech with verb-second and verb-final word order
The overview of reported speech frequency in section 3.1.4.1 has revealed that German and
Dutch children prefer different types of indirect speech constructions. Dutch children almost
exclusively produce indirect speech reports with verb-final word order and complementizer.
German children, however, use both V-final and V2 indirect speech. This difference can be
explained by the fact that the indirect speech construction with an embedded main clause is
not considered grammatical in standard Dutch (Zwart, 1997).
However, there is one exception in the Dutch child language data that shows many
similarities with the German embedded verb-second construction:
(13)

Jij moet zeggen, ik ben zo mooi. (4;1) (Dutch)
‘You must say, I am so beautiful.’
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Interestingly, this line of reasoning is supported by research on adult speakers with
aphasia whose language is limited in lexical diversity and syntactic complexity. Groenewold,
Bastiaanse, and Huiskes (2013) found that aphasic speakers use significantly more direct
speech than non-brain-damaged adults. They suggest that speakers with aphasia use direct
speech “to get around grammatical problems and word-finding difficulties” (Groenewold et
al., 2013, p. 546).
Discourse context. The second explanation why children predominantly produce direct speech is that the discourse contexts in which these interactions are embedded favor
the use of direct speech. Previous studies on both adults and children indicate that speakers
do not just randomly use direct or indirect speech, but that they adapt their choice of report
type to the communicative function of the report. Speakers tend to prefer direct speech to
entertain or amuse their listeners, and indirect speech to inform their listeners about the
propositional content of an utterance (Boeg Thomsen, 2014; Vincent & Perrin, 1999; Wade
& Clark, 1993).
I hypothesize that the reason why children use more direct than indirect speech
in our corpus is that they are mostly recorded during interactions such as story-telling and
playing, in which the vividness of direct speech is a virtue. In the fictive world of narratives
or play, the main purpose of a speech report is not to convey a certain proposition, but to
(re)enact or simulate speech in an entertaining and amusing manner. This can be more easily
achieved with a vivid direct speech report.
If these considerations are correct, the proportion of direct and indirect speech should
depend on the discourse context. Based on the literature, fictive contexts like narratives or
pretend play should yield a higher percentage of direct speech than more reality-oriented
contexts, in which the transmission of information is central. In section 3.2.4, I examine the
contextual embedding of children’s spontaneous speech reports more closely and put the
discourse context hypothesis to the test.
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Report (13) has verb-second word order, lacks a complementizer, and the response of the
mother (je bent ontzettend mooi ‘you are incredibly beautiful’) indicates that the first-person
pronoun refers to the reporting speaker. All these features suggest that (13) is an instance of
V2 indirect speech. Alternatively, it could be a direct–indirect mix, combining the main clause
syntax of direct speech with the deictic perspective of indirect speech. In order to assess which
one of these options is more likely, it is important to know whether Dutch children’s interlocutors use the embedded V2 construction in natural conversations. As we will see in section 3.1.5,
there are no instances of embedded V2 constructions in children’s input, so (13) is likely to be
a direct–indirect mix.
Let us now focus on German children’s indirect speech reports. In section 3.1.3, we have
seen that German children start producing indirect speech with verb-second and verb-final word
order at around the same age. However, in terms of frequency, German children prefer indirect
speech reports with verb-second word order: 61% of German children’s indirect reports with the
reporting verb sagen ‘say’ have verb-second word order, 39% verb-final word order.6 The German
indirect verb-second constructions can be further divided into embedded main clause constructions with a sentence-initial reporting clause, and verb-second constructions with a parenthetical reporting frame at the end or in the middle of the sentence. Of the 31 cases of V2 indirect
speech in German, the majority (n = 26) is of the embedded main clause type, such as (14).
(14)

Ich hab’ dir ja gesagt, ich gewinne. (3;10) (German)
‘I told you I’d win.’

Five reports have a parenthetical reporting frame, positioned either at the end or in the
middle of the report, such as in example (15).
(15)

Die will ja, sagt se, die will auch mit Bilderbuch angucken. (3;1) (German)
‘She wants, she says, she also wants to look at picture book.’

Taken together, this shows that German children prefer to use indirect speech reports
with verb-second word order, more specifically embedded main clause constructions with
a fronted matrix clause.

3.1.4.4 Not many direct–indirect mixes
Previous studies indicate that children have a less rigid direct–indirect distinction than adults.
This is, for instance, apparent from their production of reports that lie in between direct and
indirect speech (Goodell & Sachs, 1992; Hickmann, 1993). Against this background, it is quite
6

Note that the preference for the verb-second construction is probably even stronger considering that

its frequency tends to be underestimated in our data. Some indirect V2 reports might have been classified as ‘ambiguous’ because they were indistinguishable from clausal direct speech reports.
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surprising that the Dutch and German children in this study produced almost no cases of
direct–indirect mixing. In addition to the Dutch report (13), (16) is the only candidate for
a direct–indirect mix.
sagt der Peter eine Schokolade ich gegess habe (2;5) (German)
‘says Peter a chocolate I eaten have’

The German-speaking child who produced (16) combined the following features: verb-final
word order (feature of indirect V-final), lack of a complementizer (feature of indirect V2,
clausal direct), fronting of the direct object eine Schokolade ‘a chocolate’ (feature of indirect V2,
clausal direct). Unfortunately, it is unclear from the context whether the first-person pronoun
ich ‘I’ refers to the reported speaker Peter or the reporting speaker, the child. Only in the first
case, (16) would qualify as a direct–indirect mix. Otherwise, it would be an ungrammatical
indirect speech report that combines features of V-final and V2 indirect speech.
What factors are responsible for the diverging finding that our corpus contains so few
direct–indirect mixes, whereas in Goodell and Sachs’s (1992) study approximately 22% of the
four-year-old’s indirect reports were identified as mixes? I argue that this is due to two main
differences between our studies: (i) a different definition of what counts as a direct–indirect
mix, and (ii) a different corpus and methodology.
The first difference between our corpus study and Goodell and Sachs’s (1992) study is
that we operate with different definitions of a direct–indirect mix. Goodell and Sachs seem to
have a broad notion of mixing. They count, for instance, reports with backshifting mistakes,
syntactic mistakes (e.g., concerning the indirect report of questions and commands), and
lexical mistakes (e.g., wrong choice of speech act verb) as mixes. In my view, many of these
ungrammatical reports are not a result of children’s inability to distinguish direct from indirect
speech, but they arise from children’s difficulties with the syntax of complementation. According to my strict definition, a report is classified as a direct–indirect mix only if it combines
syntactic features of one report type with the deictic features of the other report type. Applying
this definition to Goodell and Sachs’s data reduces the number of mixes considerably, but there
are still quite a few left.
The second difference concerns the data and methodology. I have analyzed reports
that children produced spontaneously in natural interactions. In the studies of Goodell and
Sachs (1992) and Hickmann (1993), however, children had to retell a conversation immediately after they listened to it. Children may be more prone to mixing, when parts of the exact
wording and syntactic structure of the original are still fresh in their memory.
Consider, for instance, the details of Goodell and Sachs’s study, which exhibits the
highest number of direct–indirect mixes. In one of their conditions, children had to retell
a dialogue presented in the form of indirect speech reports. The exposure to indirect speech
reports could have primed children to use more syntactic features of indirect speech in their
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own narratives (e.g., the complementizer that) (cf. Serratrice, Hesketh, & Ashworth, 2015)7.
Such a priming effect combined with children’s general preference for direct speech could
explain why in Goodell and Sachs’s study, children often combined the syntax of indirect
speech with shifted pronouns.
It is important to note that in studies on children’s spontaneous speech reports there is
no mention of direct–indirect mixes (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Nordqvist, 2001a). This confirms
our suggestion that aspects of the elicitation procedure might be responsible for the high
number of direct–indirect mixes in Goodell and Sachs’s study. To provide further insights
into children’s production of speech reports, I will elicit and analyse speech reports from
Dutch children and adults in experiment 2 (chapter 5). As we shall see, direct–indirect mixes
are also rare in this experimental setting.

3.1.5 Input analysis: Reports of children’s interaction partners
After having analyzed children’s speech reports, it is time for a closer look at the reports of
their interaction partners. In our corpus, children interact predominantly with their mothers, but also with their fathers, grandparents, siblings, peers or child language researchers.
The linguistic input that children are exposed to helps us to answer the following questions:
Do children’s interlocutors also prefer direct speech? What functions do their speech reports
have? Do Dutch adults produce embedded main clause constructions?
Tables 6 and 7 show the frequency of different report types with the reporting verbs sagen and zeggen ‘say’ in the German and Dutch input. The results are divided into seven groups
corresponding to the age of the target children in whose presence the reports were uttered.
The most striking result is that children’s interaction partners also produce significantly more direct than indirect speech reports. The German input consists of 84% direct
speech, 10% indirect speech and 5% ambiguous reports. In Dutch, children’s interlocutors produced 91% direct speech, 7% indirect speech and 1% ambiguous reports. The fact
that adults and children prefer to use direct speech when interacting with each other is
consistent with the discourse context hypothesis. Since the adult-child interactions are
predominantly of a playful nature, speakers might opt for the more vivid and entertaining
direct speech reports.

7

In their priming study, Serratrice et al. (2015) show that five-year-old English-speaking children who

are exposed to indirect speech reports produce more indirect speech reports in their own narratives
than children without a systematic exposure to indirect speech reports.
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Age of child
listening to
speech
1;1–1;6
1;7–2;0
2;1–2;6
2;7–3;0
3;1–3;6
3;7–4;0
4;1–4;6
Total

Direct nonclausal

Direct clausal

Indirect V-final

Indirect V2

Ambiguous

174
(91.1%)
356
(63.6%)
110
(31.7%)
60
(23.9%)
56
(47.1%)
32
(21.6%)
37
(38.1%)
825
(48.2%)

13
(6.8%)
156
(27.9%)
191
(55.0%)
116
(46.2%)
36
(30.3%)
76
(51.4%)
31
(32.0%)
619
(36.1%)

1
(0.5%)
12
(2.1%)
12
(3.5%)
20
(8.0%)
5
(4.2%)
9
(6.1%)
15
(15.5%)
74
(4.3%)

2
(1.0%)
13
(2.3%)
16
(3.5%)
40
(15.9%)
10
(8.4%)
16
(10.8%)
5
(5.2%)
102
(6.0%)

1
(0.5%)
23
(4.1%)
18
(5.2%)
15
(6.0%)
12
(10.1%)
15
(10.1%)
9
(9.3%)
93
(5.4%)
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Table 6: Number (and percentage) of different speech reports in input to German children

Table 7: Number (and percentage) of different speech reports in input to Dutch children
Age of child
listening to
speech
1;1–1;6
1;7–2;0
2;1–2;6
2;7–3;0
3;1–3;6
3;7–4;0
4;1–4;6
Total

Direct nonclausal

Direct clausal

Indirect V-final

Indirect V2

Ambiguous

25
(92.6%)
277
(75.3%)
229
(55.3%)
103
(47.7%)
54
(31.4%)
16
(44.4%)
13
(46.4%)
717
(56.9%)

2
(7.4%)
68
(18.5%)
150
(36.2%)
84
(38.9%)
105
(61.0%)
16
(44.4%)
9
(32.1%)
434
(34.4%)

0
(0%)
22
(6.0%)
25
(6.0%)
21
(9.7%)
10
(5.8%)
2
(5.6%)
4
(14.3%)
84
(6.7%)

0
(0%)
1
(0.3%)
3
(0.7%)
3
(1.4%)
0
(0%)
1
(2.8%)
1
(3.6%)
9
(0.7%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
7
(1.7%)
5
(2.3%)
3
(1.7%)
1
(2.8%)
1
(3.6%)
17
(1.3%)
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However, it is important to point out that adults and children do not necessarily use
direct speech reports for the same reasons. For instance, it could be the case that adults use
direct speech to attract and maintain children’s attention, whereas children use direct speech
because it is easier for them. To find out more about the functions of speech reports that are
directed towards children or uttered in their presence, I will now move from the quantitative
overview to concrete examples.
In tables 6 and 7, we can see that German and Dutch children’s conversation partners
produce a lot of non-clausal direct speech when the target children are between 1;1 and 2;0
years of age. This is exactly the time frame before children produce the first speech reports
themselves. What are the functions of adults’ non-clausal direct speech reports to children
of this age? Many non-clausal direct speech reports resemble example (17). Parents use these
kinds of reports to connect language to children’s perception.
(17)
(18)
(19)

“boem” zegt de bal (age of target child: 2;0) (Dutch)
‘“boom” says the ball’
sag mal „danke“ (age of target child: 1;4) (German)
‘say “thanks”’
zeg maar “ik heet Tomas” (age of target child: 1;8) (Dutch)
‘say “my name is Tomas”’

We can also find many direct speech reports of the form sag (mal) x or zeg (maar) x
‘say x’, where x can be a word (see (18)) or a phrase (see (19)). Parents typically use the ‘say x’
construction to prompt their children to produce a specific utterance that they deem appropriate in a certain communicative situation. The advantage of a direct speech report in these
cases is that children are presented with a model utterance in the quotation that they can
subsequently copy. Imagine that the direct speech report (19) zeg maar “ik heet Tomas” ‘say
“my name is Tomas”’ would instead be formulated as an indirect report such as zeg maar dat
je Tomas heet ‘Say that your name is Tomas’. In order to follow this request, the child would
need to make deictic changes (from je ‘you’ to ik ‘I’) and syntactic changes (from verb-second
to verb-final word order). Since children’s pronominal system and syntax is not yet fully developed at the age of two, the risk of pronoun reversals and syntactic mistakes would be high.
In addition, parents frequently use direct speech reports to demonstrate what the
child said (see (20)) or is able to say (see (21)).
(20)	[mother to child] omdat jij zei “mama, dragen, mama Thijsje dragen” (age of target
child: 2;2) (Dutch)
‘because you said “Mommy, carry, Mommy carry Thijsje”’
(21)	[mother to investigator] ja, hij kan inderdaad nu “ik” zeggen (age of target child:
1;10) (Dutch)
‘yes, he can indeed say “I” now’
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(22)

ze heeft nog niet gepoept, zegt ze
‘she has not pooped yet, she says’

We did not find embedded main clauses with a fronted matrix clause in the speech of Dutch
children’s interlocutors. However, it is possible that some of the ambiguous reports are in fact
embedded verb-second clauses.

3.2 Zooming in on the pronoun corpus: Three pilot
studies
After this general overview of children’s and adults’ speech reports, I take a closer look at
a specific subclass of these reports: children’s direct and indirect speech reports with a pronoun in subject position of the reported utterance (e.g., Anna said she is happy). I zoom in on
these kinds of reports because they resemble the test sentences that are used in the three
experimental studies. This allows us to directly contrast children’s production and comprehension of pronouns in speech reports.
I present three pilot studies in which I focus on specific aspects of children’s speech
reports: (i) what kinds of pronouns children use in direct and indirect speech (3.2.2), (ii)
whose speech they report (3.2.3), and (iii) how the discourse context and function of the
report influences children’s choice of a direct or indirect speech report (3.2.4).

3.2.1 The pronoun corpus
I created a sub-corpus of the speech report corpus used in section 3.1. It consists only of
children’s speech reports that contain a pronoun as subject of the reported utterance, such as
(23). In the following, I will refer to this corpus as the ‘pronoun corpus’.
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Again, speakers can accomplish this purpose better with a direct rather than an indirect
speech report because not only the content is relevant, but aspects of the lexical and syntactic
form of the child’s utterance as well. For instance, while direct speech allows the adult speaker
to present the morpho-syntactic errors in the child’s utterance in example (20), the use of
indirect speech would normalize the utterance and therefore obscure these specific features.
I now turn to the indirect speech reports that children’s communication partners use.
German adults prefer to use indirect speech with a verb-second construction (58%), similar
to children. Again the majority of the indirect verb-second constructions (91 of 102) are
embedded main clauses with a sentence-initial matrix clause.
In the Dutch input, the indirect verb-final construction is clearly the preferred indirect speech type (n = 84). However, there are also 9 indirect speech reports with verb-second
word order. These indirect V2 reports are connected to a reporting clause positioned in the
middle (n = 1) or at the end (n = 8) of the sentence, such as in example (22).
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(23)

Die Martina hat gesagt, sie wollte in 'n Garten. (3;5) (German)
‘Martina said she wanted (to go) into the garden.’

Similar to the general speech report corpus, all reports in the pronoun corpus contain the
reporting verbs sagen or zeggen ‘say’. In order to be able to compare the use of direct and
indirect speech reports, I ensured that the same kinds of speech acts can be presented with
both report types. Since in indirect speech, questions are usually reported with a different
complement-taking verb (e.g., fragen (German) or vragen (Dutch) ‘ask’), I excluded all direct
quotations of questions.
In total, the pronoun corpus contains 116 (76 direct, 40 indirect) speech reports produced by German children and 34 (29 direct, 5 indirect) speech reports produced by Dutch
children.8 In the following analysis, I focus on the German data because it contains a higher
number of target sentences, which makes it more suitable for quantitative observations. I will
indicate whether similar trends can be observed in the Dutch data.

3.2.2 Study 1: Children’s use of pronouns in speech reports
In the three comprehension experiments discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6, I examine children’s interpretation of first-, second- and third-person singular pronouns in sentences
such as Hond zei: “Ik krijg de voetbal” ‘Dog said: “I get the football”’. Against this background, it is relevant to see what pronouns children use themselves when they are the
reporting speaker.
Figure 3 gives an overview of how frequently German children use different kinds
of pronouns in subject position of the reported utterance. It shows that German children
produce more singular than plural pronouns. It is also apparent that children have different
pronominal preferences in direct and indirect speech reports.
In direct speech, German children used mainly the first-person singular pronoun
ich ‘I’ (54%), followed by the second-person singular pronoun du ‘you’ (26%). Noticeably,
no third-person singular pronouns were found in direct speech. In indirect speech, however, third-person singular pronouns are the most frequently used pronouns (60%).9 It is
important to draw attention to the fact that third-person pronouns in indirect speech are
potentially ambiguous. In an indirect speech report such as Anna said that she is happy, third-

8

Note that reports containing elliptical pronouns are also included in the study. German children produced

nine elliptical pronouns, all occurring in direct speech reports (e.g., „will raus“, sagt das Nilpferd ‘“want out”,
said the hippo’ (2;6)). With one exception, they were produced by children under the age of three.
9

In Dutch, the distribution is similar: Dutch children used also mainly first-person (59%) and second-

person pronouns (41%) in direct speech, while avoiding third-person pronouns. In indirect speech,
they also preferred the use of third-person pronouns.
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3.2.2 Study 1: Children’s use of pronouns in speech reports
In the three comprehension experiments discussed in chapters 0, 0 and 0,
I examine children’s interpretation of first-, second- and third-person
singular pronouns in sentences such as Hond zei: “Ik krijg de voetbal”
‘Dog said: “I get the football”’. Against this background, it is relevant to
person she can either refer to the subject of the matrix clause Anna or to another female
see what pronouns children use themselves when they are the reporting
person salient in the linguistic or extra-linguistic context. Of the 24 third-person pronouns
speaker.
10
in indirect speech, half is co-referential with the matrix clause subject.
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German has two types of third-person pronouns: the personal pronouns er, sie, es and the demon-

strative pronouns der, die, das. Of the 24 third-person pronouns in indirect speech, 15 are personal
pronouns (9 feminine, 6 masculine), and 9 are demonstrative pronouns (2 feminine, 7 masculine). In
German, personal pronouns prefer antecedents that are discourse topics (typically in subject position),
while demonstrative pronouns have a strong tendency to avoid discourse topics (subject antecedents)
as referents (Bosch, Katz, & Umbach, 2007; Bosch, Rozario, & Zhao, 2003; Bosch & Umbach, 2007;
Comrie, 1997). The German children in the pronoun corpus do not seem to functionally distinguish
the two types of pronouns. They used, for instance, also demonstrative pronouns to anaphorically refer
back to the matrix clause subject.
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3.2.3 Study 2: Whose speech children report
Whose speech do children report? Ely and McCabe (1993) found that English-speaking children present their own utterances in 53% of their spontaneous speech reports and the speech
of non-parental adults, other children and their parents in the remaining 47%.
Interestingly, both English-speaking children and Spanish-speaking adults prefer direct
speech when reporting their own utterance and indirect speech when reporting the utterance
of someone else (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Van der Houwen, 2012). Can this difference between
self and other also explain German children’s choice of a direct or indirect speech report?

Table 8: Number (and percentage) of who is the reported speaker in German children’s speech reports

Direct
Indirect
Total

1S
11
(14%)
5
(13%)
16
(14%)

2S
3
(4%)
5
(13%)
8
(7%)

3S
57
(75%)
26
(65%)
83
(72%)

1P
0
(0%)
2
(5%)
2
(2%)

2P
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

3P
5
(7%)
2
(5%)
7
(6%)

As table 8 shows, in the majority of the reports (72%), German children present the
speech of a singular third person. Self-reports are the second most frequent report type
(14%), while reports of other types of speakers are relatively rare.11 If we compare these results to the results of previous studies, it is striking that German children produce considerably fewer self-reports than English-speaking children (14% vs. 53%) (Ely & McCabe, 1993).
What is more, in contrast to findings from Ely and McCabe (1993) and Van der Houwen
(2012), in our German corpus children do not show a strong preference for reporting their
own speech with a direct speech report. In fact, self-reports are as frequent in direct speech
as in indirect speech (14% vs. 13%).
These divergent results could be caused by differences in the data sets. Van der Houwen (2012) analyzed sociolinguistic interviews, in which the speakers were asked to talk about
themselves. Ely and McCabe (1993) explicitly confined their analysis to reports of real persons’
speech, excluding all cases in which children report the speech of their pets, dolls or imaginary friends. Our speech report corpus is not limited to reality-oriented reports, but includes
also fictive interactions, which are an integral part of natural interactions (cf. Pascual, 2014).

11

Similarly, Dutch children also show a clear preference for reporting the speech of a singular third

person (n = 20, 59%).
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To make the data basis more comparable to that of the previous studies mentioned
above, I restrict the analysis in a next step to reports in which the reported speaker is a real
person. As table 9 indicates, this leads to a drastic change.

Direct
Indirect
Total

1S
10
(50%)
4
(15%)
14
(30%)

2S
1
(5%)
3
(12%)
4
(9%)

3S
9
(45%)
17
(65%)
26
(57%)

1P
0

2P
0

3P
0

2
(8%)
2
(4%)

0

0

0

0
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Table 9: Number (and percentage) of who is the reported speaker in German children’s speech reports, restricted to real persons

Now the majority of direct speech reports are self-reports (50%), while the number of
indirect speech reports with the self as reported speaker is considerably lower (15%). When
reporting the speech of other people, especially that of an individual third person, German
children tend to use indirect speech. This is in line with previous findings that the self–other
distinction influences the choice of report type (Ely & McCabe, 1993; Van der Houwen,
2012). Van der Houwen suggests that speakers prefer to use direct speech in self-reports because “it is fairly likely that the reporter will feel involved when talking about him/herself ”
(Van der Houwen, 2012, p. 123). However, apart from the fact that this is a rather obscure
statement, the whole claim is weakened by the fact that the difference between self-reports
and other-reports only seems to surface once we restricted our analysis to real persons. The
reason for this is that children report the speech of fictive persons also mainly (80%) with
direct speech reports.

3.2.4 Study 3: The influence of the discourse context
Introduction
A main finding of section 3.1 was that German and Dutch children produce much more
direct than indirect speech reports in natural interactions. I hypothesized that this could
be due to the discourse contexts in which the conversations are situated. Children and their
interlocutors often engage in activities such as story-telling and role-playing, which are
focused on fun and entertainment – perlocutionary effects typically associated with direct
speech. The prediction is that in other types of discourse contexts, in which the transmission
of propositional content is central, children might use more indirect speech (Clark & Gerrig,
1990; Tannen, 2007; Wade & Clark, 1993).
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Previous studies are largely in line with these considerations. Nordqvist (2001a)
analysed in detail how different discourse contexts (make-belief play, book reading, personal
narratives, and habitual & hypothetical topics) influence the reports of Swedish children’s
parents. Her findings show that adults adapt their reports to different discourse contexts.
While Swedish adults preferred direct speech in all discourse contexts, the proportion of
indirect speech was highest when they talked about habitual or hypothetical topics (Nordqvist,
2001a). Vincent and Perrin (1999) found that French-speaking adults used more direct or
indirect speech depending on the function of the report: Indirect speech is associated with an
authority function, whereas direct speech is associated with a narrative function.
In contrast to adults, it is still an open question whether children’s use of direct
and indirect speech is affected by the discourse context or the communicative function of
the report. Previous production studies indicate similar tendencies as in adults. Children
produce, for instance, predominantly direct speech reports in narratives and play contexts
(Ely & McCabe, 1993; Nordqvist, 2000; Özyürek, 1996) and indirect speech to tell on others
or negotiate behaviour with authorities (Boeg Thomsen, 2014).
However, these findings have to be interpreted with caution because they originate
from different groups of children, different methodologies (natural recordings vs. elicitation)
and different languages. In order to show that children actually adjust their reports to the
surrounding discourse context and the function of the report, data of the same group of
children across different conversational contexts needs to be analyzed. In the following, I will
provide such an analysis.

Method
I classified all German speech reports in the pronoun corpus in two respects: (i) the discourse
context in which they were produced, and (ii) whether or not they express an authority function. I will explain the classifications in detail below.
Discourse contexts. I distinguish three types of discourse contexts: narrative, pretend
play and reality. In the following, I point out the characteristics of each of these discourse
contexts and illustrate them with an example.
The discourse context narrative subsumes situations of story-telling and book-reading. As an example of a narrative context, consider the following situation. A three-year-old
girl and a friend of the family look together at pictures of the book “Der Struwwelpeter”
(1845) by Heinrich Hoffmann. The adult prompts the child to tell the story of Suppenkaspar,
a boy who refuses to eat and subsequently withers away and dies. Complying with the request, the child reports a characteristic utterance of Suppenkaspar:
(24)
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da sagt der: „ich esse meine ess nich(t) die Suppe“ (3;1)
‘then he said: “I eat my don’t eat the soup”’

(25)

un dann sag’ der: „hurra ich bin gerutscht“ (3;6)
‘and then he says: “hooray I was sliding”’

The category reality includes contexts that are situated in the ‘real world’ in contrast
to the fictive worlds of narrative and pretend play. The situations in the ‘reality’ category are
quite diverse, ranging from having lunch to playing board games. As an example, take the
situation that a mother is preparing her children for going outside. In this context, her threeyear-old son reports the utterance of an absent person:
(26)

die Martina hat gesagt, sie wollte in 'n Garten (3;5)
‘Martina said she wanted (to go) into the garden’

Authority function. Speech reports can have many different functions, as conversation analysts have shown (see 2.2.8). I focus here on one function in particular that seems to be
especially important for children: the authority function. In their analysis of spontaneous
speech reports, Ely and McCabe note:
Children’s disposition to recall voices that describe who is to do what suggests
that they have a keen concern with how authority and power are exercised
in their daily lives. (Ely & McCabe, 1993, p. 688)
Following Vincent and Perrin (1999), I determine that a report has an authority function
if the reporting speaker intends to communicate the content of an utterance and wants to
increase its persuasive power by appealing to the reported speaker as authority. In example
(27), for instance, a boy appeals to his father in an argument with his mother about whether
or not he is allowed to jump from a certain ladder:
(27)

nur dass der Papa gesagt hat, dass ich das darf (3;6)
‘just that Daddy said that I am allowed to do that’

All speech reports in the German pronoun corpus were classified into two categories: reports
that do and reports that do not express an authority function.
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The second type of discourse context, pretend play, covers different kinds of play activities, such as embodied role play or pretend play with stuffed animals, toy figures or dolls
(cf. Harris, 2000). To give an example of a pretend play context, imagine the following situation. A three-year-old girl is playing with toy figures, cars and a multi-story play car park. She
lets a car with a boy figure slide down the sloping driveway and reports the boy’s utterance:
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Results
Table 10 shows how often German children produce direct and indirect speech reports in the
three types of discourse contexts that I distinguish. We find that children use direct speech
mainly in narrative and pretend play contexts. Indirect speech reports, however, show a clear
preference for reality contexts. As table 11 indicates, indirect speech reports have more often
an authority function than direct speech reports.

Table 10: Number (and percentage) of direct and indirect speech reports in different discourse contexts
Direct speech

Indirect speech

Narrative

28 (37%)

4 (10%)

Pretend play

33 (43%)

10 (25%)

Reality

15 (20%)

26 (65%)

Table 11: Number (and percentage) of direct and indirect speech reports with authority function

Authority function
Other function

Direct speech

Indirect speech

3 (4%)

14 (35%)

73 (96%)

26 (65%)

In order to check whether discourse context and authority function – and in addition
also children’s age – predict the use of indirect speech, I used generalized linear mixed effects
models with the software R (version 3.2.0). With a procedure of model comparison, I added
the fixed-effect factors discourse context, authority function and age stepwise to the
baseline model (including random intercepts for subjects). A factor was included if it led to
a decrease of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) of more than 2 (Akaike, 1974). We
found main effects of all three factors. The index of concordance of the model is 0.84, which
indicates that the model may have real predictive power (Baayen, 2008).
Table 12 shows the fixed-effects coefficients of the model that explains German
children’s use of indirect speech. As evident from the positive estimate, children are more
likely to produce indirect speech in reality contexts than in narrative contexts (p = .002). The
production of indirect speech in contexts of pretend play and narratives did not differ significantly (p = .261). When a report has an authority function, the chance that a speaker uses an
indirect speech report is significantly increased (p = .003). In addition, with increasing age,
children tend to use more indirect speech reports (p = .007).
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Estimate

SE

z value

p value

(Intercept)

-6.060

1.598

-3.792

< .001

Play vs. Narrative

0.769

0.684

1.124

.261

Reality vs. Narrative

2.088

0.662

3.156

.002

Authority function

2.362

0.785

3.009

.003

Age

1.190

0.444

2.679

.007
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Table 12: Fixed-effects coefficients of the model explaining German children’s use of indirect speech

Note. Model includes random intercepts for subjects (N = 13, age range: 2;10–4;6).

Discussion
The results of pilot study 3 provide evidence that children under the age of five are sensitive
to the communicative functions of direct and indirect speech. They tend to produce the more
vivid direct speech type in playful and entertaining contexts and the more content-oriented
indirect speech type in reality contexts. These findings also support my hypothesis that the
generally higher frequency of direct speech reports in our corpus could be caused by the
predominance of playful situations.
I focused on one specific function of speech reports, the so-called authority function,
which has previously been linked to indirect speech reports (Boeg Thomsen, 2014; Vincent
& Perrin, 1999). Similar to Danish children and Canadian adults, German children prefer
indirect speech when appealing to authorities.

3.3 Summary of spontaneous speech analysis
In a corpus study, I have analyzed Dutch and German children’s use of speech reports
in natural interactions. The results show that Dutch and German children start to produce
speech reports with the reporting verb say from two years on. Children’s first reports are
direct quotations of single words or sounds, such as says “moo”. Several months later, children
also quote clauses with a finite verb and produce indirect speech reports. This order suggests
that the development of reports is related to syntactic complexity. The syntactically more
complex clausal direct speech and (verb-final and verb-second) indirect speech constructions are acquired later than quotations of simple linguistic and non-linguistic elements. The
quantitative analysis has revealed that in our corpus both children and their interlocutors
clearly prefer to use direct speech reports. This could be due to the fact that many interactions between children and their caretakers take place during book-reading and pretend play
activities, which favor the more vivid report type, direct speech.
In three pilot studies, I have focused on direct and indirect speech reports with a pronoun in subject position of the reported utterance (e.g., Anna said that she is happy). The first
pilot study showed that children have different pronominal preferences in direct and indirect
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Corpus study: Children’s spontaneous production of speech reports

speech. This can be explained by the different deictic point of orientation in direct and indirect
speech. The second pilot study revealed that children report mostly the speech of singular
third persons. In the final pilot study, I found evidence that children’s choice of a direct or
indirect speech report depends on the discourse context and the function of the report.
The finding that pragmatic factors such as the discourse context influence children’s
production of speech reports, raises the question whether children’s comprehension of direct
and indirect speech depends on pragmatic factors as well. In the following three experiments
(chapters 4, 5 and 6), I assess children’s interpretation of pronouns in speech reports in different
communicative situations. In experiments 1 and 2, the speech reports have an authority function. In experiment 3, participants listen to reports that are embedded in a fictional narrative.
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4

In the first experiment, I investigate the processing of deictic pronouns in direct speech
(Elephant said, “I get the football”) and indirect speech (Elephant said that I get the football).
In an interactive tablet game, participants watch short animations and have to select the referents of first-, second-, and third-person pronouns embedded in direct or indirect speech.
First, I examine whether it is cognitively more demanding for Dutch adults to interpret
pronouns in direct or indirect speech. As it turns out, adults have higher error rates and longer
decision times when interpreting pronouns in direct as opposed to indirect speech (4.1). Subsequently, I follow the development of Dutch children between 4 and 12 years. The results indicate that children interpret pronouns in direct speech predominantly like in indirect speech,
supporting our hypothesis about a late acquisition of the direct–indirect distinction (4.2).

4.1 Adults’ interpretation of pronouns in speech reports
4.1.1 Introduction and hypotheses
An essential feature of language is that it allows us to talk about what others have said. For
this specific purpose, many languages such as Dutch and English, offer two distinct constructions: direct speech (1a, 1b) and indirect speech (2a, 2b).
(1)
(2)

a.
b.
a.
b.

Anna zei, “Ik ben blij”. (Dutch)
Anna said, “I am happy”. (English)
Anna zei dat ze blij is. (Dutch)
Anna said (that) she is happy. (English)

Semantically, direct and indirect speech can be distinguished in terms of perspective
(Clark & Gerrig, 1990; Coulmas, 1986). In indirect speech, the reported utterance is paraphrased
from the reporting speaker’s perspective, i.e., in his words. In particular, the reporter in (2) uses
1

Chapter 4 is based on Köder, Maier, and Hendriks (2015) and Köder and Maier (2015).
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Experiment 1: Who gets the ball? A tablet game
to test reported speech comprehension1

Experiment 1: Who gets the ball? A tablet game to test reported speech comprehension

a third-person pronoun to refer to Anna from his own perspective. By contrast, in direct speech
the reporting speaker purports to present a certain utterance verbatim and therefore shifts to
the perspective of the original speaker. Consequently, the first-person pronoun in (1) refers not
to the actual speaker himself but to Anna. In sum, interpreting direct speech requires a shift
from the reporting to the reported speaker’s perspective, which surfaces linguistically as a shift
in the interpretation of deictic elements, like the pronoun I. This perspective shift might make
pronoun processing in direct speech more demanding than in indirect speech.
However, there is also evidence suggesting the contrary, i.e., that direct speech is the
cognitively less demanding report type. While most psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic
studies focus on the vividness associated with direct speech (Yao et al., 2011, 2012; Yao &
Scheepers, 2011), Groenewold, Bastiaanse, Nickels, Wieling, and Huiskes (2014) investigated
how the use of direct and indirect speech affects discourse comprehension. They found that
Dutch speakers with and without aphasia understood stories better when they contained
direct speech. They attribute the positive effect of direct over indirect speech to the greater
liveliness and the syntactic simplicity of direct speech (viz., coordination rather than subordination, De Vries, 2008). Our finding in chapter 3 that Dutch and German children produce
more direct than indirect speech in natural interactions provides additional support for the
thesis that direct speech is less demanding.
In experiment 1, we focus on the interpretation of deictic pronouns in direct and
indirect speech. Based on the above considerations, we put forward the following two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that pronoun processing is harder in direct speech because it
requires a cognitively demanding shift from the reporting to the reported speaker’s perspective. The second hypothesis points in the opposite direction: pronouns in direct speech are
easier to interpret than in indirect speech. This second hypothesis is motivated by the positive
effect of direct speech on story comprehension and children’s frequent use of direct speech
reports. To test these hypotheses, we created a referent selection task, in which we measure
the relative processing costs of direct and indirect speech in terms of error rate and decision
time for the interpretation of pronouns.
A second question that we investigate is whether the type of pronoun (first-, second-,
or third-person) influences the interpretation process. The deictic singular pronouns refer to
three different participant-roles in a communicative interaction: first-person I refers to the
speaker, second-person you to the addressee, and third-person he, she and it to other people
and things. Among deictic pronouns, third-person pronouns are claimed to be fundamentally different from first- and second-person pronouns (Lyons, 1977; Schlenker, 2003). While
I and you refer directly to the primary participants of a speech situation, the meaning of
deictic third-person pronouns is negatively defined as referring to neither the speaker nor the
addressee. In Kaplan’s (1989) framework, first- and second-person pronouns are pure indexicals, directly getting their reference from the context parameters, while deictic third-person
pronouns are genuine demonstratives, requiring a pointing to be interpretable. This semantic
distinction is supported by developmental studies showing that children’s comprehension of
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third-person pronouns lags behind their comprehension of first- and second-person pronouns (Brener, 1983; Charney, 1980; Legendre & Smolensky, 2012). We examine whether
this split between first- and second- versus third-person pronouns also holds in indirect and
especially direct speech reports, where their interpretation requires a perspective shift.
In sum, the present study investigates adults’ interpretation of pronouns in speech
reports. In particular, we examine the difference between two report types (direct speech,
indirect speech) and three pronoun types (first-, second-, third-person).

4.1.2 Method

Participants of the study were 116 native speakers of Dutch (74 women, Mage = 23.0 years,
age range: 18–61 years). Of these participants, 85 took part in an online version of the experiment running in a web browser, and 31 were tested by an experimenter on a touchscreen
tablet. The test items for both groups were identical. The only difference was whether the instructions were prerecorded or presented by an experimenter. All participants were recruited
by the digital learning environment and mailing lists from the University of Groningen.

4.1.2.2 Stimuli and Procedure
The experiment is designed as a game that participants played on a tablet or computer. It uses
an Android application linked to a small offline webpage. JavaScript controls the scenes and
interactive responses and times them using the system time in milliseconds. The experimental game is called Who gets the ball? and is about identifying which of three animals receives
a certain object.2
The game starts with an introduction phase in which the three main protagonists,
a dog, a monkey and an elephant, introduce themselves and it is checked whether the participants remember their names (Hond ‘Dog’, Aap ‘Monkey’, Olifant ‘Elephant’). Each of the
animals is voiced by a different male speaker of Dutch. In addition, 18 familiar objects (e.g.,
football, book, car) that are part of the game are presented and named.
The test phase is split in two parts: the ‘no report’ condition and the ‘speech report’
condition (see table 1). First 15 ‘no report’ items were presented, followed by 30 ‘speech report’ items (15 direct, 15 indirect), randomized within these two blocks. Every participant
saw the test items in a different random order. While test sentences in the ‘no report’ condition have the form of simple non-embedded statements like I get the car, test sentences in the
‘speech report’ condition are either direct or indirect speech reports preceded by a reporting
2

All test sentences can be found in Appendix A: Experiment 1. An online version of the game can be

played at http://tinyurl.com/o7bburc (Google Chrome required).
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clause such as Monkey said. Our Dutch direct and indirect speech stimuli are clearly distinct
in several syntactic, lexical and prosodic respects. Direct speech sentences have verb-second
word order in the report, indirect speech sentences have verb-final word order and include
the complementizer dat ‘that’. In addition, direct speech sentences have an 800 ms break
between reporting clause and quotation and include a change of pitch in the quotation.

Table 1: Overview of test conditions
Condition

Test sentences

No report

Ik/ Jij/ Hij krijg(t) de/ het [object].
‘I/ You/ He get(s) the [object].’

Speech report
a.
Direct
b.

Indirect

Aap/ Olifant/ Hond zei, “Ik/ Jij/ Hij krijg(t) de/ het [object]”.
‘Monkey/ Elephant/ Dog said, “I/ You/ He get(s) the [object]”.’
Aap/ Olifant/ Hond zei dat ik/ jij/ hij de/ het [object] krijg(t).
‘Monkey/ Elephant/ Dog said that I/ you/ he get(s) the [object]’

All test sentences contain either a first-, second- or third-person singular pronoun
(ik ‘I’, jij ‘you’ or hij ‘he’). Note that the third-person pronoun he is used deictically in the
‘no report’ condition and in direct speech, but anaphorically in indirect speech. In its deictic
use, third-person he is usually accompanied by additional cues such as pointing or eye gaze
(Kaplan, 1989; Stukenbrock, 2015). We decided against the inclusion of additional information in order to keep the third-person stimuli uniform with the first- and second-person
ones. This could be at the expense of the naturalness of the deictic third-person pronouns
in our experiment. Third-person he in indirect speech (Monkey said that he gets the plane)
is special in our experiment. This is the only instance in which a pronoun is used anaphorically, i.e., to refer back to the subject of the matrix clause. As a consequence, the comparisons with indirect he are potentially confounded by the deictic–anaphoric distinction.
The test sentences are uttered in the context of communicative interactions between
the three animals. We opted for the use of animations instead of static pictures. This allows
us (i) to simulate natural interactions more closely, for instance by mimicking the mouth
movement of the speaker, and (ii) to create a more engaging environment for children. To
give an impression what the game looks like, we describe in more detail an example of a ‘no
report’ item and of a ‘speech report’ item.
In the ‘no report’ condition, each animated scene involves the following actions.
The elephant, for instance, walks over to the monkey and tells him who gets the book
by uttering the sentence He gets the book (fig. 1a). After the utterance, all three animals
are highlighted in yellow and a basket appears in front of them (fig. 1b). The participants’
task is to select the recipient of the book by touching or clicking on him. In our example,
the correct choice would be the dog. After selection, the object jumps into the basket of
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(a) Uttering of a ‘no report’ sentence (e.g., He gets the
book.)

Chapter 4

the chosen animal. The software records the accuracy of pronoun interpretation and the
decision time in milliseconds from the offset of the sentence. Note that decision time in our
experiment is not a measure of online processing, but an indication of the time participants
need to make a decision after the whole sentence has been presented.

(b) Selection phase

Figure 1: Example of a ‘no report’ item

To make sure that participants understand the procedure, we presented three practice items prior to the test items. They included the names of the animals instead of pronouns, for example, Elephant gets the book.
In the ‘speech report’ condition, the described interaction between the animals includes an additional step. Now one animal, for instance the elephant, walks over to the
monkey and whispers into his ear who gets the object (fig. 2a). Participants heard only an
incomprehensible whispering sound. Subsequently, the monkey walks to the dog and tells
him what the elephant has said using either a direct or indirect speech report (fig. 2b). If
the monkey says, for instance, Elephant said, “I get the football”, the correct referent of the
pronoun I in this direct speech report is the speaker of the reported utterance, that is, the
elephant. In contrast, the referent of I in an indirect speech report such as Elephant said that
I get the football is the reporting speaker, the monkey.
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(a) Incomprehensible whispering (reported speech
context)

(b) Uttering of a speech report (e.g., Elephant said that
I get the football) (reporting speech context)

(c) Selection phase

Figure 2. Example of a ‘speech report’ item

More generally, pronouns in direct speech need to be evaluated with respect to the
reported context, that is the context in which the reported utterance was originally produced
(Elephant whispering into Monkey’s ear) (see fig. 2a). In indirect speech, pronouns need to
be evaluated with respect to the reporting context, that is the context in which the monkey
reports the elephant’s utterance to the dog (see fig. 2b). Participants could identify the speaker (referent of ik) by his mouth movement and characteristic voice. The addressee (referent
of jij) is turned towards the speaker, and the ‘other person’ (referent of hij) is positioned at
a distance from speaker and addressee facing another direction. All animals have the same
male gender, so that the gender feature on the third-person pronoun does not serve as an
additional cue.
Note that direct and indirect speech reports appeared in random order within the
‘speech report’ condition and not in blocks. This means that for every speech report participants had to detect the direct or indirect speech cues in order to determine the appropriate interpretation of the pronoun. Experimental participants were external observers of
the interaction and not possible referents of pronouns themselves. We counterbalanced the
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communicative roles that the animal protagonists assume in the scenes (speaker, addressee,
other), their spatial position and the types of sentences they utter. The experiment took approximately 10 to 15 minutes to complete.

4.1.3 Results

Figure 3 shows the percentage of Dutch adults’ correct pronoun interpretation in non-reportative sentences and in direct and indirect speech reports. In the ‘no report’ condition,
participants interpreted 100% of first- and second-person pronouns correctly, but only 63%
of third-person pronouns. To focus on the direct–indirect distinction, our statistical analysis
is restricted to the ‘speech report’ condition.3

Figure 3: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in Dutch adults. Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals.

We used mixed-effects logistic regression modeling with the software R (version
3.1.1) to analyze the accuracy of pronoun interpretation in direct and indirect speech. The
random-effects structure of our model includes random intercepts for subjects and items
and by-subject random slopes per report type. Step by step, we tested whether the following fixed-effect factors improve the goodness of fit of the accuracy model: report type
(direct speech, indirect speech), pronoun type (I, you, he), test condition (online, tablet),
speaker (Dog, Monkey, Elephant), age and gender of the participants, experience (1–5)
and sequence number (1–30). The factors experience and sequence number both in-

3

Note that a direct comparison between the results of the ‘no report’ and the ‘speech report’ condition

would be complicated by differences in the scenarios and the fact that the ‘no report’ condition always
preceded the ‘speech report’ condition.
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dicate the progress in the experiment. sequence number provides information about the
order in which a participant saw the ‘speech report’ items, experience indicates how often
a participant has encountered a certain type of test item (e.g., direct I) before.
Table 2 shows that the goodness of fit of the accuracy model improves significantly
by adding report type and pronoun type as fixed-effect factors as well as their interaction.
Experience is also a significant predictor and has a positive effect on accuracy, β = 0.49,
z = 7.70, p < .001. All other factors did not contribute to the model fit.

Table 2: Goodness of fit of the fixed-effect factors of the accuracy model for speech reports. An Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) decrease of more than 2 indicates that the goodness of fit of the model
improves significantly (Akaike, 1974).
AIC decrease
Random-effect factors (random intercepts for subjects
and items, by-subject random slopes per report type)
+ report type

12.2

+ pronoun type

28.5

+ report type * pronoun type

13.6

+ experience

64.5

We compared the mean accuracy of different combinations of report type and pronoun type using multiple comparisons from the ‘multcomp’ package (Hothorn, Bretz, &
Westfall, 2008). The results are presented in table 3. The general tendency is that participants
made significantly more mistakes when the same pronoun occurred in direct as compared to
indirect speech (for you: p < .05, for he: p < .001). The first-person pronoun was an exception
with similar accuracy rates in direct and indirect speech. In indirect speech, there were no
significant differences between pronouns. In direct speech, the accuracy of I was significantly
higher than that of you (p < .01) and he (p < .001). In turn, participants were more accurate
in interpreting direct you than direct he (p < .001).
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Table 3: Multiple comparisons of means for accuracy of pronoun interpretation in speech reports
(Tukey contrasts)
Estimate

SE

z value

Indirect I – Direct I = 0

3.58

1.37

2.62

Indirect You – Direct You = 0

3.87

1.32

2.92

0.027

Indirect He – Direct He = 0

5.49

1.30

4.24

< 0.001

Indirect I – Indirect You = 0

0.81

0.39

2.07

0.237

Indirect I – Indirect He = 0

0.93

0.39

2.40

0.112

Indirect You – Indirect He = 0

0.13

0.36

0.36

0.999

Direct I – Direct You = 0

1.09

0.29

3.82

0.001

Direct I – Direct He = 0

2.85

0.29

9.66

< 0.001

Direct You – Direct He = 0

1.75

0.24

7.22

< 0.001

p value
0.064

A closer examination of the errors reveals an interesting pattern: in 94% of the
mistakes in direct speech, participants interpreted the pronouns as in indirect speech.
For instance, when Monkey whispers to Dog, and Dog then reports to Elephant Monkey
said, “You get the rose”, some participants incorrectly chose Elephant as the referent of
quoted you instead of Dog. This means that they evaluated pronouns in direct speech with
respect to the reporting instead of the reported speech context, i.e., they did not perform
the perspective shift necessary in direct speech. No such clear error pattern was found
in indirect speech. In only 64% of the indirect speech mistakes (50% chance level) did
participants wrongly select the direct speech referent.

4.1.3.2 Decision times
The decision times for different conditions and pronouns are presented in figure 4. Our
analysis focuses on comparing participants’ decision times for direct and indirect speech
reports. We fitted a linear mixed-effects model to the log-transformed decision times.
Using a procedure of model comparison, we added stepwise fixed-effect factors to the
baseline model (with random intercepts for subjects and items, and by-subject random
slopes per report type).
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Figure 4. Boxplots of decision times (excluding outliers).

Table 4 shows that the inclusion of report type and pronoun type and their interaction improves the goodness of fit of the model significantly. Other significant predictors
are experience and test condition (online, tablet). The more experience participants had
with a certain type of test item, the quicker they were in their response, β = -0.08; t = -13.27;
p < .001. Participants with the online browser version had shorter decision times than those
with the tablet version, β = -0.40; t = -5.79; p < .001.

Table 4: Goodness of fit of the fixed-effect factors of the model fitted to log-transformed decision times
of speech reports. An Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) decrease of more than 2 indicates that the
goodness of fit of the model improves significantly (Akaike, 1974).
AIC decrease
Random-effect factors (random intercepts for subjects and
items, by-subject random slopes per report type)
+ report type
+ pronoun type
+ report type * pronoun type
+ experience
+ test condition
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14.4
3.3
8.8
169.4
26.4

Linear hypotheses
Indirect I – Direct I = 0
Indirect You – Direct You = 0
Indirect He – Direct He = 0
Indirect I – Indirect You = 0
Indirect I – Indirect He = 0
Indirect You – Indirect He = 0
Direct I – Direct You = 0
Direct I – Direct He = 0
Direct You – Direct He = 0

Estimate

SE

z value

p value

-0.01
-0.17
-0.27
-0.00
0.02
0.02
-0.16
-0.24
-0.09

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

-0.32
-3.55
-5.80
-0.06
0.37
0.43
-3.53
-5.51
-1.98

1.000
0.005
< 0.001
1.000
0.999
0.998
0.006
< 0.001
0.351

Table 5 shows the results of a multiple comparison analysis that compares the decision
times for different items. It took participants significantly longer to interpret the pronouns
you and he in direct speech as compared to indirect speech (for you: p < .01, for he: p < .001).
The decision times for I did not differ with report type. While all pronouns were interpreted
equally fast in indirect speech, participants needed more time to select the referents of you
(p < .01) and he (p < .001) as compared to I in direct speech.

4.1.4 Discussion
In a referent selection task, we examined the interpretation of pronouns in direct and indirect
speech. We found that Dutch adults made significantly more mistakes and had longer decision times when interpreting the pronouns jij ‘you’ and hij ‘he’ in direct speech as compared
to indirect speech.
This finding supports our first hypothesis, that the perspective shift in direct speech
increases the processing effort of pronouns. To further explain why perspective shifting
would be so cognitively demanding, we follow a suggestion from the theory of mind literature, where perspective shifting difficulties in false belief tasks are explained in terms of the
cost of inhibiting one’s own current perspective (Carlson & Moses, 2001; Saxe, 2009; Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). Thus, we suggest that a proper interpretation of direct speech
requires the listener to inhibit his representation of the actual reporting speaker’s perspective.
Since, at the time of the report, this primary perspective is more salient than the reported
speaker’s secondary perspective, inhibiting it is costly and error-prone. This explanation is
supported by the fact that in 94% of the errors in direct speech, pronouns were evaluated with
respect to the reporting speaker as deictic center, meaning that this primary perspective was
not properly inhibited.
Participants performed surprisingly well on the first-person pronoun I in direct
speech, which approximates the accuracy rates and decision times of indirect speech. A possible explanation for the apparent ease of direct I is that its referent is explicitly mentioned
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in the reporting clause and hence a much more salient candidate. This explanation may be
tested by checking whether performance on the second-person pronoun improves when we
explicitly add the original addressee to the reporting clause, as in Elephant said to me, “You
get the football”.
The results of our comprehension experiment seem to conflict with previous findings that indicate that direct speech is the cognitively easier report type. The corpus study
in chapter 3 showed that Dutch children produce more direct than indirect speech in natural
interactions. Moreover, there is evidence that Dutch adults with and without aphasia understand narratives containing direct speech better than narratives containing indirect speech
(Groenewold et al., 2014). How can this be reconciled with the results of the current experiment that pronouns in direct speech are more difficult to process than in indirect speech?
This discrepancy can be dissolved if we differentiate between different discourse contexts in which the reports are embedded. In the current experimental game, reports were
used to convey the information who gets a certain object. The reporting speaker uses a reporting clause (e.g., Dog said) in order to appeal to the person from whom he has received
this information. The reports in this experiment therefore have an authority function, which
has previously been shown to favor the use of indirect speech (Vincent & Perrin, 1999; this
dissertation, section 2.2.4). By contrast, in Groenewold et al.’s (2014) study, the direct and
indirect speech reports were presented as part of a narrative. Narrative contexts are associated with a predominant use of direct speech, allowing for more vivid storytelling (Vincent &
Perrin, 1999; this dissertation, section 2.2.4).
This suggests that the type of discourse context does not only influence speakers’
production of speech reports, but also listeners’ comprehension. The increased processing
effort associated with the perspective shift in direct speech explains why, in the informationexchange context of our experiment, the use of direct speech is clearly dispreferred, and
in the case of direct he even pragmatically awkward. However, in a narrative context, the
costs of a perspective shift in direct speech might be reduced because in a narrative the reported speaker’s (i.e., the character’s) perspective is generally more salient than the reporting
speaker’s (i.e., the narrator’s) perspective.
Our second question concerned the difference between the interpretation of first-,
second- and third-person pronouns. In the ‘no report’ condition as well as in direct speech,
Dutch adults made most mistakes in the interpretation of he. This provides empirical support for the claim that there is a split between first- and second- versus third-person deictic
pronouns (Lyons, 1977). The high number of mistakes with he in the ‘no report’ condition
could be due to the lack of an accompanying pointing gesture or eye gaze. As pointed out
in the method section, deictic he typically requires a pointing gesture to single out a unique
referent (Diessel, 2012; Kaplan, 1989; Levinson, 2004). We decided against including pointing as it would trivialize the interpretation of he and break the uniformity of the test items
across conditions and pronoun types. Note that this complication does not extend to the
crucial ‘speech report’ condition because pointing gestures are not expected to be reported.
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4.2 Children’s interpretation of pronouns in speech
reports
4.2.1 Introduction
The previous section (4.1) has shown that Dutch adults make more mistakes and have longer
decision times when interpreting the pronouns you and he in direct speech as opposed to
indirect speech. This suggests that the perspective shift in direct speech increases the processing effort of pronouns. How will Dutch children perform in the same experiment? Children
do not only have attested difficulties in shifting perspective (Gopnik & Astington, 1988; Masangkay et al., 1974; Wimmer & Perner, 1983), but more fundamentally they also do not seem
to strictly distinguish between direct and indirect speech, according to previous studies (see
section 2.4 for a detailed overview).
In the production of speech reports, children sometimes mix features of direct and
indirect speech in an ungrammatical way. In (3), for instance, a child combines the complementizer that, a feature of indirect speech, with pronouns presented from the reported
speaker’s perspective, a feature of direct speech.
(3)	And the birdiei said that Ii feel much prettier knowing how long myi beak is. (age
8;6) (Goodell & Sachs, 1992, p. 407)
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This explains the higher accuracy rate of he in direct and indirect speech reports as compared
to non-embedded statements. In indirect speech, accuracy and decision times did not differ
between he and the other pronouns. However, in indirect speech he is used anaphorically
rather than deictically.
An anonymous reviewer of the Journal Language, Cognition and Neuroscience suggested that the deictic–anaphoric distinction could explain our findings without appealing
to perspective shifting. We concede that, for he, the deictic–anaphoric distinction is a confounding factor. However, the difference between deixis and anaphora cannot account for
the significantly lower performance (both in accuracy and decision time) with direct you as
compared to indirect you. Additional evidence in favor of our perspective shifting hypothesis
is the systematic error pattern pointed out above: Almost all direct speech errors, across
pronoun type, involve a failure to shift from the actual to the reported speaker’s perspective.
In conclusion, this study provides evidence that the perspective shift in direct
speech increases the processing effort of deictic pronouns in speech reports. Further studies are necessary to examine whether this effect can be replicated for other deictic expressions (e.g., spatial and temporal indexicals like here and tomorrow) and other discourse
contexts (e.g., narratives).

Experiment 1: Who gets the ball? A tablet game to test reported speech comprehension

However, while the elicitation studies of Goodell and Sachs (1992) and Hickmann (1993)
found many cases of direct–indirect mixes, the corpus study in chapter 3 led to the surprising
result that Dutch and German children rarely produce mixes of direct and indirect speech
in natural interactions.
So far, little is known about children’s comprehension of speech reports. We know, for
instance, that six-year-old children allow wh-extraction out of direct speech complements,
a grammatical operation only admissible in indirect speech (Hollebrandse, 2007; Weissenborn et al., 1991). Furthermore, even twelve-year-olds show a non-adult-like ability to detect
prosodic cues for direct and indirect speech (Hewlett et al., 2003). These two studies suggest
that the correct interpretation of direct and indirect speech has a protracted development.
In experiment 1, we use the semantic difference in pronoun interpretation to find
out when children can reliably tell apart a direct from an indirect speech report in Dutch. In
order to interpret pronouns in speech reports correctly, it is not sufficient that children know
the meaning of pronouns (e.g., that ik ‘I’ refers to the speaker), they also need to evaluate the
pronouns with respect to the correct speech context.
(4)
a.
		
b.
		

Anna zei: “Ik ben blij”.
‘Anna said: “I am happy”.’
Anna zei dat ik blij ben.
‘Anna said that I am happy.’

In the direct speech report (4a), ik refers to the reported speaker Anna. But in the indirect
speech report (4b), ik picks out the actual reporting speaker. Selecting the correct referent of
pronouns in speech reports therefore requires being sensitive to features such as word order
and prosody that indicate whether a given report is presented in direct or indirect speech.

4.2.2 Hypotheses
We put forward two hypotheses: the first and main hypothesis is related to the direct–indirect
distinction; the second hypothesis concerns the difference between first-, second-, and thirdperson pronouns.
The main hypothesis is that Dutch children fail to clearly distinguish direct and indirect speech, despite clear syntactic, lexical and prosodic cues. Children’s lack of a rigid direct–indirect distinction is expected to result in a systematic misinterpretation of pronouns.
Instead of consistently evaluating pronouns in direct speech with respect to the reported
context and pronouns in indirect speech with respect to the reporting context, we expect
them to mix up these two contexts of evaluation. More specifically, we predict that children
will be especially prone to interpreting direct speech as indirect speech. This is because interpreting direct speech requires a cognitively demanding perspective shift from the reporting
to the reported speech context (cf. adults’ results in section 4.1).
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4.2.3 Method
4.2.3.1 Participants
The participants of this study were 136 monolingual Dutch-speaking children between 4;1
and 12;8 years of age (see table 6). Two additional children were tested, but had to be excluded
due to inattention of the child (1) or experimenter error (1). The participating children were
recruited from three elementary schools in the North of the Netherlands. Written parental
consent was obtained prior to the experiment. Children received a small reward (a sticker for
younger children, a pen for older children) for participating. In addition, 33 native speakers
of Dutch – mostly students – participated without compensation. The data of these adults has
been discussed as part of a larger population in the previous section. Here they serve as an
adult control group. All participants were tested individually in a quiet room at the school or
university and played the experimental game on a tablet.
Table 6: Participants
Age group

Mean age

Range

Number

4

4;6

4;1–4;11

20

Gender (f/m)
12/8

5

5;8

5;5–6;0

23

13/10

6

6;6

6;1–7;0

29

14/15

7

7;8

7;1–8;6

25

13/12

9

9;11

9;7–10;5

20

9/11

11

11;11

11;4–12;8

19

9/10

adults

22

18–32

33

21/12
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The second hypothesis concerns differences in the interpretation of first-, second- and
third-person singular pronouns. We predict that third-person pronouns are more difficult
to interpret than first- and second-person pronouns. This prediction is based on a number
of previous studies that found that children understand first- and second-person pronouns
before third-person pronouns (Brener, 1983; Charney, 1980; Werner Deutsch & Pechmann,
1978; Legendre & Smolensky, 2012; Murphy, 1986). This time lag could be caused by a semantic difference between so-called local pronouns (I, you) and third-person pronouns (he,
she). While local pronouns refer directly to the primary participants of a speech act – speaker
and addressee –, third-person pronouns trigger the negative presupposition that they denote
neither speaker nor addressee (Legendre & Smolensky, 2012; Lyons, 1977; Schlenker, 2003).
We expect to find a similar first- and second- versus third-person split when pronouns are
embedded in a direct or indirect speech report, causing more errors and longer decision
times for he than for I and you.

Experiment 1: Who gets the ball? A tablet game to test reported speech comprehension

4.2.3.2 Stimuli and Procedure
The same referent-selection task as in section 4.1 was used (see there for a detailed description).
On a tablet, participants watched animated scenes in which the animal protagonists uttered sentences in direct speech (e.g., Aap zei, “Jij krijgt de auto” ‘Monkey said, “You get the car”’) or indirect
speech (e.g., Aap zei dat jij de auto krijgt ‘Monkey said that you get the car’). The participants had
to select the referents of first-, second-, and third-person singular pronouns by touching one of the
animals on the screen. An experimenter was present throughout. She explained the experimental
game and made sure that the children kept their focus of attention on the test items.4

4.2.4 Results
We first present the results of children’s pronoun interpretation in non-reportative sentences
and subsequently in direct and indirect speech reports.

4.2.4.1 ‘No report’ condition: Accuracy
Figure 5 shows the percentage of correct reference assignment for the pronouns ik ‘I’, jij ‘you’
and hij ‘he’ in the ‘no report’ condition (e.g., He gets the book). While even the youngest children are around ceiling for the comprehension of first- and second-person pronouns, their
comprehension of third-person pronouns clearly lags behind. Eleven-year-old children show
a correct interpretation of hij in only 33% of the cases, adults in only 59%. A detailed analysis of
the incorrectly interpreted third-person pronouns reveals the following error pattern: In 98%
of the errors, participants selected the addressee instead of the ‘other person’ as referent of hij.

Figure 5: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in non-reportative sentences per
age group. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

4

All test sentences can be found in Appendix A: Experiment 1. An online version of the game can be

played at http://tinyurl.com/o7bburc (Google Chrome required).
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Table 7: Fixed-effects coefficients of the model fitted to children’s accuracy of pronoun interpretation
in ‘no report’ condition
Estimate

SE

z value

p value

(Intercept)

9.3688

1.7674

5.301

< .001

jij ‘you’ vs. ik ‘I’

0.1331

2.8483

0.047

.963

hij ‘he’ vs. ik ‘I’

-22.1586

2.1274

-10.416

< .001

0.6978

0.1736

4.019

< .001

experience

Note. Model includes random intercepts and slopes per pronoun type for subjects.

4.2.4.2 ‘No report’ condition: Decision times
We excluded all decision times longer than 10 s because after that time a replay button appeared and children could see the test item again if they had not made a choice yet. This leads
to the exclusion of 10 data points (0.005% of the data).
On average, children chose a referent for the first-person pronoun ik in 1.82 s
(SD = 0.95), for the second-person pronoun jij in 1.78 s (SD = 0.94) and for the third-person
pronoun hij in 1.89 s (SD = 1.09). The model that we fitted to children’s log-transformed
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We analyzed children’s responses in the ‘no report’ condition with mixed-effects logistic
regression modeling with the software R (version 3.1.1). Our baseline model includes random
intercepts and slopes per pronoun type for subjects, taking into account that participants
might vary systematically in how they interpret the pronouns ik, jij and hij. Step by step, we
tested whether the following factors improve the goodness of fit of the model: pronoun type
(ik, jij, hij), experience (1–5, indicating how many times a participant has seen an item with the
same pronoun), sequence number (1–15, indicating how many ‘no report’ items a participant
has already seen), speaker (Monkey, Dog, Elephant), age (in months) and gender of the participants. The factors experience and sequence number are related. But whereas sequence
number indicates the progress in the experiment, experience provides information about the
content of the presented items, for instance, how often a specific participant has encountered
the pronoun ik before.
A fixed-effect factor or an interaction was included in the model if it contributed significantly to the model fit as indicated by an Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) decrease of more
than 2 (Akaike, 1974). Based on this procedure, our model for accuracy of pronoun interpretation in the ‘no report’ condition includes the fixed-effect factors pronoun type and experience (see table 7). The index of concordance of the model is 1.00, which indicates that it has real
predictive power (Baayen, 2008). Children made significantly more mistakes for the pronoun
hij than for ik (p < .001), with no significant difference between jij and ik (p = .963). experience
has a positive effect on accuracy, as evident from the positive estimate.

Experiment 1: Who gets the ball? A tablet game to test reported speech comprehension

decision times in the ‘no report’ condition includes random intercepts for subjects and as
fixed-effect factors pronoun type and sequence number. It takes children significantly
longer to select a referent for a third-person pronoun than for a first-person pronoun in nonreportative sentences (β = 0.19; t(1912) = 3.97; p < .001). There is no significant difference
in decision times between first- and second-person pronouns (β  = -0.00; t(1913) = -0.02;
p = .987). Participants reacted faster the more of the 15 ‘no report’ items they have already
seen (sequence number) (β = -0.02; t(1910) = -4.17; p < .001). We also found an interaction
of pronoun type and sequence number. The model predicts that the acceleration effect is
bigger for hij than for ik (β = -0.02; t(1916) = -2.97; p = .003).

4.2.4.3 ‘Speech report’ condition: Accuracy
Figures 6 and 7 show the percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in direct speech (fig.
6) and indirect speech (fig. 7).

Figure 6: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in direct speech per age group.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 7: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in indirect speech per age group.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 8: Multiple comparisons of means (Tukey contrasts) for children’s accuracy of pronoun interpretation in the ‘speech report’ condition
SE

z value

p value

Indirect ik – Direct ik = 0

7.05

.55

12.81

< .001

Indirect jij – Direct jij = 0

8.68

.58

15.01

< .001

Indirect hij – Direct hij = 0

6.58

.52

12.76

< .001

Indirect ik – Indirect jij = 0

-0.20

.32

-0.63

.986

Indirect ik – Indirect hij = 0

1.24

.27

4.56

< .001

Indirect jij – Indirect hij = 0

1.44

.29

5.05

< .001

Direct ik – Direct jij = 0

1.43

.20

6.96

< .001

Direct ik – Direct hij = 0

0.77

.18

4.26

< .001

Direct jij – Direct hij = 0

-0.65

.21

-3.08

.019

Linear hypotheses

Estimate

We compared the means of different combinations of report type and pronoun
type across age groups with multiple comparisons (Tukey contrasts) from the ‘multcomp’
package, version 1.3–6 (Hothorn et al., 2008). The results are presented in table 8. Children
made fewer mistakes when the same pronoun occurs in indirect speech in contrast to direct
speech (for ik: p < .001, for jij: p < .001, for hij: p < .001). In indirect speech, hij is the most
difficult pronoun with a significantly lower accuracy than that of both ik (p < .001) and jij
(p < .001). The mean accuracy of ik and jij in turn does not differ in indirect speech (p = .986).
In direct speech, the first-person pronoun ik has the highest accuracy, significantly higher
than that of jij (p < .001) and hij (p < .001). Surprisingly, children were better in selecting the
correct referent for third-person hij than for second-person jij in direct speech (p = .019).
However, if we look at all age groups individually, we find this tendency only in the data of
four-, five-, six-, and nine-year-old children. In eleven-year-old children, this effect is reversed, meaning that the accuracy of second-person pronouns is higher than of third-person
pronouns in direct speech. This is similar to what we find in adults.
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We analyzed children’s accuracy of pronoun interpretation in speech reports with
mixed-effects logistic regression modeling, following a procedure of model comparison as
described for the ‘no report’ condition. The best-fitted model contains as random-effect factors random intercepts and random slopes per report type for subjects and as fixed-effect
factors report type (direct speech, indirect speech), pronoun type (ik, jij, hij) and age.
In addition, we found a significant interaction between report type and pronoun type.
age has a positive effect on accuracy of pronoun interpretation (β = 0.25, z = 4.76, p < .001),
meaning that older children made significantly fewer mistakes than younger children. The
inclusion of all other factors (experience, sequence number, speaker, gender) did not
improve the goodness of fit of the model. The model has predictive power (C = 0.98).

Experiment 1: Who gets the ball? A tablet game to test reported speech comprehension

4.2.4.4 ‘Speech report’ condition: Decision times
For the decision times analysis, we excluded 17 data points that exceeded 10 s (0.004%) because after that time test items were presented anew. On average, children selected a referent
in 1.90 s (SD = 1.04) for direct speech reports and in 1.76 s (SD = 0.95) for indirect speech
reports. We fitted a linear mixed-effects regression model (with random intercepts and
random slopes per report type for subjects and random intercepts for items) to children’s
log-transformed decision times. The model includes report type as fixed-effect factor. Participants have significantly shorter decision times when they hear an indirect as compared
to a direct speech report (β = -0.10; t(37.3) = -4.1; p < .001). pronoun type did not influence
decision times in the ‘speech report’ condition.

4.2.4.5 Direct–indirect mixes
We call it a direct–indirect mix when children evaluate a pronoun in a report with respect
to the incorrect speech context, i.e., in direct speech with respect to the reporting speech
context and in indirect speech with respect to the reported speech context. Consider the
example that the monkey utters the direct report Elephant said, “I get the football”. In this
case a direct–indirect mix would be if the participant selected the monkey, the reporting
speaker, instead of the elephant, the reported speaker, as the referent of I. 99% (N = 1721)
of the mistakes in direct speech are direct–indirect mixes. This deviates significantly from
the chance level of 50% (t(1720) = 194.07, p < .001). In indirect speech only 56% (N = 139)
of the mistakes are direct–indirect mixes, which is not significantly different from chance
(t(138) = 1.45, p = .15). This means that children predominantly interpret pronouns in direct
speech like in indirect speech, but not the other way around.

4.2.5 Discussion
We formulated two specific hypotheses. The first concerned the acquisition of the direct–
indirect distinction: Children will fail to distinguish direct and indirect speech and hence
will make mistakes in interpreting pronouns embedded in speech reports. In particular, we
predicted that they interpret pronouns in direct speech as if in indirect speech. The second
hypothesis concerned children’s interpretation of different types of pronouns: The thirdperson pronoun hij ‘he’ was expected to be harder to interpret than the local pronouns ik
‘I’ and jij ‘you’. Both predictions were confirmed by the experiment. In this section we will
discuss some prima facie puzzling patterns in the data.
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The main hypothesis of our study is that children are not able to strictly distinguish direct
and indirect speech in their interpretation of pronouns. Our data clearly confirm this, with
a notable difference between direct and indirect reports. While even the youngest age group,
the four-year-olds, was able to interpret pronouns in indirect speech correctly, children had
much higher error rates and longer decision times for the interpretation of pronouns embedded in direct speech. This is in line with the results of Dutch adults that pronoun interpretation is cognitively more demanding in direct than in indirect speech. Children’s accuracy of
pronoun interpretation improved significantly with age. Yet, surprisingly, the performance
of the oldest age group, the eleven-year-olds, was still not adult-like in direct speech, with
a correct pronoun interpretation of only 48% for I (adults: 96%), 35% for you (adults: 92%)
and 33% for he (adults: 76%).
A closer look at children’s errors in direct speech reveals that 99% of the mistakes are
direct–indirect mixes, that is, children evaluated pronouns in direct speech with respect to
the reporting speech context, as in indirect speech. Mixes in the opposite direction are less
frequent and turned out to be random. This strongly suggests that the reporting context is
children’s preferred context of evaluation for pronouns, regardless of report type.
Our findings are compatible with previous studies documenting children’s difficulties
with the direct–indirect distinction. From production studies we know that children up to
the age of eight sometimes mix features of direct and indirect speech (Goodell & Sachs, 1992;
Hickmann, 1993; Nordqvist, 2001a). Hollebrandse’s (2007) comprehension study showed
that five- and six-year-olds’ interpretation of reports may simultaneously exhibit signs of
wh-extraction, as in indirect speech, and pronoun shift, as in direct speech. Nonetheless, it
is rather surprising to find that even eleven-year-old speakers of a language with such a clear
marking of the direct–indirect distinction as Dutch still have not acquired that distinction.
We propose three possible partial explanations for children’s systematic misinterpretation of
direct speech as indirect speech in our experiment.
The first explanation is that children are not sensitive to the prosodic features that, for
adults, are an important direct speech cue. Indeed, Hewlett et al. (2003) showed that twelveyear-old children are less sensitive to prosody as a marker of the direct–indirect distinction
than adults. However, this does not explain why children also ignored the unambiguous
morphemic and syntactic direct speech cues (complementizer and word order) that we used
in the construction of our Dutch stimuli.
The second explanation is that children have difficulties in dealing with perspective
differences. Similar to false belief tasks (Wimmer & Perner, 1983) and alternative naming
tasks (Perner, Stummer, Sprung, & Doherty, 2002), our task requires that children be able to
represent the same entity from two different perspectives. In our experiment, one and the
same animal assumes different participant-roles in the two speech contexts. The elephant
can for instance be the addressee in the reported speech context and the speaker in the
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Hypothesis 1: Children mix direct and indirect speech

Experiment 1: Who gets the ball? A tablet game to test reported speech comprehension

reporting speech context. Children usually understand this type of perspective difference
at around the age of four (Perner, Brandl, & Garnham, 2003). However, one could argue
that the interpretation of pronouns in speech reports requires not first- but second-order
theory of mind. According to Wechsler (2010), listeners already need first-order theory of
mind to process pronouns in unembedded sentences like I get the football. In direct speech
reports such as Elephant said, “I get the football”, listeners do not only have to shift from their
own perspective to that of the speaker, but also from the actual speaker’s perspective to the
reported speaker’s perspective. This double perspective shifting arguably requires secondorder theory of mind. Previous studies indicate that children pass second-order false belief
tasks between five and seven (Perner & Wimmer, 1985; Sullivan, Zaitchik, & Tager-Flusberg,
1994). However, it might take a few more years until children are able to apply second-order
reasoning in the domain of language (cf. Flobbe, Verbrugge, Hendriks, & Krämer, 2008).
The third and, in our view, most important explanation is that the reporting speech
context is so salient that it ‘attracts’ the pronouns in the report, yielding indirect-speech-like
interpretations even for direct reports. When children heard, for instance, the first-person
pronoun I in direct speech, they tended to incorrectly link it to the person who is currently
speaking, that is the person who produces the speech report. Interestingly, a similar phenomenon has been observed in several languages. As discussed in section 2.3.5, various sign
languages allow pronouns and other deictic elements under role shift – the sign language
equivalent of direct speech – to get an unshifted, indirect speech interpretation. This leads
precisely to cases where an I in an otherwise direct report picks out the reporting signer
(Engberg-Pedersen, 1995). Evans (2012), who investigates direct speech cross-linguistically,
draws attention to ‘speech-act participant attraction’ in Slave (Canada), Kwaza (Brazil), and
Nez Perce (United States). In these languages, a second-person pronoun in an otherwise direct report can receive an unshifted interpretation, referring to the addressee of the reporting
instead of the reported context (Evans, 2012).
These cross-linguistic findings of unshifting in (seemingly) direct speech correspond to
how Dutch children interpret first-, second- and third-person pronouns embedded in Dutch
direct speech. Following Evans’s description and terminology, we speculate that the salience
of the reporting context and its speaker and addressee causes it to attract the interpretation
of pronouns, even in the presence of clearly detectable direct speech cues that should lead to
a shifted interpretation. The need to inhibit this attraction might also explain why even Dutch
adults have lower accuracy rates and longer decision times for direct speech items.
Assuming that the reporting context ‘attracts’ pronouns in our experiment, we propose that participants must have the following cognitive abilities to successfully overcome
this attraction in the case of direct reports. First, they need to be able to inhibit the prepotent
indirect speech interpretation. Second, they must have the ability to shift to the less salient
reported context to determine the pronoun value. Third, they need the working memory
skills required by a task, like ours, that involves strong incorrect prepotencies (Roberts &
Pennington, 1996). All these aspects of executive function, inhibition, shifting and working
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Hypothesis 2: Local vs third-person pronouns
In line with previous studies (Brener, 1983; Charney, 1980; Werner Deutsch & Pechmann,
1978; Legendre & Smolensky, 2012; Murphy, 1986), we found support for Lyons’s (1977)
split between local and third-person pronouns, but with some qualifications for pronouns
embedded in direct and indirect speech reports.
In non-reportative statements (He gets the football), children did not only make
significantly more mistakes for hij ‘he’ as compared to ik ‘I’ and jij ‘you’, they also needed
more time to select a referent. This confirms the hypothesis that the interpretation of deictic
third-person pronouns is based on a cognitively more demanding mechanism of reference
assignment (Legendre & Smolensky, 2012; Lyons, 1977).
The fact that even adults were not at ceiling for the third-person in the ‘no report’
condition may be due to the lack of pointing or eye gaze to raise the salience of the intended
referent of this deictic hij (Diessel, 2012; Levinson, 2004). The decision not to include an
ostensive gesture is the result of a trade-off between naturalness of this ‘no report’ hij and the
uniformity of the various items in the task. The unnaturalness of deictic hij without a pointing
gesture presumably confused children and adults, leading to a deviant interpretation.
5

An interesting open question is whether children’s comprehension of pronouns in direct speech could

be improved by giving them feedback on whether their answers are correct or wrong (with possibly an
explanation why). Previous studies show that children’s first- and second-order false belief reasoning
improves through training (Arslan & Verbrugge, 2015; Clements, Rustin, & McCallum, 2000).
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memory, have a protracted development and are not at an adult level yet at the age of eleven
(cf. Brocki & Bohlin, 2004; Huizinga, Dolan, & Van der Molen, 2006). Support for this explanation comes from Epley, Morewedge and Keysar (2004) who tested children from a similar
age range with a referential communication task. They conclude that children have more
difficulties than adults with revising an initial incorrect interpretation. A similar explanation
could also account for the high percentage of direct speech errors in our experiment. Both
children and adults are at first drawn to the incorrect referent in the salient reporting context,
but in contrast to adults, children are unable to correct their initial interpretation. This could
be due to a serial processing bottleneck. Even though children might possess the cognitive
skills necessary to perform the task, they are unable to serially apply the required mental
operations (cf. Hendriks et al., 2007; Verbrugge, 2009).5
Until further studies are conducted, we assume that these three explanations complement each other. First, children seem to be less sensitive than adults to the prosodic cues that
signal direct speech. Second, younger children might struggle with perspective differences
between the reporting and reported speech context. And third, children might have insufficient executive functioning abilities to inhibit the attraction of the salient reporting context
and to shift to the reported context.

Experiment 1: Who gets the ball? A tablet game to test reported speech comprehension

A closer look at the incorrect results for the problematic ‘no report’ hij items shows
that, in line with Murphy’s (1986) findings, participants selected the addressee instead of the
‘other person’ as referent for hij in 98% of the errors. The fact that older children and adults
still made this particular type of error could be due to a misunderstanding of the speech situation. Some adults with this mistake told us after the experiment that they – at least initially
– thought the animal was addressing them. Based on this assumption, they linked hij to the
animal in the vicinity of the speaker, that is, the actual addressee. Note, however, that these
potential task-related complications affect only the interpretation of hij in the ‘no report’
condition, but not in the crucial ‘speech report’ condition. The more extended sequence of
events in the ‘speech report’ condition (A whispers something in B’s ear, B reports it to C)
makes it unambiguously clear that the three animals are interacting with each other and not
with the participant.
In indirect speech, children likewise made more mistakes for hij than for the local
pronouns, with no significant difference between ik and jij. But compared to the ‘no report’
condition, where the mean percentage of correct interpretation of hij ranges between 2%
(four-year-olds) and 33% (eleven-year-olds), accuracy is clearly higher in indirect speech
with values between 85% (eleven-year-olds) and 95% (seven-year-olds). This means that
third-person pronouns are easier to interpret in indirect speech reports (Elephant said that
he gets the football) than in plain, non-embedded statements (He gets the football). The explanation for this prima facie surprising result is that while the non-embedded hij is used
deictically, referring to an extra-linguistically salient third person, hij in indirect speech is
used anaphorically, referring back to an intrasentential linguistic antecedent (Elephant). This
explicit linguistic mention appears to make the correct referent of hij in indirect speech more
salient and cognitively accessible. By contrast, the referent of deictic hij in an unembedded
sentence needs to be linked to a non-participant in the extra-linguistic context. This seems to
be especially demanding in our experimental scenario, where all three animals are possible
referential candidates and additional ostensive gestures are absent.
Our results are consistent with Charney (1980) who found that children comprehend
anaphoric third-person pronouns before deictic ones. Production studies show mixed results. Some researchers claim that children first produce third-person pronouns deictically
and only later acquire their anaphoric use (Hickmann, 1995; Karmiloff-Smith, 1985). Others
demonstrate that right from the onset of pronoun production children prefer to use thirdperson pronouns to refer to entities previously mentioned in the dialogue (Salazar Orvig et
al., 2010). In any case, in retrospect it is not surprising that in our task the interpretation of
a deictic hij (without an accompanying pointing gesture and three equally salient, gendermatched potential referents) is harder than the interpretation of an anaphoric hij (referring
to the subject of the very sentence in which it occurs).
In direct speech, children made significantly fewer errors for first-person pronouns
than for both second- and third-person pronouns. This is similar to what we found in adults.
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4.2.6 Conclusion
The classical view in theoretical linguistics is that direct and indirect speech are two fundamentally distinct modes of reporting what someone said. Direct speech involves quotation, that is, reproducing an utterance from the original speaker’s perspective, while indirect
speech involves presenting what was said from one’s own perspective. However, if we look at
different languages and registers than standard, written Dutch or English we find many forms
of reporting that do not fit in this strict dichotomy. There is some evidence that reported
speech in child language is a case in point. For instance, we know that children allow whextraction (a known indicator of indirect speech) and indexical shifts (a known indicator of
direct speech) within a single report.
On the basis of the abundance of such mixed reporting forms, Maier (2009) and Evans (2012) have proposed alternative accounts of speech reporting where direct and indirect
speech are but extremes on a continuum of mixed reporting forms. Our experiment provides
support for such a position by showing that children up to the age of twelve do not clearly dis-
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Again, the apparent ease of ik in direct speech can be explained by the fact that the referent
of first-person pronouns is more salient because it is also mentioned linguistically in the
reporting clause (Elephant said, “I get the football”).
With regard to the difference between second-person jij and third-person hij in direct
speech, we found that adults and eleven-year-old children made more mistakes with hij than
with jij, as expected. However, in younger children, jij and hij in direct speech had either similar accuracy rates or the accuracy of hij even exceeded that of jij. We speculate that children’s
better performance on direct he as in Monkey said, “He gets the football” is due to a double
confusion leading them to the correct interpretation ‘by accident’. First, consider the error
pattern in the ‘no report’ condition. In 98% of the mistakes children selected the addressee as
referent of hij. Second, as described before, children tend to interpret direct speech as if it were
indirect speech, that is, pronouns tend to be evaluated with respect to the reporting context.
Combining these two systematic errors leads children to pick out the actual addressee, which
happens to be correct due to the way our stimuli are designed. By way of illustration, consider
a case where Monkey whispers to Dog and then Dog reports to Elephant, saying Monkey
said, “He gets the football”. By the first systematic error, the child interprets he as referring to
the addressee, and by the second, she ignores the context shift of direct speech. As a result of
these two errors, she interprets the quoted he as referring to the addressee of the report, the
elephant. This just happens to be the correct answer because Elephant is also the original third
person in the reported context (i.e., Monkey whispering to Dog).
In sum, a refined picture emerges. While the split between first- and second- versus
third-person pronouns is clearly observable in unembedded sentences, the situation is more
complex in speech reports, where dependencies between reporting clause and report influence reference assignment.

Experiment 1: Who gets the ball? A tablet game to test reported speech comprehension

tinguish direct and indirect speech in comprehension, even in a language like Dutch which
has an exceptionally clear marking of the distinction in the adult grammar. More precisely,
we found that children mixed direct and indirect speech in a very specific way, that is they
interpreted pronouns in direct speech like in indirect speech, while errors in the opposite
direction (interpreting pronouns in indirect speech like in direct speech) were rare. This
indicates that in our task, an unshifted interpretation of pronouns, like in indirect speech and
non-reportative sentences, is the default for children. Similar to speakers of languages such as
Danish Sign language or Kwaza, Dutch children seem to ‘unquote’ pronouns in direct speech
reports as they are pragmatically attracted to the more salient reporting context.
This suggests an acquisition path on which children start with a fluid form of reporting
not clearly distinguishing between direct and indirect speech. In this phase, extra-linguistic
factors such as the salience of the reporting speech context can drastically influence children’s pronoun interpretation. Children’s late acquisition of a strict direct–indirect distinction may be related to their development of executive function (to suppress attraction) and
perspectival abilities (to perform the semantic context shift). Another factor deserving future
research is the relation between literacy training and the acquisition of a rigid direct–indirect
distinction. As Maier (2015b) points out, oral language seems to make do with a more fluid
distinction between direct and indirect speech than written language. We speculate that children’s increased exposure to written language, where this distinction is more clearly marked
and adhered to, could drive the development of an adult-like direct–indirect dichotomy.
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Experiment 2: Testing the comprehension and
production of reported speech in interaction

A striking finding of experiment 1 is that even eleven-year-old children are not yet adult-like
in their interpretation of pronouns in speech reports. This is surprising given that (i) direct and
indirect speech have clearly distinct features in Dutch (see 2.2) and (ii) Dutch children are frequently exposed to speech reports in everyday conversations (see input analysis in section 3.1.5).
The question arises whether aspects of the experimental setup might be responsible
for children’s poor performance. In experiment 1, children observed the interactions of three
animals on a tablet. They were not part of the interaction themselves, but overheard speech
reports that were addressed to someone else. Even though it is not uncommon for children
to witness conversations of other people, for instance between their parents or a parent and
a sibling, it seems to be easier for children to process deictic expressions when they assume
the role of the addressee. Murphy (1986) and Charney (1980) found that children made significantly fewer errors in interpreting deictic pronouns when they were addressed as opposed
to just overhearing speech. In contrast to experiment 1, participants in experiment 2 are
therefore part of the interaction and the speech reports that they have to interpret are directly
addressed to them. The second change we made is that we transferred the interaction from
the virtual world (presented on a tablet) to the physical world. Following research on embodied cognition (Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Wilson, 2002), we created a more naturalistic situation
that contains three-dimensional objects as props and hand puppets as interaction partners.
We predict that it is easier for children to take the perspective of someone else when he or
she is physically present in the situation. In particular, the bodily presence of the reported
speaker might increase his salience and facilitate a shift to his perspective which is required
for interpreting pronouns in direct speech. We hypothesize that these two modifications –
involvement in the interaction and a more naturalistic environment – will improve children’s
pronoun interpretation in direct speech.
In addition to the comprehension part, experiment 2 also includes a production part.
The corpus study in chapter 3 has revealed that Dutch and German children produce more
direct than indirect speech in natural interactions and that they rarely mix the two types of
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reports. In experiment 2, we now test Dutch children’s production of speech reports in an
experimentally controlled situation. This has the advantage that all speakers produce speech
reports under the exact same conditions (e.g., same discourse context, same interaction partners, same original utterance). This allows us to better compare the types of speech reports
that participants produce at different ages. Furthermore, if Dutch children actually do produce direct–indirect mixes, we should be able to detect them with this methodology because
the speech reports can be directly contrasted with the original utterance.
Similar to the comprehension part, the function of a speech report in the production
part is to transmit a propositional content (who gets a certain object). It is evident from
experiment 1 that in this type of discourse context both adults and children find it easier to
interpret pronouns in indirect speech. Therefore, if speakers take the addressee’s perspective into account, we would expect them to produce mainly indirect speech reports in this
situation. However, from the perspective of the reporting speaker, direct speech seems to
be less demanding than indirect speech. In direct speech the original message, including
the pronouns, can simply be copied, while in indirect speech a deictic re-orientation from
the reported speaker’s perspective to the reporting speaker’s perspective is necessary. This
requires deictic adaptations, such as replacing you by I.
Taken together, in the production of speech reports in the communicative situation
of experiment 2, two potentially conflicting factors are involved: (i) audience design, which
would suggest the use of indirect speech, and (ii) difficulty for the reporting speaker, which
would suggest the use of direct speech. Our hypothesis is that adults will mainly produce
addressee-friendly indirect speech reports, younger children will prefer the cognitively less
demanding direct speech reports, and older children will be somewhere in between younger
children and adults.
Despite the fact that interpreting speech reports and producing speech reports are
two different skills, the connecting factor seems to be that in both cases knowledge about the
features of direct and indirect speech are required. With respect to experiment 2, we therefore predict that children’s performance in the comprehension and production part is related.
Children who make fewer mistakes in pronoun interpretation in direct and indirect speech
should also produce more addressee-oriented indirect speech reports, and vice versa. We test
this by including production as a factor in our comprehension model and comprehension as
a factor in our production model.
The participants in experiment 2 are divided in two groups. The first group is tested
with the comprehension part before the production part, the other group with the production part before the comprehension part. We hypothesize that the test order influences
participants’ performance in two specific ways. If participants are listeners first, it should
be easier for them to take the listener’s perspective into account when producing speech
reports. We therefore predict that children who are tested with a preceding comprehension
part produce more addressee-friendly indirect speech reports than their peers starting with
the production part. In turn, if children experience the production part first, they should be
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better than their peers in interpreting direct and indirect speech reports in the comprehension part. The reason for this is that in the production part, the participants take part in both
the reported and the reporting speech context. This could raise children’s awareness that
one and the same person can have different communicative roles (speaker, addressee, other)
in different contexts. We test these predictions by including test order in our comprehension
and production models.

5.2 Methods

The participants of this study were 38 five-year-old children, 38 nine-year-old children and
19 adults (see table 1). All participants were native speakers of Dutch. Eighteen additional
children were tested, but had to be excluded due to cognitive and linguistic problems (5),
experimenter error (1) or inability to understand the experimental task (12). The children
who struggled with the task were exclusively younger children. This indicates that we have
reached the lower age limit for testing children with this task. Children were recruited from
an elementary school in the North of the Netherlands and received a small reward (a sticker
for five-year-olds, a pen for nine-year-olds) for participating. Written parental consent was
obtained prior to the experiment. Adults – mostly students from the University of Groningen – received monetary compensation for their participation. All participants were tested
individually in a quiet room at the school or university by three female experimenters.

Table 1: Participants
Age group

Number

Mean age

Range

Gender (f/m)

5
9
adults

38
38
19

5.4
9.0
23.8

4;5–6;8
8;4–10;2
19–38

19/19
20/18
15/4

Test order
(comp./prod.)
18/20
19/19
9/10

5.2.2 Stimuli and Procedure
Experiment 2 consists of three parts: an introduction part, a comprehension part and a production part. All participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups: About half of
the participants saw the comprehension items before the production items, the other half was
tested in the reverse order (see table 1). In both parts, the participants interacted with two
hand puppets played by two experimenters; a third experimenter gave instructions. Female
participants interacted with the female puppets Mimi and Lola, male participants with the
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male puppets Bobo and Rudi (see fig. 1). The reason for using gender-matched puppets is to
ensure that the gender-information on the third-person singular pronouns zij ‘she’ and hij
‘he’ did not serve as an additional cue for reference resolution.

Figure 1: Hand puppets used in experiment 2 (from left to right: Mimi, Lola, Bobo, Rudi)

Introduction phase
In the introduction phase, the instructing experimenter introduced the two puppets (Mimi
and Lola or Bobo and Rudi) and ensured that the participant knew the puppets’ names and
gender. Subsequently, the experimenter pointed out three cardboard boxes, one for each
puppet and one for the participant him- or herself. The boxes of the puppets had a picture
of their face on it and the participant’s box was marked with a yellow star (see fig. 2). The
order in which the boxes were arranged was counterbalanced across participants. The experimenter also drew the participant’s attention to toy objects that were displayed on a table
in front of the boxes (fig. 3).
Similar to experiment 1, the experimental game is about determining who gets a certain object. However, while the participants of experiment 1 watched the interaction of three
animals as external observers, the participants of experiment 2 are part of the interaction
and have active roles in the game: In the comprehension part, they are the addressees of the
speech report and have to put the objects into the correct boxes; in the production part, they
have to transmit messages from one puppet to the other. As a consequence of their direct
involvement, participants are potential referents of pronouns and can receive objects.

Figure 2: Boxes (version for female participants)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Objects used in comprehension part (a) and production part (b)

In the comprehension part, the participant is positioned behind the three cardboard boxes
and is asked to put the objects into the correct box, either his or her own box or that of one
of the puppets. The rules of the game are that Lola1 decides who gets which object. However,
Lola and the participant are not allowed to communicate directly with each other. This is why
Lola whispers – unintelligibly for the participant – into Mimi’s ear who gets a certain object.
Subsequently, Mimi picks up the object and transmits the message to the participant using
either a direct (1) or indirect (2) speech report.
(1)
(2)

Lola zei, “Ik krijg de koe”.
‘Lola said, “I get the cow”.’
Lola zei dat jij de tafel krijgt.
‘Lola said that you get the table.’

On the basis of this report, the participant has to identify the recipient of the object and put
the object into the respective box. In total, 30 speech reports, corresponding to 30 objects,
were presented. Half of the reports were in direct speech, half in indirect speech. We showed
5 test items for each combination of report type (direct speech, indirect speech) and pronoun
1

We explain the experiment on the basis of the version for female participants. In the version for male

participants, Lola and Mimi are replaced by Bobo and Rudi. Additionally, the masculine pronoun hij
‘he’ is used instead of the feminine pronoun zij ‘she’.
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type (ik ‘I’, jij ‘you’ and hij/zij ‘he/she’). Note that the direct and indirect speech items were not
presented in blocks, but appeared in a fixed random order. In total, we had 4 different lists,
which differed in the order of the test items and the gender information. All speech reports
were produced by the same female experimenter who played the puppet Mimi or Rudi. This
experimenter had been trained beforehand to produce consistent speech reports. The direct
speech reports contain a break before the quotation and a change of voice to a higher pitch
within the quotation. No difference was made for voicing female or male puppets.2

Production part
In the production part, the game remains the same, but the participant and puppets change
roles. The participant now assumes the role of the person who transmits information from
one person to another. Puppet Mimi tells the participant who gets a certain object with
a simple non-embedded sentence such as (3). The 15 test sentences in the production part
contain either a first-, second- or third-person singular pronoun (5 per pronoun ik ‘I’, jij ‘you’
and hij/zij ‘he/she’).
(3)

Jij krijgt de piraat.
‘You get the pirate.’

The second puppet Lola is unable to hear Mimi’s original utterance because she is wearing
headphones. The participant needs to pick up the correct object (e.g., the pirate) and tap Lola
on the shoulder, so that she takes off her headphones. Subsequently Lola asks the participant Zei Mimi iets? ‘Did Mimi say something?’. We chose this question with the purpose of
eliciting preferably full-fledged speech reports including a reporting clause. If a participant
only answered yes without reporting the relevant utterance, Lola inquired Wat zei Mimi dan?
‘What did Mimi say?’. Participants were told that they should make it as easy as possible for
Lola to understand who gets the objects, with the restriction that they were only allowed to
use words and no pointing gestures. Note that the participants could not see into which box
puppet Lola eventually put the object, i.e., they did not receive feedback about how Lola interpreted their report. The participants’ verbal responses were audio-taped and transcribed.3

5.3 Results
We first present the results from the comprehension part, which we subsequently compare
with the performance of age-matched participants from experiment 1. Afterwards we analyze participants’ production of speech reports.
2

See Appendix B: Experiment 2 for an overview of the test sentences in the comprehension part.

3

See Appendix B: Experiment 2 for an overview of the test sentences in the production part.
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5.3.1 Comprehension
5.3.1.1 Accuracy of pronoun interpretation
Figures 4 and 5 show the accuracy of pronoun interpretation of five- and nine-year-old children and adults in direct speech (fig. 4) and indirect speech (fig. 5).

Figure 4: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in direct speech per age group.

Chapter 5

Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 5: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in indirect speech per age group.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 2: Goodness of fit of the fixed-effect factors of the model fitted to children’s accuracy of pronoun
comprehension in speech reports. An Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) decrease of more than 2 indicates that the goodness of fit of the model improves significantly (Akaike, 1974).
AIC decrease
Random-effect factors (random intercepts for subjects,
by-subject random slopes per report type)
+ report type
+ pronoun type
+ report type * pronoun type
+ age
+ experience
+ addressee-oriented production

69.9
125.5
255.9
22.9
2.7
4.2

We analyzed children’s accuracy of pronoun interpretation with mixed-effects logistic
regression modeling. With a procedure of model comparison, we added stepwise fixed-effect
factors to the baseline model (containing random intercepts for subjects and by-subject random slopes per report type) and checked whether they improve the goodness of fit of the
model (criterion: AIC decrease of more than 2). Table 2 shows that the factors report type
(direct, indirect), pronoun type (first-, second-, third-person), the interaction between
report type and pronoun type, age, experience (1–5) and addressee-oriented production predict children’s accuracy of pronoun interpretation in speech reports. The factor
experience indicates how often a participant has seen a certain combination of report type
and pronoun type (e.g., direct I) before. addressee-oriented production specifies how
many of a participant’s reports in the production part were deictically oriented towards the
reporting speech context. This is the case for all indirect speech reports.4 The index of concordance of the model is 0.93.
Age has a positive effect on accuracy, meaning that older children tended to perform
significantly better than younger ones (β = 0.35, z = 5.29, p < .001). Children’s performance
improved during the experiment. The more experience they had with a certain type of test
item, the higher the chance that they interpreted it correctly (β = 0.10, z = 2.17, p = .030).
Children’s behavior in the production part predicted their performance in comprehension.
Children who produced more addressee-oriented reports were also more likely to be better
in comprehension (β = 0.05, z = 2.54, p = .011). By contrast, the order in which participants
saw the production and comprehension part, the gender of the participants and the order of
the cardboard boxes did not predict accuracy of pronoun interpretation.

4

See section 5.3.2.3 for a more detailed description of addressee-oriented reports.
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5.3.1.2 Direct–indirect mixes

5.3.1.3 Comparison with experiment 1
We compared participants’ comprehension performance in experiment 2 with that of sameaged participants from experiment 1 (age groups: 5, 9 and adults (tested with tablet)). For
each age group, we pooled the comprehension data from experiment 1 and 2 and created
a separate logistic regression model. This way, we can find out whether the type of experiment (experiment 1, experiment 2) influences the accuracy of pronoun interpretation in fiveyear-olds, nine-year-olds and adults.

Table 3: AIC decrease for the inclusion of fixed-effect factors and interactions to the models explaining accuracy
of pronoun interpretation in experiments 1 and 2 in different age groups. An Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
decrease of more than 2 indicates that the goodness of fit of the model improves significantly (Akaike, 1974).
5-year-olds
Random-effect factors (random intercepts and slopes
per report type for subjects)
+ report type
+ pronoun type
+ report type * pronoun type

9-year-olds

Adults

67.9

45.6

12.3

25.4

153.1

44.4

152.7

87.2

8.4

+ experiment

-1.1

4.6

-0.9

+ report type * pronoun type * experiment

22.8

13.8

1.9

+ experience

-0.9

1.3

15.0
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As pointed out for experiment 1, we define direct–indirect mixes in our comprehension study
as systematic mistakes in the interpretation of pronouns. In direct speech, a direct–indirect mix
means that pronouns are evaluated with respect to the reporting speech context, like in indirect
speech. In indirect speech, the opposite error counts as a direct–indirect mix, i.e., if the reported
speech context is incorrectly chosen as context of evaluation, like in direct speech. Our analysis
shows that 92.0% (N = 647) of the mistakes in direct speech and 81.3% (N = 139) of the mistakes
in indirect speech are direct–indirect mixes. A one sample t-test indicates that in both direct and
indirect speech, the distribution of mistakes differed significantly from the chance level of 50%
(direct speech: t(646) = 39.23, p < .001; indirect speech: t(138) = 9.43, p < .001). This means that
in contrast to experiment 1, where the mistakes in indirect speech were randomly distributed,
we find the systematic error pattern of direct–indirect mixing now in both direct and indirect
speech. The number of direct–indirect mixes decreased with age. While five-year-old children
systematically misinterpreted 37.6% of the reports, the percentage of direct–indirect mixes
in comprehension decreased to 24.5% in nine-year-old children and 5.4% in adults.
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Table 3 shows which fixed-effect factors predict the comprehension of speech reports
in the three different age groups. For both five- and nine-year-old children, we found a threeway interaction between report type, pronoun type and experiment. Adults’ performance
did not differ significantly in experiment 1 and 2, as evident from the fact that experiment
is not a fixed-effect factor in adults’ accuracy model. However in contrast to children, adults’
accuracy of pronoun interpretation improved with experience, β = 0.39, z = 3.97, p < .001.
The three-way interaction in children’s accuracy models tells us that the type of experiment has an impact on children’s pronoun interpretation in speech reports. In order to
find out in what respects children’s performance in experiments 1 and 2 differs, we conducted
a follow-up analysis. With multiple comparisons from the ‘multcomp’ package, we compared
the means of all combinations of report type, pronoun type and experiment in the data
of the five- and nine-year-olds (Hothorn et al., 2008).
In the following, we report only those results that are significant and that either (a) compare the same report type in experiment 1 and experiment 2, or (b) compare within experiments
1 or 2 the accuracy of first-, second- and third-person pronouns in direct or indirect speech.

Comparison with experiment 1: Five-year-olds
Table 4 and figure 6 present the relevant significant differences for the five-year-olds. If we compare the performance of five-year-old children in experiments 1 and 2, we can observe two main
differences. First, children in experiment 2 outperformed their peers in experiment 1 in the interpretation of direct speech reports with the pronouns I and he/she. However, no improvement
was found for the second-person pronoun you in direct speech. Second, five-year-old children
made significantly more mistakes in interpreting indirect I in experiment 2 than in experiment 1.

Table 4: Multiple comparisons of means (Tukey contrasts) for accuracy of pronoun interpretation in experiments 1 and 2 for the five-year-olds.
Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2
Direct I
Direct he/she
Indirect I
Experiment 1
No significant differences
Experiment 2
Direct I – Direct you
Direct he/she – Direct you
Indirect I – Indirect you
Indirect he/she – Indirect you
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Estimate

SE

z value

p value

2.21
1.59
-2.28

0.36
0.35
0.63

6.12
4.57
-3.61

< .001
< .001
.014

-2.89
-2.44
1.82
2.01

0.34
0.34
0.41
0.40

-8.50
-7.17
4.47
4.99

< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001

Figure 6: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation of five-year-olds in experiment 1
(left) and experiment 2 (right); relevant significant differences marked at different significance
levels: * p < .05,** p < .01, *** p < .001. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Comparison with experiment 1: nine-year-olds
Table 5 and figure 7 show relevant significant differences between experiments 1 and 2 for
nine-year-old children. Similar to the five-year-olds, nine-year-olds in experiment 2 outperformed their peers in experiment 1 with direct speech reports including first- and thirdperson pronouns but not second-person pronouns. In contrast to the younger children,
nine-year-olds’ indirect speech performance did not decrease significantly in experiment 2.

Table 5: Multiple comparisons of means (Tukey contrasts) for accuracy of pronoun interpretation in experiments 1 and 2 for the nine-year-olds.
Estimate
Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2
Direct I
Direct he/she
Experiment 1
Direct I – Direct you
Experiment 2
Direct I – Direct you
Direct I – Direct he/she
Direct he/she – Direct you
Indirect he/she – Indirect you

SE

z value

p value

2.35
1.43

0.39
0.39

6.03
3.70

< .001
.010

-1.48

0.37

-4.04

< .01

-3.30
-1.89
-1.41
1.90

0.29
0.27
0.25
0.50

-11.25
-7.06
-5.76
3.77

< .001
< .001
< .001
< .01
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While in experiment 1 the accuracy of first-, second- and third-person pronouns
in direct or indirect speech did not differ, we found significant differences between pronouns
in experiment 2. In particular, second-person you was the pronoun with the lowest accuracy
in direct speech, significantly lower than that of I and he/she. In indirect speech by contrast,
children were significantly better in interpreting you than both I and he/she.
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Figure 7: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation of nine-year-olds in experiment 1
(left) and experiment 2 (right); relevant significant differences marked at different significance
levels: * p < .05,** p < .01, *** p < .001. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

In experiment 1, only direct I and direct you differed significantly. In experiment 2, you
is the pronoun with the lowest accuracy in direct speech, significantly lower than that of
direct I and direct he/she. First-person I has clearly the highest accuracy in direct speech,
significantly higher than that of you and he/she. In indirect speech, nine-year-olds were better
in interpreting second- than third-person pronouns.
In sum five- and nine-year-old children’s pronoun interpretation in direct speech was
significantly better in experiment 2 as compared to experiment 1. However, this only applies
to first- and third-person pronouns, but not to second-person pronouns.

5.3.2 Production
5.3.2.1 Overview of produced speech reports
After the analysis of participants’ comprehension of speech reports, let us turn to their production data. We classified all speech reports that participants produced into one of the six
categories, presented in table 6.
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Report type

Example

Direct (framed)

Mimi zei, “Jij krijgt de krokodil”.
‘Mimi said, “You get the crocodile”.’

Direct (unframed)

“Jij krijgt de krokodil”.
‘”You get the crocodile”.’

Indirect (framed)

(Mimi zei) dat ik de krokodil krijg.
‘(Mimi said) that I get the crocodile.’

Indirect (description)

Ik krijg de krokodil.
‘I get the crocodile.’

Mix

Mimi zei dat jij de krokodil krijgt.
‘Mimi said that you get the crocodile.’
Mimi zei, “Ik krijg de krokodil”.
‘Mimi said, “I get the crocodile”.’

Other

Mimi krijgt de krokodil.
‘Mimi gets the crocodile.’

We distinguish two types of direct speech (direct (framed) and direct (unframed)) and two
types of indirect speech (indirect (framed) and indirect (description)). The category ‘mix’
includes all cases in which participants combine features of direct and indirect speech in an
unconventional way. For instance, if they use the syntax of indirect speech, but do not relate
pronouns to the reporting speech context. The category ‘other’ includes all reports that do not
fit into one of the other five categories.5

Table 7: Percentage of speech report types per age group, distinguished by test order (prod = production first, comp = comprehension first) (N = 1425)
5-year-olds
Direct (framed)
direct (unframed)
Indirect (framed)

9-year-olds

Adults

prod

comp

prod

comp

prod

comp

0

1.9

0

14.0

0

0

39.3

31.1

30.2

31.2

0

0

8.7

10.7

0.4

11.6

12.7

82.2

43.0

56.3

67.7

41.4

84.7

16.3

Mix

2.0

0

0

0.4

0.7

0.7

Other

7.0

0

1.8

1.4

2.0

0.7

indirect (description)

5

Note that participants did not always use pronouns to refer to the recipient of the object. In 18.4% of

the reports, they used names (e.g., Mimi krijgt de helm ‘Mimi gets the helmet’).
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Table 6: Categories of speech reports for participants’ production data. Original utterance: Jij krijgt de
krokodil ‘You get the crocodile’.
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Table 7 shows the production of different types of speech reports in five- and nine-yearold children and adults, presented separately for both test orders (production first, comprehension first). Adults’ speech reports show a clear pattern: They produced either indirect speech
with a reporting clause or an indirect description. Their preference for one or the other was
influenced by the test order. Adults who started with the production part preferred unframed
descriptions (84.7%). Adults who were exposed to framed speech reports in the comprehension part prior to production used more framed indirect speech reports themselves (82.2%).
A clear difference between adults and children is that children produced more than
30% unframed direct speech reports. This report type is highly ambiguous. An unframed
quotation like “You get the crocodile” looks syntactically like a description, but copies the
pronouns from the original speech context. Since children who used unframed direct speech
did not mark the perspective shift prosodically, this report type is likely to be misinterpreted
by the addressee who in the absence of any quotation signals will probably evaluate the pronoun with respect to the actual reporting context. The data suggest that five-year-olds who
had the comprehension part first produced fewer ambiguous unframed direct reports (31.1%
as compared to 39.3%).
Similar to adults, children who were tested with a preceding comprehension part
tended to produce more framed reports than their peers who started with the production
part. In nine-year-olds, for instance, the rate of framed direct speech went up from 0% to
14% and the rate of framed indirect speech from 0.4% to 11.6% when children were exposed
to the comprehension items first.

5.3.2.2 Direct–indirect mixes
Participants produced not many direct–indirect mixes. We found only 9 instances in total
(0.6% of all reports), of which 5 are accounted for by one child aged 4;11. Of these 9 mixes, 6
consisted of an indirect speech construction with a pronoun copied from the original utterance, like in example (4).
(4)
Original:
			
Report:
			

Jij krijgt het skateboard
‘You get the skateboard’
Dat jij de skateboard krijgt
‘That you get the skateboard’ (4;11)

Interestingly, one child and one adult produced a so-called mixed quotation (see (5) and (6)),
in which the quoted pronoun is used and mentioned at the same time (Davidson, 1979). But
only the adult resolved the quoted pronoun subsequently for her addressee by adjusting it to
the shared reporting context (I think that you get the ladder).
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(5)
Original:
Hij krijgt de hond.
			
‘He gets the dog.’
Report:
Dat voor “hij” deze hond is.
			
‘That this dog is for “he”.’ (5;3)
(6)
Original:
Zij krijgt de ladder.
			
‘She gets the ladder.’
Report: 	Ik heb hier de ladder en ik heb van Mimi gehoord dat “zij” de ladder
krijgt. Maar volgens mij hebben we daar een probleem. Want ehm
maar ik moet bepalen. Ik denk dat jij de ladder krijgt.
			‘I have the ladder here and I have heard from Mimi that “she” gets the
ladder. But in my view we have a problem here. For um but I have to
decide. I think that you get the ladder.’ (adult)
The remaining mix, (7), combines the syntax of direct speech with a pronoun adjusted to the
reporting context. Alternatively, (7) could also be an indirect speech report with an embedded main clause.
Jij krijgt de krokodil.
‘You get the crocodile’.
Mimi zei, ik krijg de krokodil.
‘Mimi said, I get the crocodile (8;6)
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(7)
Original:
			
Report:
			

5.3.2.3 Addressee-oriented reports
Participants were told to make the message as easy as possible for their addressee to understand. From our two comprehension experiments, we know that pronouns are easier
to interpret in indirect than in direct speech in this kind of information exchange context.
Consequently, an optimally addressee-designed speech report contains pronouns that are
oriented towards the actual reporting speech context, i.e., the context in which the participant reports Mimi’s utterance to Lola.
We classified all speech reports participants produced with respect to whether or
not they take the reporting context as reference point for pronouns. This includes all reports
classified as ‘indirect (framed)’ and ‘indirect (description)’ as well as some reports in the
categories ‘mix’ and ‘other’.
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Figure 8: Percentage of produced reports oriented towards reporting context per age
group. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 8 shows the percentage of reports per age group that are oriented towards the reporting speech context. It distinguishes between two groups of participants, those who saw the
production part first and those who saw the comprehension part before the production part.
We used mixed-effects logistic regression modeling to find out which factors predict the choice of the reporting context as reference point. We were particularly interested
in whether age group (5, 9, adults), test order (production first, comprehension first)
and the accuracy score from the comprehension part (0–30) have an effect on the use of
addressee-oriented reports.

Table 8: Fixed-effect factors of the model explaining production of addressee-oriented reports
Estimate

SE

z value

p value

(Intercept)

7.82

5-year-olds vs. adults

-6.66

1.25

6.24

p < .001

1.50

-4.44

p < .001

9-year-olds vs. adults

-6.16

1.50

-4.08

p < .001

Note: Model includes random intercepts for subjects.

As table 8 shows, only age group turned out to be a predictor of the choice of speech context
in production. Compared to adults, five- and nine-year-old children produced significantly
fewer reports that were oriented towards the reporting context, with no difference between
five- and nine-year-olds. The index of concordance C of the model is 0.98. Inclusion of the
factors test order, accuracy score, sequence number, pronoun and gender of the
participants did not improve the goodness of fit of the model.
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5.4 Discussion
In experiment 2, we looked at three different aspects of speech report acquisition: comprehension, production and the relation between comprehension and production. For each of
these three aspects, we have formulated specific hypotheses. In the following, we discuss
whether these predictions were confirmed by the results and try to explain some unexpected
patterns in the data.

As outlined in the introduction (5.1), there are two principal differences in design between
the comprehension tests used in experiments 1 and 2. First, participants in experiment 2
interpreted speech reports as addressees instead of as external observers. Second, the setting of experiment 2 was more naturalistic involving real objects and puppets as interaction
partners. We predicted that these changes would make it easier for children to shift to the
perspective of the reported speaker, which is necessary for the interpretation of pronouns
in direct speech. This hypothesis is confirmed by the data. Compared to their age-matched
peers from experiment 1, five- and nine-year-old children who participated in experiment 2
made significantly fewer mistakes in interpreting the pronouns ik ‘I’ and hij/zij ‘he/she’ – but
not jij ‘you’ – in direct speech.
Both factors, the role in the interaction and the more naturalistic setup, could have
brought about this improvement in direct speech interpretation. As previous studies show,
interpreting deictic expressions is easier for children when they are addressees rather than
non-addressed listeners (Charney, 1980; Murphy, 1986). Following this suggestion, the shift
to the role of an addressee might also facilitate the interpretation of deictic pronouns that are
embedded in direct speech reports.
A second possibility is that the bodily presence of the reported speaker serves as
a physical anchor in the situation. This could make the reported speaker a more salient deictic
orientation point and decrease the cognitive load of a shift to his perspective in direct speech.
In order to determine the exact contribution of each of these factors further experimentation is necessary. There are at least two more constellations in which children’s
comprehension of speech reports could be tested: a tablet experiment in which participants
are directly addressed, and an experiment with puppets in which participants are external
observers.
Interestingly, for the five-year-olds the improvement in direct speech was coupled
with a decrease in the accuracy for indirect speech reports. While five-year-olds in experiment 1 interpreted 97% of the indirect I items correctly, their peers in experiment 2 had an
accuracy rate of only 79%. In addition five-year-olds’ accuracy for indirect he/she dropped
from 90% in experiment 1 to 76% in experiment 2. This pattern could be explained by a shift
away from the bias to evaluate pronouns with respect to the reporting speech context regard-
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less of report type. The children in experiment 2 seem to increasingly consider the reported
context as possible context of evaluation. Evidence for this is the fact that we find systematic
direct–indirect mixes not only in direct but also in indirect speech comprehension. This
means that – in contrast to experiment 1 – participants’ errors in indirect speech were not
random but consisted in 81% of the cases in incorrectly choosing the reported speech context
as context of evaluation.
Taken together, the higher salience of the reported context in experiment 2 seems to
facilitate pronoun interpretation in direct speech. At the same time, it creates a competing
context of evaluation in indirect speech. Especially in younger children, with a presumably
less rigid direct–indirect distinction, this leads to a drop in the accuracy for pronoun interpretation in indirect speech.
Unlike five-and nine-year-old children, adults’ interpretation of direct and indirect
speech reports was not influenced by the specific situational circumstances in which the direct and indirect speech stimuli were presented.

5.4.2 Excursus: Special properties of ‘you’
While children’s interpretation of first- and third-person pronouns in direct speech improved
significantly in experiment 2, no such effect was found for second-person pronouns. Also
in other respects second-person jij ‘you’ appears to be special. For both five- and nine-year-old
children, you was the pronoun with the highest accuracy in indirect speech, but the lowest
accuracy in direct speech. In this section, we discuss why the second-person pronoun stands
out in experiment 2. For this purpose, we introduce Wechsler’s (2010) de se theory of person
indexicals and check whether its empirical predictions are in line with our findings.
In an influential paper, Wechsler (2010) argues that pronouns that refer to the self are
interpreted via a fundamentally different mechanism than pronouns that refer to other people.
In the philosophical literature, the special status of the first-person pronoun I has long been
acknowledged (e.g., Kaplan, 1989; Lewis, 1979; Perry, 1979). Perry (1979), for instance, illustrated it with the following story:
I once followed a trail of sugar on a supermarket floor, pushing my cart down
the aisle on one side of a tall counter and back the aisle on the other, seeking the shopper with the torn sack to tell him he was making a mess. With
each trip around the counter, the trail became thicker. But I seemed unable
to catch up. Finally it dawned on me. I was the shopper I was trying to catch.
(Perry, 1979, p. 3)
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In order to express his new insight that he is making a mess, John Perry needs to use a firstperson pronoun (I am making a mess) because other referring expressions such as thirdperson pronouns (he), names (John Perry) or descriptions (the shopper with the torn sack) do
not unambiguously capture his new de se belief.
While the philosophical debate mostly focuses on first-person pronouns, Wechsler
(2010) stresses that a similar case can be made for second-person pronouns:

Transferred to the sugar trail example, this implies that the most successful way of communicating to John Perry that he is making a mess would be to use a second-person pronoun (You
are making a mess). The use of other referential expressions does not necessarily induce John
Perry to form the de se belief that he messed up.
Looking at semantics from a communication-theoretic perspective, i.e., as coordinating the attitudes of speaker and hearer, you and I are each other’s mirror image: while I corresponds to self-ascription in the speaker, you corresponds to self-ascription in the addressee.
In all other cases (e.g., processing of I from the perspective of the addressee, processing of you
from the perspective of the speaker) the pronoun’s reference is determined indirectly, through
reasoning about the other speech-act participant’s attitudes. According to Wechsler, this is
a cognitively more demanding process that requires theory of mind.
As empirical support for his theory, Wechsler refers to two populations: typically developing children before the age of four and children with autism. Wechsler’s de se theory predicts
that children acquire self-reference before other-reference. This is supported by studies showing
that children produce I before they comprehend it, and comprehend you before they are able to
produce it (Charney, 1980; Loveland, 1984). Since according to Wechsler’s theory the production
and comprehension of pronouns that refer to other people require a theory of mind, the finding
that children with autism have problems in both theory of mind and pronouns suggests that
these two skills are related (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; Lee et al., 1994; Tager-Flusberg, 1994).6
6

There are a number of problems in using these empirical findings as support for Wechsler’s theory.

First, it remains rather mysterious that children produce first-person pronouns ex nihilo without understanding that they can refer to other selves as well. An alternative explanation for the prior production
of I is that children produce it not as independent linguistic unit but as part of unanalyzed chunks such
as I-wanna (Merleau-Ponty, 1964; Stawarska, 2009). Second, a direct relationship between pronoun
processing and theory of mind in children with autism still needs to be empirically demonstrated, for
instance with correlational or training studies. Third, there is evidence that individuals with autism process pronouns differently than non-autistic individuals (Mizuno et al., 2011). So even if theory of mind
is a prerequisite for pronoun processing in children with autism, this does not allow straightforward
conclusions about typically developing children.
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Most work on self-ascription has focused on the first person, but secondperson pronouns have exactly the same self-ascriptive force, only applied to
the ADDRESSEE instead of the speaker. (Wechsler, 2010, p. 342)
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On top of Wechsler’s evidence from children, recent psycholinguistic studies with
adults confirm the idea that you has special properties when it is interpreted from the perspective of the addressee. In the studies of Brunyé, Ditman, Mahoney, Augustyn, and Taylor
(2009) and Sato and Bergen (2013), participants listened to statements such as You are slicing
the tomato and had to verify whether a picture matches the described action. They found that
with the second-person pronoun you, participants were quicker in verifying pictures when
the slicing action was depicted from an internal first-person perspective than from an external perspective. This suggests that people mentally simulate statements with second-person
pronouns from their own perspective. Moreover, when directly addressed as protagonist
in a narrative, participants had a better spatial representation of the scenes, a better memory
of the actions, and they showed more emotional responses and a higher identification with
the characters (Andeweg, Hendrix, Van’t Hoff, & De Hoop, 2013; Brunyé, Ditman, Mahoney,
& Taylor, 2011; Ditman, Brunyé, Mahoney, & Taylor, 2010).
Against the background of this literature on the de se properties of you, let us revisit our experimental findings on the comprehension of second-person pronouns in speech
reports. First, experiments 1 and 2 differ crucially in whether or not you can refer to the
participant him- or herself. In experiment 1, participants interpreted the reports as unaddressed listeners who are excluded as possible referents of pronouns. Following Wechsler’s
theory, this implies that the meaning of all pronouns, including you, must be determined
via an inferential process about another person’s self-ascription. From this we can derive the
prediction that there should not be systematic differences in accuracy between you and the
other pronouns in experiment 1. This is confirmed by our empirical results that show a relatively uniform behavior of all pronouns in direct and indirect speech in an observer setting.
By contrast, in experiment 2, participants are addressees of the reports. Consequently,
you in indirect speech refers to the participant him- or herself and is to be interpreted via
self-ascription. Since self-reference is supposed to be easier than other-reference, the prediction is that children make less mistakes in interpreting you than I or he/she in indirect speech.
Indeed, five- and nine-year-old children showed the highest accuracy rate for indirect you.
In direct speech, second-person you refers not to the current addressee, the participant, but
to the addressee of the reported speech context. Therefore it should be interpreted via an
inferential process about someone else’s self-ascription parallel to the other pronouns.
However, it turns out that the accuracy of direct you is not, as expected, comparable
to that of direct I and direct he/she, but significantly lower. A possible explanation for this
finding is that children in their role as addressees have the tendency to self-ascribe you
even if the pronoun is embedded in a direct speech report. This explanation resembles De
Hoop and Tarenskeen’s (2014) suggestion on how people interpret generic you in a sentence such as (8).
(8)
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Well, what can you do about it?

5.4.3 Production
In the production part of experiment 2, participants produced speech reports in an interactive
setting. They received information from one puppet and had to transmit it to another puppet.
Crucially, participants were instructed to make their utterance as easy as possible for their addressee. From experiment 1 and the comprehension part of experiment 2, we know that listeners
find it easier to interpret pronouns that pick out referents via their current speech-act roles in the
actual reporting context. Assuming that adults take the perspective of the addressee into account, we predicted that they would produce mainly addressee-friendly indirect speech reports.
This is confirmed by our results. With a few exceptions, adults produced either framed indirect
speech (e.g., Mimi said that I get the crocodile) or indirect descriptions (I get the crocodile). Their
preference for framed or unframed indirect reports depended on the test order. Adults who were
exposed to framed reports in the comprehension part prior to production were primed to use
more constructions with a reporting clause themselves.
We predicted that younger children produce a lot of direct speech reports because
this type of report does not require deictic alterations compared to the original utterance.
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De Hoop and Tarenskeen propose a two-stage interpretation process: First, people interpret
the pronoun you as isolated lexical item via self-ascription. Second, they take the linguistic
context into account, which triggers a shift to a generic interpretation of you. Transferred
to the interpretation of you in direct speech, this would mean that children self-ascribe you
in direct speech, but – in contrast to adults – are unable to revise their initial incorrect interpretation in view of the linguistic cues that signal direct speech (Epley et al., 2004; Trueswell,
Sekerina, Hill, & Logrip, 1999). The fact that even nine-year-old children mostly fail to overrule the self-ascription of you suggests that it is a highly automatic mechanism or a strong
bias. However, you does not exert a self-ascriptive force in all circumstances. When reference
to the self is not an option, like in experiment 1, self-ascription of the second-person pronoun does not seem to be the default.
The above considerations demonstrate that the unusual behavior of you in experiment 2 can be explained by Wechsler’s de se theory of pronouns. In turn, our findings thus
provide empirical support for Wechsler’s theory. The results indicate that children up until
the age of nine use a de se strategy for interpreting you as addressees, which they also mistakenly apply when being confronted with direct speech reports.
While there is a growing body of research into adults’ processing of second-person
pronouns (Andeweg et al., 2013; Borghi, Glenberg, & Kaschak, 2004; Brunyé et al., 2009,
2011; Ditman et al., 2010; Sato & Bergen, 2013), comparable research on child language processing is still missing. Considering the results of the current study, further investigations
about children’s processing of sentences and texts with you as compared to I and he/she seem
very promising.
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With increasing age, we expected to find more indirect speech reports, which are addresseefriendly but more difficult to produce for the reporting speaker. The production results of the
children only partly confirm these predictions.
Our analysis shows that 37% of children’s reports are direct speech reports. The use
of direct speech in this discourse context is not problematic as such, even though it increases
the processing demands for the addressee. However, the majority of children’s direct speech
reports did not contain a reporting frame (Mimi said) or a paralinguistic quotation marking
(like a change of pitch). This is consistent with previous findings that children often fail to signal that they are directly quoting someone else’s speech (Goodell & Sachs, 1992; Hickmann,
1993; Nordqvist, 2001a; Özyürek, 1996). A surprising finding is that children as old as nine
still produce unframed direct speech reports. An explanation for this finding is that these
children leave out the reporting clause assuming that the information, who the reported
speaker is, is sufficiently clear in the context. Thereby they disregard that an unframed direct
speech report is highly ambiguous in this situation. If an addressee hears a sentence like “You
get the crocodile” with no quotation signal, he is likely to misinterpret the pronoun you as
referring to himself instead of the addressee of the original context of utterance.
Approximately 60% of children’s reports are indirect speech reports. The use of indirect speech requires children to re-orient pronouns from the original speaker’s perspective
to their own current perspective as reporting speaker. This involves deictic transformations
such as changing a second-person pronoun in the original utterance to a first-person pronoun
in the indirect report. The high number of indirect speech reports in our data shows that at
the age of five children are already able to perform these deictic adjustments. This is in line
with findings from Tanz (1980). Crucially, our prediction that older children produce more
reports that are deictically oriented towards the reporting context was not confirmed by the
data. In fact, there was no significant difference in the number of addressee-friendly reports
produced by five- and nine-year-old children. This result is surprising considering that we
found a continuous improvement with age in children’s comprehension of speech reports.
In sum, the production data of the children is puzzling in two respects: (i) five- and
nine-year-old children produced a high number of ambiguous unframed direct reports, and
(ii) older children were not better than younger children in taking the addressee’s perspective
into account when designing an utterance. These findings cast doubt on whether all children
understood the task correctly. It is possible that some children interpreted the game as a sort
of ‘Chinese whispers’ or ‘Telephone’, where the message needs to be passed on as faithfully as
possible. These children might have opted for a verbatim rendition of the original message
even though they would have been capable of producing indirect speech reports. If this is
the case, the production results do not so much reflect children’s skills to take the addressee’s
perspective into account, but rather their understanding of the task.
Only 0.6% (n = 9) of all speech reports produced in the production part were direct–indirect mixes. In most cases, participants used the syntax of indirect speech, but did not adjust
the pronouns to the reporting context. This confirms our observation from the corpus study
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in chapter 3 that the mixing of direct and indirect speech is relatively rare in production. In
comparison, direct–indirect mixes occur far more frequently in comprehension. In the comprehension part of experiment 2, participants systematically misinterpreted direct as indirect
speech and vice versa in 25.9% of the cases, with a decrease of mixing mistakes with age (fiveyear-olds: 37.6%, nine-year-olds: 24.5%, adults: 5.4%). Our findings suggest that children are
able to produce correct direct and indirect speech reports, but often fail to interpret these forms
correctly when used by someone else. This production–comprehension asymmetry in the acquisition of the direct–indirect distinction ties in with the observation that in child language
acquisition, correct production sometimes precedes correct comprehension (Chien & Wexler,
1990; Hendriks & Spenader, 2006; Hendriks et al., 2007; Hendriks, 2014).

We tested the relation between comprehension and production in two respects.
First, we were interested in whether children’s ability to interpret pronouns in speech
reports is related to their production of speech reports. We found that children who produced more addressee-friendly indirect speech reports, were significantly better in pronoun
interpretation in the comprehension part. This suggests that similar skills might be involved
in the production and comprehension of speech reports. In particular, we speculate that
perspective-taking might be the connecting factor. When producing addressee-friendly reports, children need to take the perspective of the addressee into account. When interpreting
pronouns in direct speech, children need to shift from the reporting to the reported speaker’s
perspective. However, note that in the model explaining children’s production of addresseefriendly reports, the accuracy score in the comprehension part was not a predictor. This
could be related to the methodological problem pointed out above that some children might
have misunderstood the production task.
Second, we tested whether the order of the comprehension and production part influences children’s performance. The underlying assumption here is that a preceding comprehension or production part serves as a mini-perspective-taking training: It allows children
to experience the interaction from a different standpoint and raises their awareness for the
different perspectives involved in the interaction (e.g., the perspective of the addressee or
reported speaker). We formulated two hypotheses on how the test order influences participants’ performance. The first hypothesis is that children tested with a preceding comprehension part produce more addressee-friendly reports that are oriented towards the reporting
context. The second hypothesis is that children who are tested with a preceding production
part make fewer mistakes in the comprehension part.
The results disconfirm both hypotheses: the test order (production first, comprehension first) neither predicted children’s production of addressee-friendly reports nor their
accuracy of pronoun interpretation. A possible explanation for this lack of improvement is
that the different perspectives were not explicitly pointed out. A training study by Lohmann
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and Tomasello (2003) indicates that simply experiencing divergent perspectives is not sufficient for bringing about a training effect. In their study, children were exposed to deceptive
objects (e.g., a pen that looks like a flower) and received either verbal or non-verbal explications about their deceptive nature. Lohmann and Tomasello’s results suggest that language is
a necessary ingredient to structure children’s perspectival experience and to improve their
false belief understanding. In the context of our study, an explicit perspective-taking training
could for instance consist in illustrating by concrete examples that the meaning of deictic
pronouns crucially depends on the communicative context with its particular distribution of
communicative roles (speaker, addressee, other).

5.5 Conclusion
Experiment 2 has provided new insights into children’s and adults’ comprehension and production of referring expressions in speech reports. By making the experimental setting more
realistic and placing the participant inside of the interaction, children’s accuracy of interpreting first- and third-person pronouns in direct speech improved significantly compared to
experiment 1.
Experiment 2 has also revealed that processing second-person pronouns from the
perspective of the addressee is special. Following Wechsler (2010), we suggested that children
interpret you via a mechanism of self-ascription. Interestingly, children also thought that
you referred to them when the pronoun was embedded in a direct quotation and therefore
referred to the original addressee instead. This suggests that self-ascription of the secondperson pronoun is the default interpretation. If the linguistic context indicates a different
interpretation, like in the case of quoted you or generic uses of you, costly revisions of the
initial de se interpretation are required.
In the production part of experiment 2, adults produced mainly indirect speech reports, which are anchored in the actual reporting context. This is also the preferred context of
evaluation for listeners. Direct speech reports, which require a shift to the reported context,
are dispreferred in this kind of communicative situation. To describe it with Bühler’s (1934)
terms, both speaker and listener prefer demonstratio ad oculos, i.e., pointing to things in the
shared perceptual space of the here and now, to Deixis am Phantasma ‘deixis in the imagination’, i.e., reference to absent entities or – applied to the issue at hand – reference to people via
their past speech-act roles. To put it pointedly, why refer to a present person with a quoted
he or she rather than a you?
Experiments 1 and 2 have shown that it is easier for children and adults to process
pronouns embedded in indirect speech reports. However, we should not jump to the conclusion that the interpretation of pronouns is always cognitively less demanding in indirect
speech as opposed to direct speech. In both experiments, we tested participants’ comprehension of reports in a specific kind of discourse context, which is focused on the exchange of information. In other communicative situations such as narratives, speakers prefer to use direct
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speech, which allows for a more vivid, engaging presentation of speech. Listeners might also
find it easier to interpret direct as compared to indirect speech reports in a narrative context.
In experiment 3, the speech reports will be presented as part of a fictional narrative. This way
we can test whether the type of discourse context (information exchange vs. narrative) has an
impact on children’s and adults’ processing of reported speech.
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Experiment 3: Testing the comprehension of
reported speech in a narrative context
6.1 Introduction and hypotheses

Experiments 1 and 2 have provided evidence that the interpretation of pronouns is cognitively more demanding in direct as compared to indirect speech. In light of these findings
it is surprising that story books for beginning readers contain mainly direct speech reports
(Baker & Freebody, 1989). Two features of direct speech could explain this preference: (i) the
greater vividness of direct speech and (ii) the presentation of speech from the point of view
of the character.
First, direct speech is more vivid and lively than indirect speech (Tannen, 2007; Wierzbicka, 1974). In contrast to indirect speech, direct speech allows the reporting speaker
to demonstrate the emotional state, accent and voice of a person, for instance by the use of
prosody or expressive elements (Banfield, 1973; Clark & Gerrig, 1990).
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Readers view the characters speaking directly, as in play, and thus presumably experience a greater sense of immediacy or proximity to the characters.
(Bortolussi & Dixon, 2003, p. 202)
The vividness of direct speech could be particularly important in connection with children
because it might attract their attention and facilitate “transportation” (Gerrig, 1993) to the
fictional world.
Second, stories – especially those for children – typically focus on the activities of the
characters and have a minimally intrusive and almost invisible narrator (Baker & Freebody,
1989; Banfield, 1982). Direct speech has the advantage that it allows the narrator to step back
and create the illusion that the characters are speaking for themselves. Because the focus of
attention in a narrative is on the characters, their perspective is very salient to listeners and
readers. Therefore we expect that a shift to the character’s perspective, as required in direct
speech, should be easier in the context of a narrative than in the information exchange contexts of experiments 1 and 2.
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In the design of experiment 3, we tried to simulate children’s natural picture-book
experience. In Dutch families, picture-book reading is a common practice. A survey indicates
that 60% of Dutch parents read daily to their children, usually between 5 and 15 minutes a day
(Duursma, 2014). On top of that, picture storybooks are read aloud almost every day in Dutch
primary schools (Pool, 2012). Typically, an adult is reading from a book while the child is
simultaneously listening to the story and looking at the pictures. In addition, book-reading
is often associated with guiding behavior on the part of the adult who, for instance, asks the
child questions about the story or draws the child’s attention to certain aspects of a picture
(Duursma, 2014; Vandermaas-Peeler, Nelson, Bumpass, & Sassine, 2009; Vandermaas-Peeler,
Sassine, Price, & Brilhart, 2011). We incorporated both aspects into the design of experiment 3. Participants listen to a (prerecorded) narrative illustrated by pictures and occasionally
have to answer comprehension questions about it. The responses to these questions provide
insights into participants’ interpretation of pronouns in direct and indirect speech.
Since no already existing picture book could satisfy our specific experimental requirements (e.g., concerning the number and type of speech reports, and the accompanying pictures), we decided to construct one ourselves. Based on Baker and Freebody’s (1989)
study on children’s books, our story features two main protagonists, whose non-verbal and,
crucially, verbal actions are reported by a third-person backgrounded narrator. As typical for
children’s stories, the utterances of the characters are concerned with observable features of
the here-and-now of the scenes, namely different objects.
We have two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that pronoun interpretation is easier
in direct than in indirect speech in the narrative context of experiment 3. This is based on the
finding that narratives favor the use of direct speech reports (Baker & Freebody, 1989; Vincent & Perrin, 1999). Not only do children’s books contain mostly direct speech, but children
themselves also produce predominantly direct speech in narrative contexts (see 3.2.4). Similar
to production, we expect that children also prefer direct speech reports in comprehension.
In our experiment, this would be evident from a higher accuracy of pronoun interpretation
in direct speech as opposed to indirect speech. Comparing the results from experiment 1 and
experiment 3, we expect children to make fewer mistakes for direct speech items in the narrative context of experiment 3 as compared to the information exchange context of experiment 1.
The second hypothesis is that the participants remember information better when it is
presented in direct rather than in indirect speech. This hypothesis is inspired by studies that
suggest that direct speech leads to a more vivid, perceptually engaging mental representation
of a situation (Stites et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2011, 2012; Yao & Scheepers, 2011). This could
enhance the memory for both content and form of the reported utterance. Groenewold,
Bastiaanse, Nickels, Wieling, et al. (2014) found that Dutch adults with and without aphasia
remembered the content of narratives better when they contained direct speech as compared
to indirect speech. A study by Eerland et al. (2013) indicates that people memorize the exact
wording better in the case of direct speech. So far, the effect of report type on children’s mental representation of a situation has not been investigated.
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6.2 Method
6.2.1 Participants
The participants of this study were 42 monolingual Dutch-speaking children between 4;1 and
7;2 years of age (see table 1). The data of one additional child was not saved due to technical
problems. The participating children were recruited from an elementary school in the North
of the Netherlands. Written parental consent was obtained prior to the experiment. Children
received a small reward (a sticker) for participating. In addition, 20 adult native speakers of
Dutch – mostly students – participated without compensation. All participants were tested
individually in a quiet room at the school or university.

Table 1: Participants
Age group

Mean age

Range

Number

Gender (f/m)

4

4;7

4;1–5;0

21

8/13

6

6;11

6;8–7;2

21

13/8

adults

22

19–30

20

11/9

The experiment has been built as an Android application and was presented to participants
on a touchscreen tablet. In its design, we tried to simulate children’s everyday experience of picture book reading. Participants listened to a story told by a male third-person narrator and saw
illustrating pictures. The experiment consists of four parts that all form one coherent narrative:
the introduction phase, the gender pre-test, the reported speech test and the memory test.1

Introduction phase
In the beginning of the story, the narrator introduces the two main protagonists: a monkey girl
called Anita Aap ‘Anita Monkey’ and an elephant boy called Oscar Olifant ‘Oscar Elephant’ (see
fig. 1a). The participants were asked questions about the names and gender of the protagonists
(e.g., “Who is Anita Aap?” and “Who is a boy?”) and gave their answer by touching one of the
highlighted protagonists (see fig. 1b). In case participants responded incorrectly, they received
negative feedback from the narrator, who would subsequently ask the question again. Almost
all participants answered these initial comprehension questions correctly on the first trial.
1

The complete story and all pictures are available in Appendix C: Experiment 3. An online version of

experiment 3 can be found at http://www.philos.rug.nl/cgm/story-demo/ (Google Chrome required).
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(a) Protagonists in neutral position

(b) Selection phase

Figure 1: The protagonists Oscar Olifant and Anita Aap

Gender pre-test
After the introduction of the protagonists, we tested whether participants are able to use
the gender feature of third-person pronouns as a cue for reference identification. The story
continues with the narrator telling the participant that Anita and Oscar are best friends and
live next to each other in two houses. One day, Oscar and Anita wake up early and, as always,
start the day with a morning workout. Four sentences follow that describe who did which
exercise. Two of these sentences contain the masculine pronoun hij ‘he’ (see (1)) and two the
feminine pronoun zij ‘she’ (see (2)).
(1)
(2)

Hij ging touwtje springen.
‘He skipped rope.’
Zij maakte een handstand.
‘She did a handstand.’

The pictures accompanying these sentences show Anita and Oscar in a neutral position (see
fig. 1). After each sentence, the participants had to select whether Anita or Oscar performed
a particular action, for instance, doing a handstand.

Speech report test
The following part of the narrative contains 24 speech reports. The narrator describes that
Oscar and Anita go for a walk after their morning workout. On their trip, Anita and Oscar
come across 24 objects at different locations such as in a tree, in a pond and in a cave. All
of these objects look exactly like things that they possess themselves. After the discovery of
each object, the narrator reports Anita’s or Oscar’s utterance with either a direct or indirect
speech report.
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To get an impression of the test procedure, consider the example that Oscar and Anita
discover an object hanging in a tree. In this case, the participants would hear the text presented in (3), accompanied by the pictures presented in figure 2.
(3)	[fig. 2a] Oscar en Anita keken omhoog en zagen ook iets in de boom hangen. Anita
Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant, “Jij hebt ook zo’n rugzak”. Wie heeft ook zo’n rugzak?
[fig. 2b]
	‘[fig. 2a] Oscar and Anita looked up and saw that there was also something hanging
in the tree. Anita Aap said to Oscar Olifant, “You have a backpack like that too”.
Who has a backpack like that too? [fig. 2b]’

(a)

(b)

Participants had to answer the narrator’s question Who has a backpack like that too? by touching one of the highlighted protagonists on the screen (correct answer in (3): Oscar Olifant).
The software measures the accuracy of pronoun interpretation.
The experiment contains four kinds of speech reports: direct speech and indirect
speech with reference to either the reported speaker or his or her addressee (see examples
(4) to (7)).
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Direct speaker: Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant, “Ik heb ook zo’n voetbal”.
‘Anita Aap said to Oscar Olifant, “I have a football like that too”.’
Direct addressee: Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant, “Jij hebt ook zo’n auto”.
‘Anita Aap said to Oscar Olifant, “You have a car like that too”.’
Indirect speaker: Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat zij ook zo’n hoed heeft.
‘Anita Aap said to Oscar Olifant that she has a hat like that too.
Indirect addressee: Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat hij ook zo’n klok heeft.
‘Anita Aap said to Oscar Olifant that he has a clock like that too.’
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Figure 2: Examples of pictures accompanying the story
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The direct speech reports contain a first- or second-person pronoun. In direct speech, the firstperson pronoun ik ‘I’ refers to the speaker (Anita in (4)) and the second-person pronoun jij
‘you’ to the addressee of the reported speech context (Oscar in (5)). In indirect speech, the
narrator needs to use a third-person pronoun (hij ‘he’ or zij ‘she’) to establish reference to the
story protagonists. Syntactically, the third-person pronoun in the complement clause refers
either to the referent that is the subject of the matrix clause, i.e., the reported speaker (Anita
in (6)), or to the referent that is the object of the matrix clause, i.e., the addressee (Oscar in (7)).
In the linguistic materials, we balanced the number of direct and indirect speech
reports, the reference to speaker or addressee, and whether Oscar or Anita were the subject
or object of the reporting clause. In total, participants listened to 6 speech reports of each of
the four types (direct speaker, direct addressee, indirect speaker, indirect addressee). In half
of the reports Anita was the reported speaker, like in examples (4) to (7), in the other half
Oscar was.
All participants listened to the story in the same linear order, with the exception of
the speech reports (and corresponding test questions) whose order was randomized for each
participant. Since all 24 speech reports are associated with a specific object, also the location at which the protagonists encounter a certain object differs between participants. For
instance, a participant might see a clock instead of a backpack hanging in the tree and hear
a speech report of the indirect addressee type like (7). The spatial position of Anita and Oscar
(left, right) in the pictures is counterbalanced.
Experiment 3 differs in several respects from the two previous experiments. Firstly,
the story includes only two instead of three characters. The reason for this is that including
a third story character would make it impossible to unambiguously refer to the characters
with a pronoun in indirect speech. From the point of view of the uninvolved narrator, all
protagonists are third persons and therefore need to be referred to with a third-person pronoun in indirect speech. We introduced a gender difference to distinguish between the two
protagonists, but an additional character could not be uniquely singled out with a masculine
or feminine third-person pronoun.
Secondly, and related to the first point, we did not include all types of singular pronouns (first-person, second-person, third-person) in both direct and indirect speech, but
tested only the interpretation of I and you in direct speech and he and she (referring to
speaker or addressee) in indirect speech. The reason for this is that if we included first- and
second-person pronouns in indirect speech, this would imply that the narrator and his addressee, the participant, would be referents of pronouns as well. While this is in principle
possible, it is rather unusual that a story character refers to the narrator who is typically an
invisible presenter of the events. In addition, a study by Murphy (1986) showed that children
find it awkward to be directly addressed by a story character. In order to create an ecologically
valid narrative context, we therefore decided to limit reference to the story characters.
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Thirdly, the test sentences in experiment 3 mention the addressee in the reporting
clause (e.g., Anita Aap said to Oscar Olifant…). We opted for this change because in indirect
speech pronominal reference to the addressee would be awkward or even infelicitous if there
is no linguistic antecedent (cf., Anita Aap said that he…).
After having discovered 23 objects at different locations, Anita and Oscar notice
a strange sound. They follow the sound and discover a snoring dog leaning against a tree.
Next to the dog, they find another object that looks exactly like one of theirs. A speech report,
such as (4), (5), (6) or (7), follows. The story continues like this:
Suddenly Anita and Oscar realized: These WERE their things! But how was
this possible? Did the dog steal their things? They woke the dog and asked
him: “Did you steal our things?” Dog turned as red as fire and said: “Yes,
I took your things. I’m very sorry. I just wanted to play.” Anita and Oscar
thought about it for a while. “We are not angry”, said Anita. “But then you
have to bring all our things back”, said Oscar. Dog said: “I promise to bring
everything back immediately.”
Dog keeps his word and gathers all objects in the garden of Anita and Oscar. But now Dog
has a problem because he does not remember which objects belong to Anita and which ones
to Oscar. The narrator asks the participant to help Dog with the sorting of the objects.

This is the story-internal motivation for the memory test. In the memory test, participants
had to determine for each of the 24 objects whether it belongs to Oscar or Anita. Participants
heard questions such as Van wie is de rugzak? ‘To whom does the backpack belong?’, accompanied by a picture that depicts Oscar and Anita with the object in question between
them (fig.3).

Figure 3: Example picture of memory test
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We created two versions of the experiment, version (a) and version (b), and assigned
participants randomly to one of them. These versions differ in the following respects: in version (a) all objects belong to the opposite story character (Anita, Oscar) than in version (b)
and are associated with the opposite type of speech report (direct, indirect). The purpose of
this is to control for the possibility that participants have general preferences for associating
a certain object with a certain protagonist (e.g., the car with the male elephant). The complete
experiment took about 10 to 15 minutes to complete.2

6.3 Results
We first present the results of the gender pre-test. After that, we turn to the analysis of the
speech report test, where we also compare participants’ comprehension of speech reports in experiment 3 to that in experiment 1. Finally, we analyze participants’ results in the memory test.

6.3.1 Gender pre-test
Figure 4 shows the results of the gender pre-test that indicates whether the experimental
participants can distinguish between feminine and masculine pronouns.

Figure 4: Percentage of correct interpretation of third-person pronouns in different age
groups. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Six-year-old children and adults were around ceiling for the interpretation of both zij ‘she’
and hij ‘he’. By contrast, four-year-old children were at chance for the masculine pronoun,
t(41) = 0, p = 1, and slightly above chance for the feminine pronoun, t(41) = 2.26, p = .03. This
means that the youngest age group did not yet consistently use the gender feature to identify
the referent of a pronoun.

2

See Appendix C: Experiment 3 for the test sentences in version (a) and (b).
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6.3.2 Speech report test: Accuracy results
Figures 5 and 6 show children’s and adults’ accuracy of pronoun interpretation in direct
speech (fig. 5) and indirect speech (fig. 6). Recall that we distinguish between pronouns that
refer to the speaker and those that refer to the addressee of the original message. In direct
speech, the first-person pronoun ik ‘I’ refers to the speaker and the second-person pronoun
jij ‘you’ to the addressee. In indirect speech, both hij ‘he’ and zij ‘she’ can refer to the speaking
or addressed story character, depending on the subject and object of the matrix clause.

Figure 5: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in different age groups in direct
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speech. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 6: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in different age groups in indirect
speech. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 7: Zooming in on four-year-olds’ accuracy of pronoun interpretation in indirect
speech. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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With a mean accuracy between 87% and 90%, six-year-olds’ performance was clearly above
chance level for the interpretation of pronouns in both direct and indirect speech. Four-yearolds’ accuracy was much closer to chance with values between 58% and 67%. Since the gender
pre-test revealed significant differences between masculine and feminine pronouns in fouryear-olds, we split up the indirect speech results by gender in figure 7. This reveals that only
four-year-olds’ interpretation of the feminine pronoun zij ‘she’ differs significantly from chance,
provided that it refers to the subject of the matrix clause (speaker), t(62) = 3.40, p = .001.
We analyzed the accuracy data in the speech report test with mixed-effects logistic regression modelling. Using a procedure of model comparison, we added stepwise fixed-effect
factors to the baseline model (including random intercepts for subjects). Age and gender
of the participants turned out to predict accuracy of pronoun interpretation. All other factors (report type (direct, indirect), referent (speaker, addressee), pronoun (I, you, he,
she), experience (1–6), sequence number (1–24), spatial position of the protagonists
(monkey left vs. right of elephant) and version (a, b)) did not improve the goodness of fit
of the model. The index of concordance of the model is 0.85, which indicates that the model
may have real predictive power (Baayen, 2008).
Table 2: Fixed-effects coefficients of the model fitted to accuracy of pronoun interpretation in speech
reports.
Estimate
(Intercept)
-0.24
age
0.20
gender f vs. m
0.81
Note. Model includes random intercepts for subjects.

SE
0.29
0.03
0.30

z value
-0.82
7.08
2.70

p value
.410
< .001
.007

Table 2 shows that participants’ accuracy of pronoun interpretation improves with
age, p < .001. Female participants performed significantly better than male participants,
p = .007. A closer look at the data reveals that in the age group of the four-year-olds, girls had
a mean accuracy of 67.7% (SD = 0.47), boys of only 58.7% (SD = 0.49). Among six-year-old
children, girls outperformed their male peers with an accuracy of 91.3% (SD = 0.28) in comparison to 84.4% (SD = 0.36). In adults, there were no gender-related differences in accuracy.

6.3.3 Speech report test: Comparison with experiment 1
To find out whether discourse context (information exchange vs. narrative) influences the
accuracy of pronoun interpretation in speech reports, we compared participants’ performance in experiment 3 with the performance of same-aged participants (age groups: 4, 6 and
adults) from experiment 1. In both experiments, the stimuli were presented on a tablet and
participants were not potential referents of pronouns themselves. Note that the test sentences
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were not identical in these two experiments3 and that the number of referential candidates
differed. Participants in experiment 1 had to select a referent from a set of three potential
candidates (chance level 33%), participants in experiment 3 had to choose only between two
(chance level 50%). The types of reports that appeared in both experiments are direct I, direct
you and indirect he/she (speaker). Figure 8 juxtaposes the accuracy results of these report
types in experiment 1 and experiment 3.

(b) 6-year-old children

Chapter 6

(a) 4-year-oald children

(c) adults

Figure 8: Percentage of correct pronoun interpretation in experiment 1 and experiment 3 in 4-year-old
children (a), 6-year-old children (b), and adults (c). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

With a multiple comparisons analysis (‘multcomp’ package), we compared participants’ accuracy in experiment 3 (narrative context) to that in experiment 1 (information
exchange context). Four-year-olds were better in interpreting direct speech in the narrative
context of experiment 3, both for I (β = 3.00, z = 6.00, p < .001) and for you (β = 3.53, z = 6.78,
p < .001). However, four-year-olds’ accuracy for indirect he/she was lower in experiment 3
3

The test sentences in experiment 3 mentioned the addressee in the reporting clause (e.g., Anita Aap

said to Oscar Olifant…). Moreover, the reported proposition differed (about getting an object in experiment 1, about possessing a similar object in experiment 3).
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than in experiment 1 (β = -1.54, z = -3.28, p = .012). Six-year-olds also exhibited a higher accuracy for direct I (β = 5.39, z = 8.42, p < .001) and direct you (β = 8.40, z = 7.05, p < .001)
in experiment 3. Their accuracy of indirect he/she did not differ between experiments 1 and
3 (β = -.026, z = -0.50, p = .995). For adults, there were no significant differences between
experiments 1 and 3 for all types of reports, direct I (β = 1.08, z = 1.04, p = .896), direct you
(β = 1.76, z = 1.75, p = .476) and indirect he/she (β = 1.41, z = 1.67, p = .524).

6.3.4 Memory test
In the memory test, participants had to recall whether a certain object belongs to Anita Aap
or Oscar Olifant. We determined accuracy in the memory test by comparing the memory
results of each participant with their referential choice in the speech report test, which can be
correct or incorrect. Participants received a score of 1 if they selected the same protagonist
as in the speech report test for a particular object, otherwise they received a 0. Participants’
accuracy results in the memory test are presented in figure 9.
We analyzed the memory test results with mixed-effects logistic regression. We
found main effects of age group and distance. As evident from table 3, four-year-olds had
a significantly lower accuracy than adults in the memory test, p < .01. The accuracy of six-yearolds and adults did not differ. The factor distance indicates how many test items appeared
between the mention of the object in the story and in the memory test. Since the items were
randomized for each participant, also their distance score for a particular object differed.
The results indicate that with increasing distance, participants’ memory declined, p < .05. All
other factors (report type (direct, indirect), referent (speaker, addressee), pronoun (I,
you, she, he), object (e.g., car, backpack) gender (f, m), version (a, b), sequence number
(1–24)) did not improve the model fit. Note that the index of concordance for this model is
only 0.61, while 0.5 means random predictions and 1.0 perfect predictions (Baayen, 2008).
Based on this low C value we need to be cautious concerning the reliability of the model.

Figure 9: Percentage of correct responses in memory test (correct response means same
choice of person as in speech report test). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 3: Fixed-effects coefficients of the model fitted to correct responses in memory test.
Estimate
(Intercept)
0.91
age group 4 vs. adults
-0.38
age group 6 vs. adults
0.07
distance
-0.01
Note. Model includes random intercepts for subjects.

SE
0.17
0.15
0.15
0.01

z value
5.36
-2.62
0.46
-2.49

p value
< .001
.009
.649
.013

6.4 Discussion
In experiment 3, we tested two hypotheses. Hypothesis 1 was that in the context of a narrative, pronouns are easier to interpret in direct as compared to indirect speech. Hypothesis
2 was that children and adults remember information better when it has previously been
presented in direct speech as opposed to indirect speech. The results of experiment 3 partly
support hypothesis 1, but disconfirm hypothesis 2. In the following, we will discuss why our
predictions were not or only partially fulfilled and consider some puzzling findings, such as
gender-related differences in accuracy.

Contrary to our predictions, children were not better in interpreting pronouns in direct
speech as opposed to indirect speech in a narrative context. In fact, we found no significant
differences in accuracy between direct and indirect speech. This means that reference to the
characters is not easier from a character-internal viewpoint than from the point of view of
the narrator. However, due to the perspectival differences between direct and indirect speech,
reference to the same character is achieved with different pronouns (I/you vs. he/she). A direct comparison between direct and indirect speech in experiment 3 is therefore confounded
by the deictic-anaphoric distinction, and the difference between gender-marked and nongender-marked pronouns.
In order to find out whether children’s accuracy of pronoun interpretation in direct
speech improved in experiment 3, we compared the interpretation of direct I, direct you and
indirect he/she (speaker) to that in experiment 1. Since the two experiments differ slightly
(e.g., what constitutes a guessing response), care needs to be taken also in this comparison.
In line with our predictions, four- and six-year-old children were significantly better in interpreting direct speech when the speech reports were part of a narrative (experiment 3) than
part of an information exchange context (experiment 1). In experiment 3, the six-year-olds
were almost at ceiling, with around 90% accuracy. This is remarkable when we recall that
in experiment 1, eleven-year-old children had an accuracy below 50% for direct speech interpretation. This provides evidence that the pragmatic context affects the interpretation of
pronouns in speech reports.
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Hypothesis 1: Better accuracy in direct than indirect speech
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A note of caution is required for the data of the four-year-olds. In experiment 3, fouryear-olds’ performance in both direct and indirect speech interpretation was close to chance.
This consistently poor performance could be due to higher task demands in experiment 3.
Even though the stimuli in experiments 1 and 3 were presented on a tablet, the manner of
presentation differs considerably. While experiment 1 consists of audio-visual animations,
experiment 3 involves static pictures associated with an orally presented narrative. Animations could have two advantages over static pictures: (i) they are more engaging for children,
and (ii) non-verbal cues, like mouth movement, convey information about the speech-act
roles of the protagonists. In experiment 3, there were no non-verbal cues available to determine who is speaking to whom, but instead participants needed to rely solely on the linguistic information in the reporting clause (e.g., Anita Aap said to Oscar Olifant). This task could
be cognitively demanding for four-year-old children and could be the reason why they did
not perform better in identifying the referents of I and you in direct speech in experiment 3.
We also found that four-year-olds’ accuracy for indirect he/she (speaker) was significantly lower in experiment 3 in comparison to experiment 1. In addition to the less engaging
stimuli of experiment 3, this could be caused by the fact that we introduced gender differences
between the animal protagonists in experiment 3. As the gender pre-test indicates, the fouryear-olds were not yet able to use the gender information of third-person pronouns in their
choice of referent. They were at chance for the interpretation of the masculine pronoun hij
‘he’ and slightly above chance for the interpretation of the feminine pronoun zij ‘she’. The better performance on the feminine pronoun could be due to the fact that the gender-marking
of she is more salient than that of he because he is also used as a gender-neutral default form
in Dutch (Audring, 2009; Booij, 2002).
If we compare children’s comprehension of pronominal gender in our study to that
of previous studies, we find a difference in the age of acquisition. While, for instance, all
English-speaking children in Arnold et al.’s (2007) study could use gender information by age
four, the Dutch-speaking children in our study seem to acquire it later, between four and six.
However, this does not necessarily indicate language-specific differences. The discrepancy
could also be due to differences in methodology.

Gender differences
An unexpected result of this study is that girls outperformed boys in interpreting pronouns
in speech reports. While it remains to be seen whether this effect will be replicated in future
studies, we offer the tentative explanation that the gender difference might be related to the
narrative context of experiment 3.
Support for this claim comes from both production and comprehension studies. Ely
and McCabe (1993) found that English-speaking girls between the ages of four and nine
produce significantly more speech reports in prompted personal narratives than their male
peers (Ely & McCabe, 1993). In addition, a multitude of studies, cross-linguistic as well as
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longitudinal, come to the conclusion that girls have a more positive attitude towards reading,
that they read more frequently and show a better reading ability in comparison to boys (e.g.,
Mullis, Martin, Foy, & Drucker, 2012; Robinson & Lubienski, 2011). This gender gap in reading ability, frequency and attitude has also been documented for Dutch children (Duursma,
2014; Mullis et al., 2012). We speculate that even before children are able to read, girls enjoy
listening to stories more than boys and are more proficient listeners. This could explain why
they make fewer mistakes in the comprehension of speech reports in the narrative context
of experiment 3.
If this turns out to be correct, more attention should be paid to the specific discourse
context in which children’s comprehension abilities are assessed, both in experimental studies
and in educational settings. Our experiments suggest that animated interactions are equally
well understood by girls and boys, whereas narrative contexts might be unfavorable to boys.

Hypothesis 2 that participants have a superior memory for content presented in direct speech
as opposed to indirect speech was not confirmed by the data. In fact, participants’ memory
for object ownership did not depend on the type of speech report in which it was mentioned.
However, we found an effect of age group and distance. Four-year-old children remembered significantly less often which protagonist owns a particular object than six-year-old
children and adults. As expected, participants’ memory was better the fewer items appeared
between the mention of the object in the pronoun comprehension test and the memory test.
Our finding that direct speech does not improve memory for the conveyed information is not completely surprising. Even though several studies indicate that direct speech
leads to a perceptually more engaging mental representation of a situation (Stites et al., 2013;
Yao et al., 2011, 2012; Yao & Scheepers, 2011), it is still unclear which levels of the representation are affected by the difference in report type. Based on a series of experiments, Eerland
et al. (2013) come to the conclusion that direct speech only enhances memory for the surface
structure, i.e., the exact wording of the reported utterance, but not necessarily for its content. This is consistent with our findings that both children and adults did not have superior
memory when a state of affairs was described in direct as compared to indirect speech.
However, it is also possible that certain aspects of our methodology are responsible
for the absence of an effect. First, note that in our experiment participants’ memory of
person-object relations was tested. It could be the case that the mental representation of
states of affairs is not affected by the contrast between direct and indirect speech, but that the
representation of, for instance, actions or emotions is. Second, the information who owns
a particular object was not directly relevant for the course of the story. Listeners might therefore suppress this irrelevant information during story comprehension and not create a fullfledged situation model (cf. Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991). This explanation is supported by the
poor performance of the adults who answered only 64% of the memory questions correctly.
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For future studies, we recommend to make the critical proposition relevant for the plot
and to include different types of content (e.g., states of affairs, actions, perceptions, emotions).

6.5 Conclusion
Our study on children’s interpretation of speech reports in narratives is part of a more general
endeavor to investigate the reception of literature with psycholinguistic methods (cf. Bortolussi & Dixon, 2003). Since many children’s books consist mainly of conversations between
the characters, narrative comprehension amounts to a large extent to the understanding of
speech reports (Baker & Freebody, 1989). The results of experiment 3 suggest that at the age
of six – when entering school in many countries – children are able to correctly interpret both
direct and indirect speech reports in a narrative. It would also be interesting to investigate at
what age children understand free indirect discourse, which combines features of both direct
and indirect speech (Banfield, 1973; Eckardt, 2015). Free indirect discourse is typically used
in literary texts and its understanding might therefore be closely related to children’s literacy
development.
Experiment 3 indicates that the comprehension of speech reports in narratives is still
difficult for four-year-old children. Especially their high error rate for the interpretation of
I and you in direct speech is noteworthy, considering that direct speech is ubiquitous in children’s books. The question arises why four-year-olds have no difficulties to interpret first- and
second-person pronouns in conversations (cf. ‘no report’ condition of experiment 1), but
struggle when characters in a story use these pronouns. At first glance, the difference between
real conversations and the demonstration of conversations in a narrative seems negligible.
After all, children’s narratives aim at simulating real interactions by putting maximum focus
on the activities of the story characters while minimizing the visibility of the narrator:
What is marked as a character’s speech (e.g., ‘There is a grey horse’) is to be
read as someone’s speech and observation, as an event in some real or imagined world: what is not so marked (e.g., ‘said Jack’) is to be read as no one’s
speech or observation, and thus not an event in any real or fictional world.
It is to be taken as something autonomously known about the scene and the
events. (Baker & Freebody, 1989, p. 82).
If characters in a story basically speak themselves, why is it more difficult for children
to interpret the utterance of a story character than the utterance of a person in a conversation?
I suggest that this is related to differences in how situation models (cf. Johnson-Laird, 1983;
Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998; Zwaan, 1999) are constructed in these two cases. In face-to-face
conversations, an individual’s mental representation of a situation relies on multiple channels
of information, for instance the visual perception of objects and actions in the scene. Cues
to determine who is speaking to whom are mouth-movement, bodily orientation and the
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direction and quality of the sound. By contrast, when listening to a narrative, a person needs
to construct a situation model purely on the basis of linguistic information. The reporting
clause of a speech report (e.g., Mary said) usually mentions the person to whom a certain
utterance is ascribed. However, the embedding of speech within speech comes with a processing cost, possibly related to a shift to a higher-order level of theory of mind.
In the light of younger children’s difficulties with the understanding of narratives, it
is not surprising that many children’s books contain pictures. This additional visual information presumably facilitates the construction of a situation model. With respect to speech
reports, comic books are an especially interesting genre. The speech and thought of comic
characters is presented in bubbles that point to the designated speaker or thinker. This means
that the role of speaker and addressee is indicated in the visual domain, which renders metalinguistic frames such as Mary thinks or Peter says redundant.
For future studies, it would be interesting to compare children’s comprehension of
a character’s speech in (a) a comic book, (b) a picture book and (c) an only linguistically
presented narrative. My hypothesis is that children find it easier to understand represented
conversation the more importance is placed on non-verbal visual information and the less
on the linguistic domain. This predicts that comic books are easier to process than picture
books and those in turn easier than books containing only text.
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7

7.1 Introduction

Hardly a day goes by in which we do not hear or produce a speech report. Reporting the
speech of others is such an essential part of human communication, that all natural languages
we know of have a speech reporting device in their grammar. In order to become full members of a linguistic community, children therefore need to learn how to produce and interpret
speech reports.
In a language like Dutch, this implies that children need to be able to distinguish direct speech from indirect speech. These two report types differ not only in syntactic respects,
but more fundamentally in the perspective from which the reported utterance is presented:
the reported speaker’s perspective in direct speech and the reporting speaker’s perspective
in indirect speech. As a consequence of this perspective difference, the pronouns I, you and
he/she can have a different meaning depending on whether they occur in a direct or indirect
speech report.
Previous developmental studies indicate that children struggle to tell apart direct
and indirect speech. Not only do children produce mixed reports that are not grammatical
in their language (e.g., Goodell & Sachs, 1992), but they also sometimes misinterpret reports
(Hollebrandse, 2007). This indicates that children have a less rigid direct–indirect distinction
than adults. However, it is still unclear what linguistic or cognitive factors lie at the root of
these differences between children and adults.
In this dissertation, I have addressed the following questions: Is it easier for a listener to interpret pronouns in direct or indirect speech? Do pragmatic factors influence the
processing of speech reports? When do children learn to correctly interpret and produce
pronouns in direct and indirect speech?
To answer these questions, I conducted three experimental studies on Dutch children’s and adults’ interpretation of pronouns in speech reports (chapters 4, 5 and 6). These
three comprehension studies are complemented by two production studies: one a study of the
spontaneous speech reports of German and Dutch children (chapter 3), the other an elicited
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production study (chapter 5). The results provide converging evidence that Dutch children’s
acquisition of a strict direct–indirect distinction is a long process that is not completed at the
age of twelve.
In the following, I will highlight the main findings of this dissertation (7.2 and 7.3),
discuss the methodology (7.4) and suggest possibilities for future research (7.5).

7.2 Factors influencing pronoun interpretation in speech
reports
In the three psycholinguistic comprehension experiments (chapters 4, 5 and 6), I focused
on the semantic difference that pronouns in direct and indirect speech are evaluated with
respect to different speech contexts: the reported speech context in direct speech and the
reporting speech context in indirect speech. In order to choose the correct context of evaluation, children need to be able to distinguish a direct from an indirect speech report.
The results of the experiments reveal that Dutch children’s interpretation of pronouns
in speech reports depends on three main factors that I will discuss in detail below: (i) the discourse context, (ii), the role in the interaction, and (iii) the presence of a linguistic antecedent.

7.2.1 Discourse context
When producing a speech report, speakers can opt for direct or indirect speech. Which form
adult speakers select, depends on the type of discourse context and the function of the report.
In the corpus study in chapter 3, we found evidence that Dutch and German children between
the ages of 1;1; and 4;6 also adapt their choice of speech report to the communicative situation. Children preferred direct speech in contexts of pretend play and fictional narratives and
indirect speech in reality-oriented contexts. Moreover, children used indirect speech more
often than direct speech with an authority function, i.e., to support a statement by appealing
to, for instance, their parents as authority (e.g., Daddy said that I am allowed to do that).
The question arises whether the type of discourse context has also an impact on children’s comprehension of speech reports. In three psycholinguistic experiments, I systematically manipulated the communicative situation in which the speech reports are used. In experiments 1 and 2, the reporting speaker produced reports in order to transmit information.
In experiment 3, all reports were part of a narrative, presented by a third-person narrator.
The results of experiments 1 and 2 indicate that both adults and children find indirect
speech easier to process than direct speech in an information exchange context. This was evident from the fact that participants made fewer mistakes and responded more quickly when
interpreting pronouns in indirect speech as opposed to direct speech. A typical error that
children made was that they interpreted pronouns in direct speech like in indirect speech.
This means that they did not perform a perspective shift to the reported context, but evaluated
pronouns with respect to the actual reporting context. Surprisingly, even eleven-year-old chil-
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dren were not yet adult-like in their interpretation of direct speech reports in an information
exchange context. In the narrative context of experiment 3, however, six-year-old children
were already able to correctly interpret pronouns in both direct and indirect speech.
Taken together, the results of experiments 1, 2 and 3 suggest that the discourse context influences the processing of pronouns in direct and indirect speech. But what aspect of
the scenarios makes the interpretation of pronouns in direct speech more or less difficult?
I argue that in different types of discourse contexts the reporting and the reported speech
context exhibit different degrees of salience. In the information exchange context of experiments 1 and 2, the reporting context is more salient than the reported context. When, for instance, Dog reports to Elephant what Monkey said, Dog is clearly recognizable as speaker (by
his mouth movement and voice), Elephant as addressee (by his bodily orientation towards
the speaker), and Monkey as non-participant (standing at a distance and facing away from
speaker and addressee). When children hear the pronouns I, you and he in such a situation,
they link them to the most salient speaker, addressee and other person, hence Dog, Elephant
and Monkey. This leads to the correct interpretation of these pronouns in non-reportative
sentences and in indirect speech. Yet in direct speech, pronouns need to be evaluated with
respect to the less salient reported speech context. In this situation, children seem to ignore
the direct speech cues and evaluate pronouns in direct speech also with respect to the salient
reporting speech context.
In the scenarios of experiments 1 and 2, listeners are therefore confronted with two
conflicting factors when interpreting pronouns in direct speech: (i) the salience of the reporting speech context which ‘attracts’ speech-act participants for pronominal reference,
and (ii) the syntactic (verb-second word order) and prosodic (break, change of pitch) direct
speech cues that signal a context shift. While adults assign a special status to the syntactic
and prosodic information, children seem to rely more on pragmatic factors such as the
salience of the reporting context (cf. Elbourne, 2005; Spenader, Smits, & Hendriks, 2009).
In this respect children’s interpretation of pronouns in direct speech is similar to languages
like Kwaza or Danish Sign Language, in which pronouns in an otherwise shifted context
can refer to the more salient actual speech-act participants. ‘Speech act participant attraction’ (Evans, 2012) thus turns out to be a more pervasive phenomenon than previously
assumed and can also be successfully applied to explain (Dutch) children’s interpretation of
pronouns in direct speech.
In the context of a narrative with a backgrounded third-person narrator, the reported
context, i.e., the world of the story characters, is more salient than the reporting context,
i.e., the narrator telling the story. When listeners hear a direct speech report in a narrative,
there is therefore no conflict of cues: Both contextual salience and direct speech cues point
to the reported context as context of evaluation for pronouns. This explains why children at
the age of six can already interpret pronouns in direct speech correctly when the reports are
part of a narrative.

Conclusion

What about the interpretation of indirect speech in a narrative context? We found
that six-year-old children could also correctly identify the referents of pronouns in indirect
speech. However, since we restricted reference to the story protagonists, we only tested children’s interpretation of he and she in indirect speech. The referents of these third-person
pronouns can be identified on the basis of their gender. I speculate that if we also included
indirect I and indirect you in a narrative context – which we did not for reasons of ecological
validity – children might incorrectly evaluate these pronouns with respect to the salient reported speech context. So, for instance when listening to the indirect report Anita Aap said to
Oscar Olifant that I have a backpack like that too, children might select the reported speaker
Anita as referent of I rather than the reporting speaker, the narrator.
In sum, children’s interpretation of pronouns in speech reports is influenced
by pragmatic aspects of the discourse context. In contrast to adults, children rely less
on syntactic, lexical and prosodic cues that clearly identify a report in Dutch as direct or
indirect speech. Instead, they assign a higher status to the situational embedding of the
report, such as the salience of reporting and reported speech context. This makes children
prone to misinterpreting pronouns in speech reports, when the contextual and linguistic
cues provide conflicting information.

7.2.2 Role in the interaction
The second factor that has an impact on children’s interpretation of pronouns in speech reports is the standpoint from which they process the report. In experiment 1, children listened
to the report as eavesdroppers; in experiment 2, children were part of the interaction and
assumed the role of the addressee in the reporting context. Our results suggest that children
find it easier to interpret pronouns in direct speech from the perspective of the addressee. The
reason for this could be that as a fellow interaction partner, the perspective of the reported
speaker increases in salience, which facilitates the perspective shift in direct speech.
A surprising finding was that children’s interpretation of the second-person pronoun you
showed some special features when children were the addressee. In indirect speech, children’s
accuracy of pronoun interpretation for you exceeded that of I and he. In direct speech, however,
children made more mistakes for you than for I and he. I explained this finding on the basis of
Wechsler’s (2010) de se theory of pronouns that suggests that listeners process you differently
when they are directly addressed than when they are eavesdropping. As addressees, listeners can
interpret you via a process of self-ascription, but as eavesdroppers, they need to determine the
referent of you indirectly by making inferences about the self-ascriber’s interpretation.
The results of experiments 1 and 2 show that the youngest children that we tested
(four- to five-year-olds) were able to interpret you correctly both from the perspective of an
addressed listener (experiment 2) and from that of an eavesdropper (experiment 1). However, in one condition, children had severe problems: when they were the addressees of the
report and you appeared inside of a direct quotation, hence referred to the original addressee
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(i.e., the current reporting speaker). In this situation, five- and nine-year-old children had the
tendency to incorrectly self-ascribe you – and significantly more often so than difficulties to
perform a perspective shift in direct speech would predict. This is the first empirical evidence
that older children interpret you from the perspective of the addressee via a process of selfascription, which appears to be highly automatic. Even if linguistic cues signal direct speech,
children seem to find it difficult to revise their initial self-ascription.

7.2.3 Anaphora and linguistic mention
The third factor that influences children’s and adults’ interpretation of first-, second- and
third-person pronouns in direct and indirect speech is linguistic mention. We found that it
was significantly easier for both adults and children to interpret the third-person pronoun he
in an indirect speech report like (2) than in an unembedded statement like (1).
He gets the football.
Elephant said that he gets the football.

The crucial difference between these two uses of he is that in (1) he is used deictically, i.e.,
to refer to an individual that is salient in the extra-linguistic context, and in (2) he is used
anaphorically, i.e., to refer back to the subject of the matrix clause to pick up reference. In
experiment 1, children and adults found it difficult to identify the referent of a deictic he
in a situation with three male referential candidates and no additional cues such as pointing or
eye gaze. But even the youngest participants of experiment 1, the four-year-olds, were able to
interpret anaphoric he in indirect speech correctly. The reason for the ease of anaphoric he is
that its referent is explicitly mentioned in the reporting clause, which makes him more salient.
I argue that a similar facilitating effect of linguistic mention can be observed in direct
speech, even though quotations are traditionally assumed to be inert or opaque environments.
In experiment 1, we found that adults and children made fewer mistakes when interpreting
I (see (3)) as opposed to you (see (4)) in direct speech. I suggest that this is due to the fact that
only the speaker but not the addressee is explicitly mentioned in the reporting clauses of (3)
and (4).
(3)
(4)
(5)

Elephant said, “I get the football”.
Elephant said, “You get the football”.
Anita Aap said to Oscar Olifant, “You have a backpack like that too”.

Once we also included the addressee in the reporting clause, like in (5) – as we did in experiment 3 – the difference in accuracy between I and you disappeared.
Because of their similarities with anaphoric he, I and you in direct reports like (3) and
(5) have been called “instances of anaphora, albeit indirect anaphora” (Halliday & Hasan,
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1976, p. 49). Even though these deictic pronouns are not syntactically bound by the subject
or object of the matrix clause, the presence of co-referential terms in the reporting clause
makes it easier for listeners to process I and you in a quotation. The reason for this is that
a linguistic mention makes individuals more salient and therefore more easily accessible for
pronominal reference.
Compared to the processing of anaphoric pronouns, the processing of deictic pronouns has received surprisingly little attention. While the influence of linguistic factors such
as topic-hood, grammatical role, order and frequency of mention is well-studied for the
processing of anaphoric pronouns, similar psycholinguistic investigations on the processing
of deictic pronouns in direct quotations are required. Our studies provide a first indication
that linguistic factors influence not only children’s and adults’ interpretation of anaphoric
pronouns but also their processing of deictic pronouns embedded in direct speech reports.

7.3 A production–comprehension asymmetry?
In the analysis of Dutch and German children’s spontaneous speech reports in chapter 3,
we found that typically developing children are able to produce direct and indirect speech
by age three. The order in which children acquire the different direct and indirect speech constructions in Dutch and German is related to syntactic complexity. While direct quotations
of sounds and words are children’s first speech reports, direct speech reports of complete
clauses, and verb-second and verb-final indirect speech emerge several months later. To our
surprise, children rarely produced speech reports that mix features of direct and indirect
speech – both in natural interactions and in the production part of experiment 2.
These production results contrast sharply with our findings from the comprehension
experiments. In experiment 1, for instance, even eleven-year-old children interpreted pronouns
in direct speech in more than 50% of the cases like in indirect speech or non-reportative sentences. Does this mean that correct production precedes correct comprehension of direct and
indirect speech? Production–comprehension asymmetries have been observed in many areas
of language acquisition, for instance third-person deictic pronouns in French and anaphoric
object pronouns in Dutch and English (see Hendriks, 2014, for an overview). Our results suggest that children’s acquisition of the direct–indirect distinction is another case in point.
However, even though our results indicate that children’s comprehension lags considerably behind their production of speech reports, the effects on everyday conversations need
not be dramatic. Children’s interaction partners are usually cooperative and select the form
of speech report that requires the least processing effort for the addressee. This is confirmed
by the results from the production part of experiment 2: Adults produced mainly indirect
speech reports in an information exchange context, the type of report that even four-yearolds can process without difficulty in this situation. So there is reason to believe that children
are equally good in producing and interpreting pronouns in speech reports if a pragmatically
suitable discourse context is provided.
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Despite these worries about ecological validity, the experimental studies revealed differences between children and adults that probably go largely unnoticed in everyday life.
Adults’ direct–indirect distinction appears to be more rigid than that of children because it
is based on the clear syntactic, lexical and prosodic differences that distinguish direct and
indirect speech in Dutch. Children’s greater reliance on contextual factors makes them more
prone to misunderstanding direct as indirect speech or vice versa.

7.4 Methodological remarks
In all three comprehension experiments in this dissertation, participants had to identify the
referents of pronouns in direct and indirect speech. The methodology differed, however,
in several respects. First, in experiments 1 and 3 we presented the stimuli on a tablet, and
in experiment 2 in a more realistic scenario with hand puppets. Second, when we used a tablet,
the reports were accompanied by animations (experiment 1) or static pictures (experiment 3).
In the following, I will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different methods.

Presenting the stimuli on a tablet as opposed to with hand puppets has several advantages.
The first advantage is that the experimental app automatically measures and stores values
such as accuracy and decision times. Second, the touch screen offers an easy and intuitive
way to select the referent of a pronoun. Even four-year-olds without prior tablet experience
showed no problems with this selection procedure. Third, children enjoyed playing our experimental ‘game’ on a tablet and were eager to participate. It is fair to say that they were more
excited about the tablet than about the hand puppets.
With the use of hand puppets and other props, we tried to simulate a more natural
communicative environment, in which the participants were involved in the interaction.
Even though children can in principle also be addressed in a tablet game, this kind of address
is difficult for children because they are not clearly part of the same world as the speaker
(cf. Murphy, 1986). We decided against using prerecorded stimuli in the puppet experiment
to make the interaction between the puppets and the child more natural. However, there is
a tradeoff between the naturalness and the comparability and reproducibility of the direct
and indirect speech stimuli. A disadvantage of the use of puppets and other props is that
some of the youngest children seemed to be intimidated by the complex setup including
three experimenters, two hand puppets as well as objects and boxes. This led to a higher
dropout rate than in the two tablet studies.
In sum, there are advantages and disadvantages of presenting the stimuli on a tablet
or in a more realistic scenario with hand puppets. They need to be carefully considered and
weighed against each other when designing future experiments.
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Animations vs. static pictures
When testing the comprehension of speech reports on a tablet, we used either animations
(experiment 1) or static pictures (experiment 3) to illustrate the interactions. Animations
have the advantage that they provide additional non-verbal information. Children can, for
instance, identify the speaker by his mouth movement. In the case of static pictures, typical
for book-reading contexts, children need to rely mainly on verbal information to find out
who the speaker is. Our results indicate that this is challenging for children younger than six.
In order to support children’s comprehension of speech reports in picture books, the reading
adult can provide non-verbal information herself, e.g., by pointing to the character whose
speech is presented. For experimental studies, I recommend that researchers should consider
using animations more often. They are not only easier for children to understand, but also
especially engaging.

7.5 Future research
In this dissertation, I have examined one specific aspect that distinguishes direct and indirect speech: the interpretation of deictic pronouns. I tested typically developing children and
adults in Dutch, a language with a clearly marked direct–indirect distinction.
In future studies, it would be interesting (i) to test pronoun comprehension in speech
reports in other populations and (ii) to focus on different aspects of the direct–indirect distinction. In the following, I suggest promising possibilities for further research.

Individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Previous studies have shown that individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) have
difficulties with the interpretation and production of pronouns. Children with ASD tend to
reverse the pronouns I and you initially (Kim et al., 2014; Tager-Flusberg, 1994), and even
adults with ASD struggle with the deictic shifting involved in pronoun use (Mizuno et al.,
2011). It is still unclear what implications this has for the interpretation of pronouns in indirect speech and especially in direct speech. In direct speech, a cognitively demanding shift
from the reporting speaker’s perspective to the reported speaker’s perspective is required,
which could be especially challenging for individuals with ASD (cf. Baron-Cohen et al., 1985).
In future studies, we could test children and adults with ASD on the three comprehension
experiments described in this dissertation. Since in experiment 2, but not in experiments 1
and 3, the experimental participants are possible referents of pronouns, we can contrast the
interpretation of pronouns that refer to the self with the interpretation of pronouns that refer
to other people. This is particularly interesting because previous studies indicate that people
with ASD differ from typical adults in terms of self-reference (cf. Frith & De Vignemont,
2005; Mizuno et al., 2011).
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Elderly people
While I focused in this book on children and younger adults, speakers at the other end of the
lifespan face different challenges. Previous studies indicate that with increasing age, adults’
processing of syntactically complex sentences declines along with certain cognitive skills
(Burke & Shafto, 2008). Since speech reports are frequent in everyday conversations, it is
important to find out whether elderly people struggle to interpret pronouns in direct and
indirect speech. In a preliminary study, Visker (2015) and Ellen1 tested a group of elderly
Dutch people with my tablet experiments 1 and 3. The results indicate that older adults tend
to make more mistakes than younger adults in the cognitively demanding direct speech condition in experiment 1. Further studies are necessary to find out whether this age-related
decline in performance is due to, for instance, sensory/perceptual deficits, generally slower
processing, inhibition or working memory deficits.

In the Netherlands, there are a couple of hundred thousand people who are bilingual FrisianDutch speakers. Interestingly, in the type of Frisian spoken in the Netherlands, embedded
main clause constructions such as Aap sei, hy krijt de auto ‘Monkey said, he gets the car’ are
grammatical in contrast to standard Dutch (De Haan, 2010; Zwart, 1997). This means that the
direct–indirect distinction is less clearly syntactically marked in Frisian than in Dutch because
both direct and indirect speech reports can have verb-second word order. Based on this difference, I hypothesize that when listening to Dutch speech reports, Frisian-Dutch bilinguals are
more inclined to interpret direct speech as indirect speech than monolingual Dutch speakers.2
In a preliminary study, Van der Meer (2013)3 compared the pronoun interpretation
of Frisian-Dutch bilingual adults and Dutch monolingual adults, using experiment 1. The
preliminary results suggest that Frisian-Dutch bilinguals make significantly more mistakes
than Dutch monolinguals in their interpretation of pronouns in both direct and indirect
speech. This could be due to a language transfer from Frisian to Dutch. To substantiate this
claim, further studies are necessary.

1

Visker and Ellen wrote or are in the process of writing their Bachelor theses on elderly people’s in-

terpretation of pronouns in speech reports under the supervision of Jennifer Spenader (University of
Groningen).
2

I take ‘monolingual Dutch speaker’ here to mean that Dutch is the only native language of a person.

3

Van der Meer wrote his Bachelor thesis on Frisian-Dutch bilinguals’ interpretation of pronouns

in speech reports under the supervision of Jennifer Spenader (University of Groningen).
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Individuals with aphasia
Earlier studies indicate that individuals with aphasia produce significantly more direct speech
reports than non-brain damaged adults and find it easier to comprehend narrative texts with
direct as compared to indirect speech reports (Groenewold et al., 2013; Groenewold, Bastiaanse, Nickels, Wieling, et al., 2014). Based on these findings, Groenewold (2015, p. 140)
gives the following recommendation: “when talking to Dutch individuals with aphasia, we
recommend communication partners to use direct rather than indirect speech constructions
to report speech”.
However, in the light of our finding that the processing effort of speech reports depends on the discourse context, this statement probably needs to be qualified. In an information exchange context, for instance, all groups of participants that we tested found it easier
to interpret indirect speech reports. In order to obtain further insights into the processing of
speech reports in aphasia, we should test aphasic speakers’ comprehension of speech reports
in different discourse contexts. The easily understandable tablet experiments 1 and 3, originally designed for testing children, are highly suitable for this purpose.

Other languages
Looking beyond Dutch, new insights can be gained by studying the comprehension of speech
reports in languages like Kwaza or Danish Sign Language, in which the direct–indirect distinction is less clear-cut than in Dutch. Special attention should be paid to the pragmatic
conditions under which pronominal reference in an otherwise shifted report is ‘attracted’
by the present speech act participants (Evans, 2012). Our findings indicate that Dutch children unquote pronouns in direct speech in situations in which the speech-act participants
of the reporting speech context are highly salient. The question arises whether it is easier
for children to reach an adult-like level of reported speech comprehension in a language
in which the interpretation of pronouns is driven by contextual salience to a greater extent.

Other context-dependent expressions
If we go beyond the interpretation and production of pronouns in speech reports, other areas
for future research open up. It is still unclear how adults and children interpret other types of
context-dependent expressions in speech reports. Plank’s (1986) exploratory study indicates
that German adults allow a lot of freedom in the interpretation of the spatial indexicals here
and there and the temporal indexicals today and tomorrow in direct and indirect speech. This
suggests that the direct–indirect distinction in German is less rigid in the domain of space
and time deixis than in the domain of person deixis. Also the interpretation of speakerdependent expressions such as epithets (e.g., that bastard) and sentence adverbs (e.g., unfortunately) allow a more flexible interpretation than traditionally assumed (Eckardt, 2015;
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Harris & Potts, 2009). Future studies could compare whether adults and children have different preferences for interpreting spatial and temporal indexicals, epithets and speaker adverbs
in direct and indirect speech. Furthermore, in view of our findings it would be interesting
to explore what semantic and pragmatic factors make a listener evaluate an expression with
respect to the reported or the reporting speaker’s perspective.

Free indirect discourse
In this dissertation, I have studied the comprehension of direct and indirect speech, leaving
aside a third type of reported speech: free indirect discourse. Free indirect discourse contains
features of canonical direct and canonical indirect speech and is characterized by its mingling
of the character’s and the narrator’s perspective. Because of this mixing of perspectives, it
would be interesting to investigate children’s and adults’ processing of free indirect discourse
with psycholinguistic methods. Given that free indirect discourse is mainly used as a literary
technique, I expect that children’s comprehension of free indirect discourse is delayed compared to their comprehension of direct and indirect speech reports. Furthermore, children’s
understanding of free indirect discourse is probably related to their literacy development.

Chapter 7

As the long – and by no means exhaustive – list of possible future studies indicates, we still
have a long way to go before we understand the cognitive processes underlying the comprehension and production of speech reports in different groups of people and different languages. In this light, the in-depth investigation of Dutch children’s and adults’ interpretation
and production of pronouns in speech reports is but a small step in this direction.
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Appendix A: Experiment 1
An online version of experiment 1 including animations can be found at http://tinyurl.com/
o7bburc (Google Chrome required).

‘No report’ condition
Table A.1: Test items of the ‘no report’ condition (order randomized)
Test sentence

Speaker/addressee

I

Ik krijg de paraplu.

Monkey/Elephant

I

Ik krijg de pen.

Monkey/Dog

I

Ik krijg de sjaal.

Dog/Monkey

I

Ik krijg de zonnebril.

Elephant/Monkey

I

Ik krijg het vliegtuig.

Elephant/Dog

You

Jij krijgt de hamer.

Monkey/Dog

You

Jij krijgt de gitaar.

Dog/Monkey

You

Jij krijgt de auto.

Dog/Elephant

You

Jij krijgt de kop.

Elephant/Monkey

You

Jij krijgt de vlag.

Elephant/Dog

He

Hij krijgt de lepel.

Monkey/Elephant

He

Hij krijgt de voetbal.

Monkey/Dog

He

Hij krijgt de schaar.

Dog/Monkey

He

Hij krijgt de tandenborstel.

Dog/Elephant

He

Hij krijgt het boek.

Elephant/Monkey
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‘Speech report’ condition
Table A.2: Test items of the ‘speech report’ condition (order randomized)
Report type

Pronoun

Test sentence

Speaker/addressee
(reporting context)
Monkey/Elephant

Direct

I

Hond zei: “Ik krijg de hamer”.

Direct

I

Olifant zei: “Ik krijg de zonnebril”.

Monkey/Dog

Direct

I

Olifant zei: “Ik krijg de voetbal”.

Dog/Monkey

Direct

I

Aap zei: “Ik krijg de sleutel”.

Elephant/Dog

Direct

I

Hond zei: “Ik krijg de hoed”.

Elephant/Monkey

Direct

You

Hond zei: “Jij krijgt de schaar”.

Monkey/Elephant

Direct

You

Olifant zei: “Jij krijgt de pen”.

Monkey/Dog

Direct

You

Aap zei: “Jij krijgt de roos”.

Dog/Elephant

Direct

You

Olifant zei: “Jij krijgt de lepel”.

Dog/Monkey

Direct

You

Aap zei: “Jij krijgt de vlag”.

Elephant/Dog

Direct

He

Hond zei: “Hij krijgt de roos”.

Monkey/Elephant

Direct

He

Aap zei: “Hij krijgt de auto”.

Dog/Elephant

Direct

He

Olifant zei: “Hij krijgt de paraplu”.

Dog/Monkey

Direct

He

Aap zei: “Hij krijgt de kop”.

Elephant/Dog

Direct

He

Hond zei: “Hij krijgt het vliegtuig”.

Elephant/Monkey

Indirect

I

Olifant zei dat ik de voetbal krijg.

Monkey/Dog

Indirect

I

Aap zei dat ik de tandenborstel krijg.

Dog/Elephant

Indirect

I

Olifant zei dat ik de hoed krijg.

Dog/Monkey

Indirect

I

Aap zei dat ik de vlag krijg.

Elephant/Dog

Indirect

I

Hond zei dat ik het boek krijg.

Elephant/Monkey

Indirect

You

Hond zei dat jij de kop krijgt.

Monkey/Elephant

Indirect

You

Olifant zei dat jij de sjaal krijgt.

Monkey/Dog

Indirect

You

Olifant zei dat jij de hamer krijgt.

Dog/Monkey

Indirect

You

Aap zei dat jij de pen krijgt.

Elephant/Dog

Indirect

You

Hond zei dat jij het boek krijgt.

Elephant/Monkey

Indirect

He

Hond zei dat hij de tandenborstel krijgt.

Monkey/Elephant

Indirect

He

Olifant zei dat hij de schaar krijgt.

Monkey/Dog

Indirect

He

Aap zei dat hij het vliegtuig krijgt.

Dog/Elephant

Indirect

He

Olifant zei dat hij de gitaar krijgt.

Dog/Monkey

Indirect

He

Aap zei dat hij de zonnebril krijgt.

Elephant/Dog
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Appendix B: Experiment 2
Comprehension part
Table B1: Test sentences of the comprehension part
Report

1

Indirect

Pronoun
I

Bobo/Lola zei dat ik de stoel krijg.

Test sentence

2

Direct

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei: “Hij/Zij krijgt het nijlpaard”.

3

Indirect

You

Bobo/Lola zei dat jij de clown krijgt.

4

Direct

I

Bobo/Lola zei: “Ik krijg de boot”.

5

Direct

You

Bobo/Lola zei: “Jij krijgt de haai”.

6

Indirect

I

Bobo/Lola zei dat ik het kanon krijg.

7

Indirect

You

Bobo/Lola zei dat jij de bloem krijgt.

8

Indirect

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei dat hij/zij de schep krijgt.

9

Direct

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei: “Hij/Zij krijgt de hoed”.

10

Indirect

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei dat hij/zij de brandweerman krijgt.

11

Direct

You

Bobo/Lola zei: “Jij krijgt de fiets”.

12

Direct

I

Bobo/Lola zei: “Ik krijg de koe”.

13

Direct

You

Bobo/Lola zei: “Jij krijgt de olifant”.

14

Indirect

I

Bobo/Lola zei dat ik de ridder krijg.

15

Indirect

You

Bobo/Lola zei dat jij de slee krijgt.

16

Direct

You

Bobo/Lola zei: “Jij krijgt de geit”.

17

Indirect

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei dat hij/zij de emmer krijgt.

18

Direct

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei “Hij/Zij krijgt de aap”.

19

Indirect

I

Bobo/Lola zei dat ik de boom krijg.

20

Direct

I

Bobo/Lola zei: “Ik krijg de papegaai”.

21

Direct

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei: “Hij/Zij krijgt het varken”.

22

Indirect

You

Bobo/Lola zei dat jij de tafel krijgt.

23

Direct

I

Bobo/Lola zei: “Ik krijg het paard”.

24

Direct

You

Bobo/Lola zei: “Jij krijgt de poes”.

25

Indirect

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei dat hij/zij de beer krijgt.

26

Direct

I

Bobo/Lola zei: “Ik krijg het vuur”.

27

Direct

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei: “Hij/Zij krijgt de kinderwagen”.

28

Indirect

I

Bobo/Lola zei dat ik de bezem krijg.

29

Indirect

He/She

Bobo/Lola zei dat hij/zij de schildpad krijgt.

30

Indirect

You

Bobo/Lola zei dat jij de haan krijgt.

Note. The test sentences for the male participants included Bobo and hij ‘he’, the test sentences for the female
participants included Lola and zij ‘she’. A second test order was used, in which the first and second half of the test
sentences is reversed (16–30, 1–15).
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Production part
Table B2: Test sentences of the production part
Order
Pronoun
Test sentence
1
You
Jij krijgt het skateboard.
2
I
Ik krijg het hert.
3
He/She
Hij/Zij krijgt Sinterklaas.
4
You
Jij krijgt het bankje.
5
You
Jij krijgt de piraat.
6
He/She
Hij/Zij krijgt het bed.
7
I
Ik krijg de helm.
8
You
Jij krijgt de krokodil.
9
I
Ik krijg de neushoorn.
10
He/She
Hij/Zij krijgt de ladder.
11
I
Ik krijg de politieman.
12
You
Jij krijgt het schaap.
13
He/She
Hij/Zij krijgt de giraf.
14
I
Ik krijg de scooter.
15
He/She
Hij/Zij krijgt de hond.
Note. Test sentences for male participants included hij ‘he’, test sentences for female participants included
zij ‘she’. A second test order was used, in which the first and second half of the test sentences is reversed
(8–15, 1–7).
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Appendix C: Experiment 3
An online version of experiment 3 can be found at http://www.philos.rug.nl/cgm/storydemo/ (Google Chrome required).

Table C1: Test sentences, version a (order randomized)
Report
Referent
Test sentence
Direct
Speaker
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Ik heb ook zo’n voetbal”.
Direct
Speaker
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Ik heb ook zo’n boek”.
Direct
Speaker
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Ik heb ook zo’n gitaar”.
Direct
Speaker
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Ik heb ook zo’n zonnebril”.
Direct
Speaker
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Ik heb ook zo’n pen”.
Direct
Speaker
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Ik heb ook zo’n sjaal”.
Direct
Addressee
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Jij hebt ook zo’n paraplu”.
Direct
Addressee
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Jij hebt ook zo’n kopje”.
Direct
Addressee
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Jij hebt ook zo’n auto”.
Direct
Addressee
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Jij hebt ook zo’n vliegtuig”.
Direct
Addressee
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Jij hebt ook zo’n lepel”.
Direct
Addressee
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Jij hebt ook zo’n emmer”.
Indirect
Speaker
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat zij ook zo’n vlag heeft.
Indirect
Speaker
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat zij ook zo’n hoed heeft.
Indirect
Speaker
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat zij ook zo’n tandenborstel heeft.
Indirect
Speaker
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat hij ook zo’n schaar heeft.
Indirect
Speaker
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat hij ook zo’n sleutel heeft.
Indirect
Speaker
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat hij ook zo’n stoel heeft.
Indirect
Addressee
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat zij ook zo’n rugzak heeft.
Indirect
Addressee
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat zij ook zo’n lamp heeft.
Indirect
Addressee
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat zij ook zo’n schoen heeft.
Indirect
Addressee
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat hij ook zo’n bezem heeft.
Indirect
Addressee
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat hij ook zo’n klok heeft.
Indirect
Addressee
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat hij ook zo’n skateboard heeft.
Note. Each test sentence is followed by a test question that includes the object mentioned in the test sentence
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(e.g., Wie heeft ook zo’n voetbal? ‘Who has a football like that too?’).
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Table C2: Test sentences, version b (order randomized)
Report
Referent
Direct
Speaker
Direct
Speaker
Direct
Speaker
Direct
Speaker
Direct
Speaker
Direct
Speaker
Direct
Addressee
Direct
Addressee
Direct
Addressee
Direct
Addressee
Direct
Addressee
Direct
Addressee
Indirect
Speaker
Indirect
Speaker
Indirect
Speaker
Indirect
Speaker
Indirect
Speaker
Indirect
Speaker
Indirect
Addressee
Indirect
Addressee
Indirect
Addressee
Indirect
Addressee
Indirect
Addressee
Indirect
Addressee
Note. Each test sentence is followed by

Test sentence
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Ik heb ook zo’n vlag”.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Ik heb ook zo’n hoed”.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Ik heb ook zo’n tandenborstel”.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Ik heb ook zo’n schaar”.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Ik heb ook zo’n sleutel”.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Ik heb ook zo’n stoel”.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Jij hebt ook zo’n rugzak”.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Jij hebt ook zo’n lamp”.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant: “Jij hebt ook zo’n schoen”.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Jij hebt ook zo’n bezem”.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Jij hebt ook zo’n klok”.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap: “Jij hebt ook zo’n skateboard”.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat hij ook zo’n voetbal heeft.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat hij ook zo’n boek heeft.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat hij ook zo’n gitaar heeft.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat zij ook zo’n zonnebril heeft.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat zij ook zo’n pen heeft.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat zij ook zo’n sjaal heeft.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat zij ook zo’n paraplu heeft.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat zij ook zo’n kopje heeft.
Oscar Olifant zei tegen Anita Aap dat zij ook zo’n auto heeft.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat hij ook zo’n vliegtuig heeft.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat hij ook zo’n lepel heeft.
Anita Aap zei tegen Oscar Olifant dat hij ook zo’n emmer heeft.
a test question that includes the object mentioned in the test sentence

(e.g., Wie heeft ook zo’n voetbal? ‘Who has a football like that too?’).
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Narrative (translation below)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(1) Dit zijn Anita Aap en Oscar Olifant. Anita
Aap is een meisje en Oscar Olifant is een jongen.
Wie is Anita Aap? Wie is Oscar Olifant? Wie is
een meisje? Wie ie een jongen? (2) Oscar Olifant
en Anita Aap zijn beste vriendjes. Ze wonen
naast elkaar in twee huisjes. Oscar Olifant woont
in een huisje van steen en Anita Aap woont
in een huisje van hout. Ze zien elkaar elke dag
en samen beleven ze leuke avonturen. (1) Op
een dag werden Anita Aap en Oscar Olifant
vroeg wakker. Zoals altijd begonnen ze de dag
met ochtendgymnastiek. Oscar en Anita deden
allebei iets: Zij/Hij maakte een handstand.
Wie maakte een handstand? Zij/Hij liep een
rondje om de huisjes. Wie liep een rondje om
de huisjes? Zij/Hij ging touwtje springen. Wie
ging touwtje springen? Zij/Hij maakte een
koprol. Wie maakte een koprol? Na het sporten,
besloten Oscar Olifant en Anita Aap samen een
wandeling te gaan maken. Het was een mooie
dag en het was ‘s ochtends al lekker warm. Ze
liepen op blote voeten door het gras. (3) Daar
zagen ze iets in het gras liggen. [TS + Q] (4) Er
lag nog iets in het gras. [TS + Q] (5) Anita en
Oscar liepen en paar passen verder en kwamen
nog iets tegen. [TS + Q]

(5)
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Explanatory note: The appearance of a certain picture is indicated in round brackets (e.g., (1)).
‘[TS + Q]’ indicates that a test sentence is presented, followed by the respective question (see
Tables C1 and C2). The order of the test sentences is randomized and with it the kinds of objects
that Monkey and Elephant discover at different locations. The spatial position of Monkey and
Elephant (left, right) is also randomized. The following pictures are therefore only examples.
For a more authentic experience of experiment 3, please have a look at the online version.
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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Oscar en Anita liepen verder. Ze kwamen uit op
een pad en volgden het een stukje. (6) Opeens
zagen ze iets op het pad liggen. [TS + Q] (7) En
er lag ook nog iets naast het pad. [TS + Q] Anita
en Oscar liepen nog een stukje verder. (8) Bij
het kruispunt lag nog iets op de grond. [TS + Q]
Ze gingen verder. Anita Aap floot een liedje en
Oscar Olifant toeterde mee met zijn slurf. Ze
hadden het heel gezellig met elkaar. (9) Ineens
zagen ze iets onder een boom liggen. [TS + Q]
(10) Oscar en Anita keken omhoog en zagen
ook iets in de boom hangen. [TS + Q] (11) Ze
liepen om de boom heen en zagen aan de andere
kant ook nog iets in de boom hangen. [TS + Q]

(12)

(13)

(14)

Toen begon het te regenen. Gelukkig was er een
grot dichtbij. Anita Aap en Oscar Olifant liepen
snel de donkere grot binnen en schuilden voor
de regen. (12) Toen hun ogen gewend waren
aan het donker, zagen ze iets in de grot liggen.
[TS + Q] (13) Oscar en Anita liepen verder
de grot in en ontdekten nog iets op de grond.
[TS + Q] (14) Achter een grote steen lag ook
nog iets verstopt. [TS + Q] Toen stopte het met
regenen. Anita Aap en Oscar Olifant liepen
de grot uit en gingen weer verder. Ze kwamen
aan bij een weiland. Tussen het gras groeiden
bloemetjes in alle kleuren van de regenboog.
(15) Opeens zagen ze iets tussen de bloemetjes
liggen. [TS + Q] Oscar en Anita liepen verder
door het weiland. Ze stopten zo nu en dan om
aan de bloemetjes te ruiken. (16) Toen zagen ze
nog iets tussen de bloemetjes liggen. [TS + Q]
(17) Verderop achter een grote zonebloem lag
ook nog iets. [TS + Q]

(15)
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(16)

(17)
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(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)
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Anita Aap en Oscar Olifant liepen weer verder.
Na een tijdje kwamen ze bij een vijver. (18) Ze
zagen iets in de vijver liggen. [TS + Q] (19) Ze
vonden ook nog iets tussen het riet. [TS + Q] Het
water van de vijver was lekker warm. Oscar en
Anita sprongen in het water en spetterden elkaar
nat. (20) Ineens zagen ze iets in het water drijven.
[TS + Q] Anita Aap en Oscar Olifant gingen
weer uit het water en lieten zich opdrogen in de
zon. Daarna liepen ze weer verder. (21) Opeens
zagen ze iets voor een rots liggen. [TS + Q] (22)
Ze klommen op de rots en zagen op de top nog
iets liggen. [TS + Q] Bovenop de rots waaide een
frisse wind. Ze hadden een prachtig uitzicht.
Oscar en Anita gingen aan de andere kant van
de rots naar beneden. (23) Daar lag ook iets.
[TS + Q]

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)
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(24)

Anita en Oscar liepen weer verder. Ze kwamen
bij een beekje en liepen naar de brug. (24) Er
lag iets op de brug. [TS + Q] (25) Aan de andere
kant van de brug lag ook iets. [TS + Q] Ineens
hoorden Oscar en Anita een vreemd geluid. Wat
was dat? Ze liepen verder in de richting waar het
geluid vandaan kwam. (26) Daar zat een hond
tegen een boom te slapen. De hond snurkte heel
hard. Vlak naast de hond lag weer iets in het
gras. [TS + Q] Dat was wel heel toevallig. Overal
kwamen ze spulletjes tegen die er precies zo uitzagen als hun eigen spulletjes. Opeens hadden
Anita en Oscar het door. Het waren hun eigen
spulletjes! Maar hoe kon dat? Had de hond hun
spulletjes gestolen? (27) Ze maakten de hond
wakker en vroegen hem: “Heb jij onze spulletjes
gestolen?”. Hond werd vuurrood en zei: “Ja, ik
heb jullie spulletjes meegenomen. Het spijt me
heel erg. Ik wilde alleen maar spelen.” Anita
en Oscar dachten even na. “Wij zijn niet boos,
hoor”, zei Anita. “Maar dan moet je wel al onze
spulletjes weer terug brengen”, zei Oscar. Hond
zei: “Ik zal alles meteen weer terugbrengen.”
Hond ging gelijk op pad. Hij zocht alle spulletjes
bij elkaar en bracht ze naar de tuin van Anita en
Oscar. (28) Maar nu heeft Hond een probleem!
Welke dingen zijn van Oscar Olifant en welke
van Anita Aap? Alles ligt door elkaar. Kun jij
Hond helpen? Het geeft niet als je niet alles meer
weet hoor. (29) Van wie is de auto?

(29)
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Translation of the narrative
Explanatory note: The appearance of a certain picture is indicated in round brackets (e.g.,
(1)). The pictures can be found above, next to the Dutch narrative. ‘[TS + Q]’ indicates that
a test sentence is presented, followed by the respective question (see Tables C1 and C2).
(1) These are Anita Aap and Oscar Olifant. Anita Aap is a girl and Oscar Olifant is a boy. Who
is Anita Aap? Who is Oscar Olifant? Who is a girl? Who is a boy? (2) Oscar Olifant and Anita
Aap are best friends. They live next to each other in two houses. Oscar Olifant lives in a stone
house and Anita Aap lives in a wooden house. They see each other every day and experience
nice adventures together. (1) One day, Anita Aap and Oscar Olifant woke up early. As always,
they started the day with morning gymnastics. Oscar and Anita were both doing something:
She/He did a handstand. Who did a handstand? She/He ran around the houses. Who ran
around the houses? She/He skipped rope. Who skipped rope? She/He did a somersault. Who
did a somersault? After exercising, Oscar Olifant and Anita Aap decided to go for a walk
together. It was a beautiful day and already nice and warm in the morning. They walked barefoot through the grass. (3) Then they saw something lying in the grass. [TS + Q] (4) There was
something else lying in the grass as well. [TS + Q] (5) Anita and Oscar walked on and discovered yet another thing. [TS + Q] Oscar and Anita continued their walk. They reached a path
and followed it for a while. (6) Suddenly they saw something lying on the path. [TS + Q]
(7) And there was also something lying next to the path. [TS + Q] Anita and Oscar walked
a bit further. (8) At the crossroads, another thing was lying on the ground. [TS + Q] They
continued walking. Anita Aap whistled a song and Oscar Olifant trumpeted with his trunk.
They had a great time together. (9) Suddenly, they saw something lying under a tree. [TS + Q]
(10) Oscar and Anita looked up and discovered that there was also something hanging in the
tree. [TS + Q] (11) They walked around the tree and saw on the other side also something
hanging in the tree. [TS + Q] Then it started raining. Luckily, a cave was close by. Anita Aap
and Oscar Olifant quickly entered the dark cave to shelter from the rain. (12) When their
eyes were used to the darkness, they saw something lying in the cave. [TS + Q] (13) Oscar
and Anita walked deeper into the cave and discovered yet another thing on the floor. [TS + Q]
(14) Behind a big rock was another object hidden. [TS + Q] Then it stopped raining. Anita
Aap and Oscar Olifant exited the cave and continued their walk. They came to a meadow.
Between the grass, flowers in all colors of the rainbow were growing. (15) Suddenly they
discovered something between the flowers. [TS + Q] Oscar and Anita continued walking
through the meadow. They stopped now and then to smell the flowers. (16) Then they found
another thing between the flowers. [TS + Q] (17) A bit further behind a big sunflower, there
was yet another object. [TS + Q] Anita Aap and Oscar Olifant continued their walk. After
a while, they arrived at a pond. (18) They saw something in the pond. [TS + Q] (19) They
found also something among the reeds. [TS + Q] The water of the pond was nice and warm.
Oscar and Anita jumped into the water and splashed each other. (20) Suddenly they saw
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something floating in the water. [TS + Q] Anita Aap and Oscar Olifant went out of the water
and dried themselves in the sun. Afterwards they walked on. (21) Suddenly they saw something lying in front of a rock. [TS + Q] (22) They climbed the rock and found another thing
on top. [TS + Q] On top of the rock was a fresh breeze. They had a wonderful view. Oscar
and Anita went down the rock on the other side. (23) There was also something. [TS + Q]
Anita and Oscar walked on. They reached a little stream and walked to the bridge. (24) There
was something lying on the bridge. [TS + Q] (25) On the other side of the bridge was yet another thing. [TS + Q] Suddenly, Oscar and Anita heard a strange sound. What was that? They
walked into the direction of the sound. (26) There was a dog leaning against a tree, sleeping.
The dog was snoring very loudly. Close to the dog was yet again something lying in the grass
[TS + Q]. That was a strange coincidence! Everywhere they encountered things that looked
exactly like their own things. Suddenly Anita and Oscar realized: These WERE their things!
But how was this possible? Did the dog steal their things? They woke the dog and asked him:
“Did you steal our things?” Dog turned as red as fire and said: “Yes, I took your things. I’m
very sorry. I just wanted to play.” Anita and Oscar thought about it for a while. “We are not
angry”, said Anita. “But then you have to bring all our things back”, said Oscar. Dog said: “I
promise to bring everything back immediately.” Dog went on his way directly. He gathered
up all things and brought them to the garden of Anita and Oscar. (28) But now Dog has
a problem! Which things belong to Oscar Olifant and which ones to Anita Aap? Everything is
mixed up. Can you help Dog? Don’t worry if you don’t remember everything. (29) To whom
does the car belong?
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Samenvatting
Inleiding
We kunnen over allerlei verschillende zaken praten: bijvoorbeeld het weer, de televisieserie
Game of Thrones, of morele vragen. Maar taal maakt het ook mogelijk om over spraak zelf
te praten. Het Nederlands heeft, net als veel andere talen, twee verschillende mogelijkheden
om de uitingen van iemand anders weer te geven: de directe rede en de indirecte rede. Stelt u
zich bijvoorbeeld eens voor dat een moeder tegen haar zoontje Peter zegt dat hij zijn kamer
moet opruimen. Als Peter aan een vriendje wil vertellen wat zijn moeder tegen hem zei, dan
kan hij ervoor kiezen om dat te doen in de directe rede, zoals in (1), of in de indirecte rede,
zoals in (2):
(1)
(2)

Directe rede: Mama heeft gezegd: “Je moet je kamer opruimen!”
Indirecte rede: Mama heeft gezegd dat ik mijn kamer moet opruimen.

Het fundamentele verschil tussen de directe en de indirecte rede is het perspectief
van waaruit iemands eerdere uitspraak wordt weergegeven. In de directe rede geeft Peter de
woorden die zijn moeder eerder sprak weer vanuit háár perspectief. Dit is waarom het persoonlijk voornaamwoord tweede persoon enkelvoud je in (1) naar Peter verwijst, de persoon
die oorspronkelijk werd aangesproken. Interpretatie van de directe rede vereist dan ook dat
het perspectief van de huidige spreker (Peter) wordt verruild voor dat van de oorspronkelijke
spreker (mama). Taalkundig gezien uit zich dit in een verandering in de interpretatie van
verwijzende woorden, zoals persoonlijke voornaamwoorden. In de indirecte rede daarentegen geeft Peter de uitspraak die hij parafraseert weer vanuit zijn eigen perspectief en gebruikt
hij daarbij het persoonlijk voornaamwoord eerste persoon enkelvoud ik om naar zichzelf te
verwijzen.
Het onderscheid tussen de directe en de indirecte rede is echter niet zo duidelijk als
het op het eerste gezicht lijkt. Taalvergelijkend onderzoek laat zien dat veel talen constructies
hebben om andermans uitspraken weer te geven die niet goed zijn in te passen in de tweedeling van directe en indirecte rede (Evans, 2012). Bovendien tonen ontwikkelingsstudies aan
dat kinderen tot een relatief late leeftijd moeite hebben om de directe en de indirecte rede
goed van elkaar te onderscheiden (Goodell & Sachs, 1992; Hickmann, 1993; Hollebrandse,
2007). Het is niet duidelijk of dit ook een effect heeft op de manier waarop kinderen perspectief in directe en indirecte rede begrijpen. Een manier om dit te onderzoeken is om te kijken
naar het begrip van voornaamwoorden, aangezien voornaamwoorden ofwel het perspectief
van de gerapporteerde spreker weergeven (directe rede), ofwel dat van de rapporterende
spreker (indirecte rede).
In deze dissertatie richt ik me op de volgende vragen: Is het gemakkelijker voor een
luisteraar om persoonlijke voornaamwoorden te interpreteren in de directe rede of in de
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indirecte rede? Hebben pragmatische factoren zoals de situatie waarin gecommuniceerd
wordt invloed op het verwerken van redeweergave? Wanneer leren kinderen precies om
persoonlijke voornaamwoorden correct te interpreteren en te produceren in de directe en
de indirecte rede? Om deze vragen te beantwoorden heb ik een corpusstudie en drie psycholinguïstische experimenten uitgevoerd. In wat volgt, zal ik de voornaamste bevindingen van
deze studies samenvatten.

Corpusstudie (hoofdstuk 3)
In de corpusstudie analyseerde ik het gebruik van directe en indirecte rede in de spontane taal
van Nederlandstalige en Duitstalige kinderen tussen de 1 jaar en de 4½ jaar in de CHILDES
database. Hieruit maakte ik op dat kinderen met het produceren van redeweergave beginnen op een leeftijd van ongeveer 2 jaar. Aanvankelijk gebruiken ze eenvoudige directe rede,
waarbij ze losse woorden of geluiden aanhalen (bijvoorbeeld Hond zegt: “waf ”). In het derde
levensjaar halen kinderen ingewikkeldere uitspraken aan en beginnen ze ook de indirecte
rede te gebruiken. Redeweergaven waarin kenmerken van de directe en de indirecte rede
gemengd worden, zijn zeldzaam in het taalgebruik van kinderen. Zowel Nederlandstalige
kinderen als Duitstalige kinderen maken aanzienlijk meer gebruik van de directe dan van de
indirecte rede. Dit zou het gevolg kunnen zijn van de speelse aard van de meeste interacties
die kinderen hebben. Een nadere bestudering van de discours-contexten van de redeweergave van Duitse kinderen laat inderdaad zien dat wanneer er sprake is van ‘doen alsof ’ of een
verhalende context, er een voorkeur is voor het gebruik van de directe rede. In contexten die
meer realiteits-georiënteerd zijn, daarentegen, is er een voorkeur voor het gebruik van de
indirecte rede. Verder hebben kinderen een voorkeur voor het gebruik van de indirecte rede
wanneer ze naar een autoriteit verwijzen (bijvoorbeeld Mama heeft gezegd dat je me niet mag
slaan).

Experiment 1 (hoofdstuk 4)
In experiment 1 behandelden we de vraag of persoonlijke voornaamwoorden gemakkelijker
te interpreteren zijn in de directe rede of in de indirecte rede. We formuleerden twee mogelijke hypothesen. Aan de ene kant zouden persoonlijke voornaamwoorden moeilijker te
interpreteren kunnen zijn in de directe dan in de indirecte rede omdat de directe rede een
verschuiving van het perspectief van de huidige spreker naar het perspectief van de oorspronkelijke spreker vereist. Aan de andere kant zou het ook zo kunnen zijn dat kinderen niet
alleen vaker de directe rede produceren, maar het ook gemakkelijker vinden om de directe
rede te interpreteren. In een referent-selectie-taak keken kinderen tussen de vier en twaalf
jaar en volwassenen naar animatiefilmpjes op een tablet waarin dierlijke hoofdpersonen
de persoonlijke voornaamwoorden ik, jij en hij gebruikten in de directe rede (bijvoorbeeld
Olifant zei: “Ik krijg de voetbal”) en in de indirecte rede (bijvoorbeeld Olifant zei dat hij de
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voetbal krijgt). De resultaten laten zien dat zowel kinderen als volwassenen meer fouten maken en langer de tijd nemen om een keuze te maken voor een referent bij het interpreteren
van persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de directe rede in vergelijking met de indirecte rede.
Hierbij is sprake van een systematisch patroon in het maken van fouten: Kinderen interpreteerden persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de directe rede vaak op dezelfde manier als in
de indirecte rede. Dit duidt erop dat ze er niet in slagen om het perspectief van de huidige
spreker te verruilen voor dat van de oorspronkelijke spreker. Verrassend genoeg worstelden
zelfs twaalfjarigen er nog mee om persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de directe rede correct
te interpreteren. De reden hiervoor zou kunnen zijn dat bij kinderen ofwel de benodigde
cognitieve vaardigheden ontbreken om van perspectief te veranderen, ofwel dat ze niet in
staat zijn deze vaardigheden serieel toe te passen tijdens een interactie. De grote hoeveelheid
fouten in de directe rede zou ook gerelateerd kunnen zijn aan het feit dat in dit type interactie
de context waarin wordt gerapporteerd meer in het oog springt dan de context waarover
wordt gerapporteerd. Anders dan volwassenen hanteren kinderen wellicht de strategie dat
ze persoonlijke voornaamwoorden interpreteren met betrekking tot de meest prominente
context, waarbij ze de ondubbelzinnige syntactische, semantische en prosodische signalen
die de directe rede van de indirecte rede onderscheiden negeren.

Experiment 2 (hoofdstuk 5)
In experiment 2 onderzochten we de oorzaken van de slechte prestaties van kinderen in de
directe rede in experiment 1. We gebruikten daarom soortgelijke testzinnen als in experiment
1, maar met twee belangrijke aanpassingen. Ten eerste werden de kinderen in dit experiment
rechtstreeks betrokken bij de interactie als toegesprokenen. Ten tweede was de situatie in
dit experiment realistischer, aangezien we gebruik maakten van acties met handpoppen in
plaats van animaties op een tablet. Onze voorspelling was dat deze aanpassingen de interactie minder complex zouden maken en dat kinderen de directe rede daarom beter zouden
begrijpen. Aan dit experiment namen zowel vijf- en negenjarige kinderen als volwassenen
deel. We ontdekten dat in deze aangepaste situatie kinderen significant beter presteerden in
het begrijpen van de directe rede dan hun leeftijdsgenoten in experiment 1. Echter, dit ging
alleen op voor de persoonlijke voornaamwoorden ik en hij, maar niet voor jij. Als kinderen
de toegesprokene zijn, hebben ze de neiging om jij te interpreteren als een verwijzing naar
henzelf, zelfs als jij is ingebed in de directe rede. Dit komt overeen met Wechsler’s (2010)
de se-theorie over persoonlijke voornaamwoorden, die voorspelt dat jij automatisch wordt
begrepen als betrekking hebbend op de luisteraar.
Daarnaast bevatte experiment 2 ook een onderdeel waarin uitdrukkingen moesten worden geproduceerd. De deelnemers moesten een uitspraak zoals Jij krijgt de voetbal
doorgeven van de ene handpop aan de andere. Hoewel kinderen hierbij zowel directe als
indirecte rede gebruikten, gaven bijna alle volwassenen de voorkeur aan de indirecte rede.
In combinatie met de resultaten van de studie naar de interpretatie van directe en indirecte
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rede suggereert dit dat in een discours-context waarin de uitwisseling van informatie centraal
staat, de indirecte rede de voorkeur geniet. Dit geldt zowel voor het begrijpen als voor het
produceren van de weergave van andermans spraak.

Experiment 3 (hoofdstuk 6)
In experiment 3 onderzochten we het begrijpen van redeweergave in een verhalende context.
Eerdere studies hebben aangetoond dat kinderen en volwassenen in verhalen een voorkeur
hebben voor het gebruik van de levendigere directe rede (Baker & Freebody, 1989; Vincent
& Perrin, 1999). Omdat in een verhaal de nadruk normaal gesproken op de karakters ligt,
en niet op de verteller, springt het perspectief van de karakters het meest in het oog. Een
verschuiving naar het perspectief van de karakters, zoals de directe rede vereist, zou daarom
gemakkelijker moeten zijn in een verhalende context dan in een context waarin informatie
wordt uitgewisseld. In experiment 3 bootsten we daarom het voorlezen van een plaatjesboek
na op een tablet. Vier- en zesjarige kinderen en volwassenen luisterden naar een verhaaltje
met bijbehorende plaatjes. Ze moesten daarbij persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de directe
en de indirecte rede interpreteren. De resultaten laten zien dat de meeste zesjarigen in een
verhalende context persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de direct rede correct kunnen interpreteren. Zoals voorspeld, was het in deze situatie niet moeilijker om persoonlijke voornaamwoorden te interpreteren in de directe rede dan in de indirecte rede.

Conclusie
Dit onderzoek had betrekking op het produceren en begrijpen van voornaamwoorden in
directe en indirecte rede in taal. Ik onderzocht hoe kinderen en volwassenen dit doen aan de
hand van een corpusstudie en drie psycholinguïstische experimenten.
De corpusstudie naar het spontane gebruik van directe en indirecte rede leverde bewijs dat Nederlandse en Duitse kinderen vanaf hun derde jaar in staat zijn de directe en de
indirecte rede te gebruiken, en dat ze zelden kenmerken van de directe en indirecte rede door
elkaar gebruiken. Deze resultaten over het produceren van redeweergave contrasteren met
de bevindingen van de experimenten over het begrijpen van redeweergave. In experiment
1 bijvoorbeeld interpreteerden zelfs elfjarigen persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de directe
rede in meer dan de helft van de gevallen op dezelfde manier als in de indirecte rede. Dit
suggereert dat er een asymmetrie is in de verwerving van het produceren van redeweergave
en het begrijpen ervan, en dat kinderen eerst de correcte productie van de weergave van
andermans spraak leren, en pas daarna het correcte begrip ervan (cf. Hendriks, 2014).
In dit onderzoek heb ik drie factoren geïdentificeerd die van invloed zijn op het begrip
door kinderen van persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de directe en de indirecte rede: (i) de
discours-context, (ii) de rol in de interactie en (iii) de aanwezigheid van een talig antecedent.
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De eerste factor verklaart waarom kinderen, afhankelijk van de discours-context
(bijvoorbeeld een context waarin informatie wordt uitgewisseld, of een verhalende context),
meer of minder accuraat zijn in hun interpretatie van persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de
directe en de indirecte rede. Ik beargumenteer dat in verschillende situaties de huidige en
de oorspronkelijke context meer of minder prominent zijn. Als de oorspronkelijke context
bijzonder prominent is, bevordert dit de interpretatie van persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in
de directe rede. Wanneer echter de huidige context bijzonder prominent is, vergemakkelijkt
dit de interpretatie van persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de indirecte rede.
De tweede factor verklaart waarom de rol die kinderen aannemen in de interactie
beïnvloedt hoe ze redeweergave verwerken. Kinderen vinden het gemakkelijker om persoonlijke voornaamwoorden in de directe rede te interpreteren wanneer ze actief worden
aangesproken, dan wanneer ze slechts niet-deelnemende toeschouwer zijn.
De derde factor heeft betrekking op de observatie dat een persoonlijk voornaamwoord gemakkelijker te interpreteren is als de talige context de referent expliciet noemt en
er daarmee meer de aandacht op vestigt. Dit verklaart bijvoorbeeld waarom het persoonlijke
voornaamwoord tweede persoon enkelvoud jij gemakkelijker te interpreteren is in de zin
Anita zei tegen Oscar: “Jij krijgt de voetbal” dan in Anita zei: “Jij krijgt de voetbal”.
De verschillende studies in deze dissertatie hebben voor het eerst op experimentele
wijze de interpretatie van persoonlijke voornaamwoorden door kinderen en volwassenen in
directe versus indirecte rede onderzocht. Meer onderzoek is nodig om in kaart te brengen
welke cognitieve processen er ten grondslag liggen aan het produceren en het begrijpen van
de weergave van andermans uitingen. Toekomstige studies zouden zich daarnaast kunnen
richten op de interpretatie van redeweergave in personen met autisme, personen met afasie en
tweetaligen. Deze groepen taalgebruikers hebben wellicht om verschillende redenen moeite
met het interpreteren van voornaamwoorden in redeweergave. Een verdere mogelijkheid is
om de aandacht te richten op andere typen van perspectief-afhankelijke uitdrukkingen, zoals
temporele (bijvoorbeeld morgen) of ruimtelijke (bijvoorbeeld hier) verwijzingen.
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